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Retire After 39

Assembly Held

h

Zeeland Water
Jo-Lee Hurlbut and

Top

Van Hoff Given

Service

Customers Hear

Awards

The names of Jo-Lee Hurlbut
and Keith Van Hoff will be the
1957 entries on the Nicodemus
Bosch service trophy, it was announced at the annual honors assembly Monday in

Special Vote Set

On Water Authority

Holland

School. Each year the
names of a girl and boy in the
graduating class who have rendered the greatest service to the

school are engraved on the trophy.
In- addition, each receives 55.
Others who received pins for outstanding service are Margo Munro,
Joan Vanden Brink. Lester Kuyp*
er, Mary Ellen Steketee,Barbara
Becker. Sally Houtman, N a n c'y

On Tuesday, June 4
WENDELL

A. MILES, Hol-

land, Monday was nominated

by

President Eisenhoweras

U.S. attorney for the western

district of

Michigan for

another four-year term.

Plewes. Thomas Bos. Roxanne
Rudolph.

Mayor Tom Bos served as chairfor today’s assembly and Jo-

man
Lee

Another Meeting

Hurlbut conducted devotions.

Faculty members announcing For Deliberations
awards were

principal A u s tin
Buchan. Clara Reeverts, Arthur
Hills. Willard Fast. Ruby Calvert.
Leverne Stillwell. Theodore Carter, Linnea Nelson. Don Gebraad,

Scheduled Friday

ZEELAND

(Special)-About I$0

Zeeland residentsattended a pub-

Many Other Awards
Announced

—

from Lake Michigan to Grand

at

Annual

HHS Honors Assembly
The

gift of

a new camera ana

enlarger besides the color portrait
of retiringPrincipal J. J. Rienv

ersma

vocation and temperament. He
scores very high on all three essentials of a good teacher. He
knows his subject, he is enthusiastic about it and he loves the students. One or two of these quali-

ties may be found in many teachlic meeting of water customers ers, but to excel in all three is
Tuesday night in the City Hall to reserved for the few. Prof. Lamreview the proposed Grand Rap- pen is one of the few.”
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope presids-Ottawa Water Authority.
ident , said. "I have a feeling that
Elmer Hartgerink, chairman of Prof. Lampen will not be leaving
the Board of Public Works, said
us completely. After all he has
he was happy with the turnout, finished only 39 years as a faculty
considering several conflicts with
member at Hope. He will have to
other meetings and said the peo- somehow round out his '40th year
ple displayed a positive attitude even if he only visits with us over
toward the plan.
A motion picture, "Water
Wealth or Worry for America,
was shown along with slides of the
proposed water, system to be built

Among

Class Memorials

of the college, said, "Prof. Lampen has formed the minds and the
lives of many Hope College students. He is a teacher both by

About Pipeline

High

Enlarger

Students,faculty and alumni of
Hope College will offer their best
wishes to Prof. Albert E. Lampen
when he officiallyretires from the
faculty,June 3, after serving
head of the college mathematics
departmentfor 39 years.
Dr. William Vander Lugt, dean

Holland High

Keith

Years

will be the class

memoriala

of the senior class, it was an*
nounced by Keith Van Hoff, senior class president,at the annual
honors assembly in Holland High
School Monday.
ns, Austin

Buchanan
were
the Varsity

_

r.

Riemersma

blankets from

Read-

ers Digest for bhe year together
with engraved certificates went to
Willard Connor, Joan
Brink, Nancy Plewes and Mary
Ellen Steketee.
Winners In the Mabel Anthony
speech contest were Mary Gall
Elenbaas In oratorical declama-

Vanden

DEDICATION — Three Holland residents were
among the many persons attending ceremonies
marking the start of work on a 136 million
dollar connection channel project at Amherstburg, Ont., Tuesday. The five-yearproject will
link the upper Great Lakes
Huron, Michigan
and Superior — with channels deep enough to

are: Willard C. Wichers of Hit Netharlands

tion,

InformationStnrict office in Holland; U.S.
Army Secretary Wilber Brucker;Netherlands
Ambassador to the U.S., J. H. Van Roijen;
William H; Vande Water, secretary-manager
of the Holland Chamber of Commerca,and
Casey Brewer of the Holland Chombar of
Commerce.

Linda Raven in dramatio

reading, Mary Bosch in humorous
reading, Barbara Walvoord in original oratory and Willard Connor
extempore speaking. Prists
were 55 each.
Bruce Van Leuwen and Barbara
Walvoord won first and second
prizes, respectively in the Voice
of Democracy Contest
Forensic awards follow:
Oratorical
Hendrick Smith,)
Mary Elenbaas, Peter Epplnga,
Joyce Coffey, Marcia Brink, Paul
Kleinheksel,Stanley Marcus, Sandra Boeve, Mlcki Zlckler;original
oratory— Barbara Walvoord, Keith
Van Hoff, Jo-Lee Hurlbut, Sidney
Tiesenga, Ann Herfst; extempt •
speaking, Willard Connor, Bruce
Van Leuwen, Helene Bosch, Merry
De Waard, Norman Hoeve, James
Johnson, William KaU, Lester Kuyper, Leland Somers, Mary Ellen
Steketee, William Stryker, Karen
Young; humorous reading — Maly
Bosch, Jane Penn*, Dale Conklin*

City Council will resume discus- Rapids.
sions at 5 p.m. Friday on whether
Hartgerink said he told the group
to shift the site for the new county the city feels it has exhausted exhandle the larger ocean-going freightersusing
Scholastichonor pins to seniors branch buildingfrom Little Neth- plorationfor more wells for commercial
purposes
in
the
last
-ix
or
(Unilid Press photo)
the St. Lawrence Seaway. From left to right
who averaged 3.50 or better for erlands at 13th St. and Central
the four years were awarded to Ave. to the City Hall site at 12th seven years. He pointed out that
Zeeland’s two present well fields
William Connor. Nancy Plewes,
St. and River Ave., following an
Mary Ellen Steketee. Joan Vanden hour and a half meeting here Tues- are barely supplying the need and
they will have to be used until the
Brink, Judy Nienhuis. Marlyn De
Rites
day afternoon.
water authority, if passed, is comWaard, Louise Marsilje. Carol
The special meeting was called pleted in roughly four years.
Dulyea, Eleanor Ver Burg. Lorby Mayor Robert Visscherafter Taxpayers and non-taxpayers of
raine K o o y e r s, Pearl Mannes,
the Ottawa County Board of SuWanda Knoll, Marilyn K u n k 1 e, pervisors at a special meeting Zeeland will vote with Grand
Rapids, East Grand Rapids,
Dorothy Larion, Marshall Elzinga
The three-day Grand Valley
Monday voted to delay action on Grandville,Wyoming Township,
Keith Van Hoff. Linda Yntema*.
Council Jambo-Ral wound up Sunbuilding sites in Holland for 30
Paris Township,Hudsonville and
Helene Bosch, Sally Houtman. Dendays to allow Holland officialstime
day at the Allegan Fair Grounds
GeorgetownTownship next Tuesnis Wiersma, Lanny Zylman.
to completethe transfer,if such
day on whether they want to join
with a general convocation for the
Scholarship awards were anGRAND
(Special)
can be effected.
the project,which is estimated to
nounced as follows: Barbara Back3,000 Scouts and leaders.
Specifically, the county board by
Separate funeral services were
cost 523,000,000.
er. Central Michigan; Robert BilDr. Irwin J. Lubbers, president
Prof. A. E. Lampen
unanimous
vote
empowered
the
Both the City Council and the
in
lett, MichiganState; Willard Conarranged Monday for two FruitBuildings and Grounds committee
ol
Hope College, one of three
a
daily
cup
of
coffee
in
the
college
BPW
have
endorsed
the
authority
nor. Jr., national merit scholarport
men
who
were
drowned
about
to work on a new agreement. If
speakers stressed a boy’s obligaas a solutionto Zeeland’s water Koffee Kletz."
ship; Thomas Blackburn, highway
Linda Koopman, Betty Miller*
The professor,himself, puts it 7:15 p.m. Friday while fishing at tion to serve his country, his felengineeringaide. Universityof a new agreement is not effected problem and urged a "yes" vote.
Mary Self; dramatic reading
Oil
this way, "I do not expect to re- Big Bay de Noc in the Upper Pen- low man and his God. Other speakMichigan;Jo Ann Elhart, Central in 30 days, the committeewas inKaren Hansen, Bonita Kolean, Edstructedto complete final plans for
main idle. I have been secretary insula.
ers were Rabbi Oscar Flelshaker
Michigan; Jerry Gilbert. Michigan
wine Rackes, Linda Raven, Ruth
using the 13th and Central site.
An unrestrictededucational aid Van Howe, June Veldheer, Linda
of the Reformed Church Board of
State; Marlene Harbin. Central
The body of Grant Taylor, 57, re- and the Rev. Joseph McKinney.
Benevolencessince 1930 and a
The convocation theme was "The grant of 515,300 has been received Bouwman, Kerry Shaffer, J o y c •
Michigan; Jack Huizenga. Uni- This involvedsuch technicalities as
easements and resolutions,all of
member of the Third Reformed tired businessman who formerly World Brotherhood of Scouting.” by The Michigan Colleges Founda- Van Fleet
versity of Michigan; Jo-Lee Hurloperated a garage and sold Insurwhich
were
ready to be signed at
Church consistoryfor 30 years. I
During the closing ceremonies tion, which IncludesHope College Sharon Van Wlngeren won the
but. Central Michigan.
ance, was recoveredat 10 a.m.
hope to continuethese activities as
Hewitt Johnston. Arendshorst Monday's meeting.
three
representativeScout* presen- from the Standard Oil Foundation, ASWA bookkeeping prize of 55 for
Saturday, and the body of Paul
well as my membership on the
ted 5220.87 which had been col- Inc., (Indiana) for 4istribution to the girl who has shown the greatfreshman music scholarship at As opinionswere registeredover At
Henry
Cooper,
45,
dairy
bar
operaWestern Examining Committee of
Hope College; Lorraine Kooyers the 90-minute meeting Tuesday, it
lected as a donation to the World the 14 independent liberal arts col- est Interest made the most protor, was recovered about 1:45 p.m.
Michigan State and University of was evident that there was no un- Committee appointmentswere the Reformed Church Board erf Ed- Saturday. Both bodies were taken Friendship Fund.
leges in Michlgtnthat are mem- gress and received the highest
animity
of opinion, and in view announced at a meeting pf. the ucation." He also ic serving as
Bernard Shashaguay, section bers.
Michigan;Lester Kuyper, Universtanding In bookkeeping.
to
b
I e r Funeral Home In
of the fact that several Council- Board of Directors" of the Ottawa "chairmaif6f TRe' Michigan section
camp directorfor the Ottawa Dissity of Michigan, Judith Neinhuis,
George, M. Holley, Jr., preiiderrt The First National Bank prize of
men and Mayor Visscher were due County Unit of the American Can- of the Mathematical associationof Spring Lake Sunday night.
Hope C ol 1 e g e and Arendshorst
Taylor is survived by the wife, trict camp, hailed the Jambo-Ral of the MichiganColleges Founds 525 for the commercial student
at the Junior Chamber of Com- cer Society Monday evening in the America.
scholarship; Lester Overway. Jr..
Eunice;
two brothers, Stanley of participationby local groups as a tion and president of Holley Car- who acquired a high degree of efProf. Lampen was born in HolKalamazoo College; Nancy Plewes. merce banquet, Councilman Nelson City Government building at Coopburetor Co., in acceptingthe ficiency in class work was awardFruitport and Clifford of Spring huge success.
land. June 8. 1887. He received
Hope College; Mary Ellen Steke- Bosman moved that the meeting ersville.
The outstandingChippewa camp- grant, said, "The Standard Oil Co. ed to Pearl Mannes.
Lake,
and
a
sister,
Mrs.
Paul
be adjourned until Friday.
Chairmar named are : Miss Max- his A. B. degree from Hope Coltee. Kalamazoo College;Joan Vansite was one of 11 large camp
The Peoples State Bank award
Councilman Robert J. K o u w, ii»e Boone, service; Mrs. Donald lege in 1911. He received his mas- Hostetterof Grand Haven. He was areas which featured the Jambo- has been a pioneer in Corporate
den Brink. Universityof Michigan;
giving through the state associa of 515 to the studentwho has done
who
sent the initial communica- Hogue, education;Mrs. Albert Hil- ters degree from the Universityof a charter member and past presiPhyllis Ver Hulst, Central Michikal theme. "Onward for God and tions and has stimulatedtheir outstanding work under the cooption to the Board of Supervisors debrand, Loan Closet;Miss Marne Michigan and has done graduate dent of the Fruitport Lions Club.
gan.
My Country." Seen throughout the growth so that they are now one of erative trainingprogram went to
Cooper
is
survived
by
his
wife
Named to attend Wolverine on behalf of himself as a Council- Ewald anc Miss Maibelle Geiger, work at the university of Chicago. and four children, Ronnie, Patricia camp were large tepees, towers, the most important medlas in Carolyn
#
Girls State are Patricia Hower. man and not speaking for the transportation;Mrs. William Before coming to Hope, he serv- Ann, Jim and Kenny. Cooper was flags, tents of all descriptionsand America through which corpora- The name of Willard Connor will
Meengs and Mrs. John Tiesenga, ed as superintendentof schools in past-presidentof the Lions club, cooking and dining shelters.
Katherine Reed, Suzanne De Pree, Council, explained his rtand.
tions can invest in our indepen- be engraved on the senior class
Mary Bosch and Garnet Harring- ‘The proposed location at 13th dressings, with Mrs. Richard Saugatuck and Gladwin and was a active in school and community Robert Damson, Eagle Scout dent non-tax supported colleges.” of 1941 English trophy.
ton. delegates;Sally Tellman. Ann and Central is rather far away Schlect and Mrs. W. C. Kools as member of the faculties of Winona
and holder of the God and Country
Member colleges sharing in the The Woman's Literary club Junactivities.
Herfst, Edwine Rackes and Patri- from City Hall. We have quite an auvisory counsel.It was announc- college in Indiana and Washburn
The
two
men
apparently were church award, presided at opening grant besides Hope are: Adrian ior essay contest awards went to
investment
there
in
Little
Nethercia Vander Beek, alternates.
ed that any cancer patient need- College in Topeka, Kans. He holds thrown from a boat while fishing ceremonies for the show Saturday Albion, Alma, Aquinas, Emmanuel, Suzanne De Pree, first; Barbara
Delegates to Wolverine Boys lands. I don’t know what the fig- ing dressings contact Mrs. Tiesen- memberships in many scientific during rough weather. They had night. Chippewa District Scouts Kalamazoo, Madonna, Mary grove, Kamphuis,second; Constance Norand educational associations.In
State are Keith Bosch. Bob Dam- ures will be this year, but last ga, EX 22829.
gone north with Jim Boomgaard of and Explorers massed a huge dis- Mercy, Nazarfeth,Olivet and Siena lin, third.
son. William Kail. Sidney Tiesen- year even though there was considIn other business James Brown, Holland, other than the activities
The Quill and Scroll award for
Grand Haven and Bill Bosma of play of American flags flanked by Heights.
ga, Robert Jaehnig, Robert Madi- erable capital expenditure,we net- vice president, was appointed act- mentioned, he is a member of the
The grant is allocatedto mem outstandingwork in yearbook and
Muskegon a week ago on a fish- Scout Unit flags.
ted
52,000
for
the
season.
I
ha.e
son. Bruce Van Leuwen.
ing Area Recruiting Chairman to Exchange Club and has served
Activitiesincluded hundreds of ber colleges according to their own newspaper productionwent to Jack
ing trip. The four lad gone fishing
Danforth Foundation awards for been jold if the city or the Tulip mnction in organizing the county as a member of the Board of Eduin two boats Friday, and it is be- demonstrations, displays and skill formula — 60 per cent equally and Huizenga.
Time
board
must
tear
down
Little
graduates most outstandinglyfourinto approximately eight working cation.
Winners in the Sons of the Revlieved the two victims were thrown exhibitions. Saturdaythe Scouts 40 per cent on -he basis of ensquare in personal development Netherlandsand relocate it, it unit* with a chairman to head each
Prof. Lampen lives with Mrs.
saw
marksmanship demonstra- rollment.
olutionEssay contest are Carolyn
from
their
14-foot
aluminum
boat
and leadership went to Jo-Lee might involve an expenditure of are? division. Mrs. M. J. Riemers- Lampen at 552 College Ave. He by four to five-footwaves. The tions, Scout movies and visited the It is Michigan’s share of 5175,- Koster and John Vander Schaaf.
Hurl but, Mary Ellen Steketee. about 525,000.
ma of Coopersvillewas elected to and Mrs. Lampen are looking for- two boats were about two blocks exhibit area and archery range. 000 the Standard Oil Foundation The Bausch and Lomb science
"Secondly, when county offices
Joan Vanden Brink and Keith Van
the board of directors. Plans were ward to June 8 when he will obset aside this year fo- the benefit award for the best work during
are moved from City Hall, a lot discussed to establish a loan closet serve his 70th birthday with his apart and the survivors were not
Hoff.
of more that 150 private colleges three years in science went to
aware the two men were missing
more
space
will
be
available
for
The
of the Moose
children and grandchildren. Prei Holland.
Willard Connor.
in a 14-state Midwest area.
until they saw the boat circling
scholarshipof 5300 to be distribut- city functionsand when and if a
Richard Parker, head of the sent at the occasion will be Prof empty on the choppy waters. They
The RensselaerAlumni medal
Dr. Robert E. Wilson, Standard
new
library
is
built
:here
will
be
ed over three years to a girl enbudget and finance committee is- and Mrs. Lampen; Mr. and Mrs. had been fishing in water 20 feet
for proficiencyin mathematic*and
Oil Foundation chairman,said
even
more
space.
I
can't
see
any
tering the nursing professionwent
sued budget forms for the county Edgar Lampen of Holland:Miss deep about two miles from shore.
science went to Willard Connor for
transmitting the grant, that f
necessity for City Hall expansion
to Juanita Wiersema.
program for 1956-57. Budget esti- Barbara Lampen. also of Holland The fishing place is 106 miles
collegessharing in to- grant may the best record in chemistry, physin
the
immediate
future
even
if
an(or
The Elks National Foundation
mates will be presented by each and Dr. and Mrs. Oliver Lampen north of the Straits.
use the funds however they wish ics, and three or more years of
Scholarship prize of 525 to a stu- nexation does take place.
committeefor approval at the July of Highland Park, N. J.
He said most colleges have the mathematics.
"Tl.ird,
I
feel
the
city-owned
dent whose four-yearrecord shows
The Recreation Sports School for number one problem of Increas- Seniors admitted to the National
meeting.
Relativeswere informed at noon
property
on
Central
Ave.
between
scholarship,extracurricularactiviMrs. Harold Thornhill reported
Monday that there is a possibility boys eight through 13 will start ing faculty salaries, but money al AthleticScholarshipSociety of
ties, personality,leadership, per- 12th and 13th should not be broken on the successfulHolland house-toits fifth summer of operation Mon- so is necessary to provide the tools Secondary Schools are Thomas Aye,
that Taylor died of a heart attack
severance. resourcefulness an.) up. It might make a good site for house educational and fund raisday, June 17 and a capacity en- and facilitiesnecessary for teach- James Beukema, George Boerigsince
examination
revealed
no
citizenshipwent to Mary Ellen a new library some day perhaps ing campaign and Mrs. Bert Barrollment of 120 is expected.
ing, and for assistingin creative ter, Ross Boersma, Robert Bonwater in his lungs and he was still
with more property to the east.
Steketee.
The four-weekprogram runs research and study.
rett told of the Coopersvillecamnette, Marshall Elzinga, Jerry Gilwearing
his
glasses
when
his
body
The
site
next
to
City
Hall
is
not
The Ottawa County Council of
each afternoon from 1 to 4 :30 p.m.
paign. Approximately54,600 was
bert, Thomas Klaasen, Lester Kuywas recovered.It view of the fact
Christian Education scholarshipof large enough for a library,"Kouw
until July 12 and encompasses just
raised by the two cities, it was
per. Ralph Las swell, Lester Overthe Cooper had a large gash on his
575 to a student who- plans to at- said.
about every sport a youngster Man Pleads Innocent
painted out.
way, Donald Pitcher, Roger PlagTwo
shutouts
were
recorded
in
He then moved that the city conforehead, there's a possibility he
tend a church-relatedcolllege went
would want to learn.
The business meeting was fol- City Softball League play Monday
enhoef, Henry Steffens,Dennis
vey the site at City Hall to the
may have struck the boat in trying This year the fee for the sports To Extortion Charge
to Helene Bosch.
lowed by a social hour with Mrs. night as SuburbanMotors blanked
Wiersma and John Winter.
county
consisting
of
Ity
lots
or
to
keep
Taylor
from
falling
out
The South Ottwa Teachers club
school has been lowered to 55, half
Barrett and Mrs. Riemersma serv- MobilgasDealers, 10-0 and the
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Pan American Club pins were
award of 515 for a person from about 82 feet on 12th St., which ing refreshments.
of the boat.
of the fee for the past four years. Herschel Mulling, 48, of 252 East awarded to Shirley Beek man,
VFW blanked the Moose, 2-6 at
Ottawa county rural schools who is approximately the same frontThe change was made to benefit Ninth St., Holland pleaded not Joyce Disbrow, Ardith Gebben,
Van TongerenField.
rendered outstanding service to age the county originally obtained
parents with several boys.
guilty In Circuit Court this morn- Jerry Hamelink,Doreen Lemmen
In
chalking
up
its
third
straight
i
\y
m
n
(!0lferf
Ooen
Holland High School went to Kar- farther west on 12th St. occupied Zeeland Man Pleads
The program won’t interfere ing to a charge of extortion.
and Marilyn Prince.
victory,
the
VFW
scored
single
"
o™™*
uoiier*
vpen
by the so-called Wagner and Ferris
en Hansen.
with the Recreation American The case will be tried during Future Nurses Club pins were
Not
Guilty
to
Charge
runs
in
the
second
and
sixth
inPlay
at
Legion
Course
The Wynand Wichers prizes of houses. This site was abandoned
Legion C league baseball league the June term of the court.
awarded to Marilyn Boeve, Shirley
nings.
55 each to students doing the best when the Holland appeal board deGRAND HAVEN (Special) - Rog Beckman tripled in the sec- Opening day events were attend- because all baseball will be play- The alleged offense occurred Dykstra, Judith Fisher,
work in Bible went to Lawrence clined a variance. Kouw’s motion
Jason Kraak, 35, of 118 N. Centen- ond and scored on an infield out ed by 42 women at the American ed in the evenings.
May 7, in Zeeland,when he alleged- Fletcher, Nancy Plewes, Marilyn
Manglitz and Sandra Zuber.
was seconded by Bosman.
Plans call for two age and ability
The Edwin Barkel Memorial CouncilmanHenry Steffens, who nial St., Zeeland, pleaded not while A) Glupker singled in the Leagion ‘Country Club Tuesday groups. They will depend on age, ly threatened to shoot and kill Al- Rocks, Sandra Schaap, Juanita
bert Ringewold and Alyda Rlnge- Wiersema and Sylvia WUdschut.
band prizes for outstanding work opposes the new proposal,present- guilty in Circuit Court this morn- sixth and scored on two consecu- morning. Four flights competed in
size, ability and playmates.
wold, with Intent to compel them,
Future Teachers of America
ing to a charge of feloniousas- tive errors.
th"shoot
’em
and
roll
em
during the senior year were award- ed his viewpoint in three lights.
Instructionwill be given in a againsttheir will, to deliver to him Club pins went to Barbara BeckThe winners made four hits off chance bogey.
ed to Lester Kuyper and Elbertus "As a citizen, I believe the city sault.
er, Helene Bosch,
De
He waived the reading of infor- Joe Berens with Lum Veldman Winners in the flights were Flo- variety of sports by trained 51,000.
Kruiswyk.
should keep and use its own land
mation
and his attorney said he getting the other two. Fred Hand- rence fahaney, first; Marjorie coaches.Bob Connell. Holland High It was by oral communcationto Waard, Roxanne Rudolph, Laurie
Band and orchestra Boosters for its own purposes— either govvarsity basketballand cross-coun- Mr. and Mrs. Ringewold.
Steggerda, Judith Van Leeuwen,
Club scholarships of 545 each to ernmentalor cultural uses. As a will file a motion (o quash the werg, Jas De Vries and Berens Klaasen, second; Barbara Poest,
try coach, will head up the proRosemarieVan Noorden and Linda
thirr
and
Lee
Bourn
an.
fourth.
information
based
on
the
law
with
hit
safely
off
Veldman.
be used to attend music camp at Councilman,I feel It is not only
Yntema.
Next Tuesday’s event will be gram assisted by four top-flight Poster Law Violation
Four runs' in the first, two each
Interlochen went to Janet Vanden the functionas a legislator but an reference to the definition of asVisual Aids club pins were
Bos, Rose Ellen Bums, Nancy obligationto guard and conserve sault — that the testimony taken In the third and fourth and one "poker” with play starting at 8:30 assistants.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) awarded to Allen Buurma,
Ted
Boeve.
freshman
football
each
in
the
sixth
and
seventh
aca.m.
for
the
Women’s
Golf
Asso• Mouw, John Riters,Cherie Yost, the property of the city— not give at the examination before the jusand trick coach at Holland Junior Frank M. Lockage, 49, of Muske- Zoet, Robert Baker, Wayne Diriwe,
Patricia Lugten and Ellen Scott it away.
tice showed no assault under the counted for the Suburban runs. ciation at the Country Club.
High, will help out along with Del gon Heights,paid 575 fine and 54.30 Jack Hamelink, Charles Large,
The winners made 12 hits and apThe Boosters club drum major "As a citizen of the county, this definition thereof.
Grissen, former Holland High and costs in Justice Eva Workman’s Bruce Stegenga, Allen Teusink,
pear
to
have
found
themselves
and
award to be used to attend drum appears to me to be the first step The alleged offense occurred In
Hope College athelu and now court Tuesday night for violating John Vander Schaaf, Robert Dammajor camp <at Syracuse,Ind in moving the seat of the county Zeeland,April 13, when Kraak from now on should be a threat. Wiener Roast Honors
majoring in physical education at * poster sign law. Sam Hartwell son, Richard Brand, Paul Elenamounting to 537.50 were awarded governmentfrom Grand Haven to was stopped by Pohce Sgt. Law- A1 Bosch, Suburban hurler. gave
deputy sheriff for the Ottawa Coun- baas, Jerry HameUnk, Jeff Hamm,
Bobby
Strabbing,
10
Western
Michigan University.
to Pau’. Kleinhekse;.
Holland. I hope this is true, since rence Veldheer bf Zeeland, for up only one hit, a double to Ron
ty Road Commission allegedLockTom
Maentz,
who
is
regarded
David Kleis, Monty Moomey, Dale
Sterling silver numeral guards the greater populatiinis in the having only one headl’ght.After Bulthuis in the fourth inning.
age had placed three signs too
were awarded to Nancy Mouw Holland-Zeeland area. Before our Kraak was stopped it was dis- Jud Gebben led the winners with A wiener roast at Kollen’sPark as top end prospect for the Chi- dost to the highway advertisingMyaard, Richard R u h 1 i g, Rex
Foss, James Gamby, Hewitt JohnRuth Ann Brondyke.Rose Ellen county builds a building to serve covered he had an automatic shot- three hits while How Gruppen and Saturday afternoon honored Babby cago Cardinalsin the National
Len Holstege had two each and Strabbing who celebrated his 10th Football League, is another aide. Ws orchestra’sappearanceat the ston, Kenneth Kuite, CliffordOwen
Bums, Norma Houtman. Margo but a segment of the population gun in his
*
Jud Gebben, Herb Rietman, Bob birthday.The party was given by Maentz formerly played at Holland Fruitport pavilion on several dif- and James Schaap.
Meengs, Janet Vanden Bos, Gail I’d like to have the supervisors
ferent dates.
Moon, Jean Schaafsma. Katherine study the needs of the county, and
Vollink, Art Kraal and Jerry Klyn- Bobby’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. High and the Universityof MichiRobert Strabbing.514 Central Ave. gan and was captainof the Michistra had one each.
Reed, Mary Wood, Sandra Piers- whatever is needed In the future Ur Two Divorces Granted
Found Dead at Harm
Games were played and prizes gan football team last fall. Harold Accepts Call
ma, Grace Oosterhof, Sharon the way of buildingswould fit the GRAND HAVEN (Special) CONKLIN (Special)
The Ladies Breakfast at the were awarded. Favors were pre- Streeter,former elementaryphy- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Delke, Gayle Steketee,Charyl needs.
Dorothea P. Delke of Holland, was
Finkler, 9, Conklin, died
sical education consultantand now
Veen, Suzanne De Pree, Barbara
granted a divorce this morning Youth for Christ Clubhouse Satur- sented to each guest
Rev. Frank Williams. 31, of Roy- morning at his
Guests attending were Lon Aus- principal at Washington School, is al Oak, has accepted a call to be dieted gunshot
Kamphuis, Lynda Nyhoff, Edward The following members of the In Ottawa Circuit Court from Ed- day at 6:30 a.m. will featureMrs.
KuipeJ, Dennis Ende, Karel Van- Virginia Park Home Demonstra- ward C. Delke, also of Holland. George Huff, missionary on fur- sicker,Billy Beckman, Billy Bult- the other assistant.
assistant minister at First Pres- to Dr. J. N. '
der Lugt, Cliff ‘Strabbing. Ellen tion Group attended the Hospital Custody of a 17-year-old child was k ugh from Africa, as guest speak- huis, Tom Bosch. Tom Dokter,
byterian Church in Grand Haven. aminer
A regular meeting of the Retail He will assume his new duties
Scott, Cherie Yost, Sidney Tiesen- Auxiliary luncheon at the Ameri- awtrded to the mother. Alfonso er. Dr. Holkeboer who waa sche- Randy Dokter. Curtis Casemier,
ga, David Visser, Paul Smeenge. can Legion Club Tuesday: Mrs. Ivan Esn also was granted a di- duled to jpeak has been forced Jerry Hekler, Merle Jaarda. Lee Merchants Committee of the Cham- June 16. He Is at present serving
Patricia Lugten, RochelleDe Vries, Henry Du Mez, Mrs. Albert vorce from Gladys Esh. Both are to take an Indefinite rest due to Koning, David Koops, Jack Rit- ber of Commerce is scheduled as pastor of the
John Nonhof, Connie Norlin and Kuiper, Mrs. Ralph<Van Lento Sr. fiOm Nunica and there are no chil- physical limitations. No reserva- sema, Tom Tucker. BiHy Vogel*| Monday. June 3, beginning at noon Church at Zenda, Wls. H*
at the Dutch Mill Restaurant.
ceed Rev.
tions are needed for the breakfast zang and Jimmy Quist.
dren involved.
and Mrs. Lee Hessler.

Robert Chard, Edward Damson.
William Hornbaker, Hannah Parkyn and Joe Moran.

—
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HoU

Annual Cotton

School

in

Grand Rapids

Ninety-four Horizon girls and Marilyn Rocks, Dale Jones, Eddie
their guests danced to the music Rackes, Jerry Bo e v e, Marlene
of ferry Zylman’s Band at the Rigterink,Bill Winter, Mary van
annual Cotton Cotillion last Friday Haitsma,Bob Bolks and Sandra
evening at the American Legion Van Langevelde, Dick Stadt.
Country Club.
Jane Hansen, John Winter, KarAttending were Carol Slighter, en Andreasen, Bob Bush, Jo Lee
Mafvin Overway,Sally Van Dyck, Hurlbut, Bob Murphy, deanna
Randy Brondyke,Darlene Nynas, Hoffman,dill Miller, foary Dixon,
John Kolean, Jane Penna, Garry Jim Walker, Barbara Morse, Lee
Gibbons, Margie, Schaftenaar, Vanden Bosch, Connie Norlin,
Doug Knapp, Grace Oosterhof, Harold Wise, Marilyn Smeenge,
Bob Jaehnig, Linda Raven, John Howard Bos.

Money

SopL Scott Says
Approximately$60,000
WiD Be Cot

Vows Spoken

Cotillion

Staged at Country Club,

District Stands

To Lose

30, 1957

OH

Based on this year's figures, the
Holland dty school district stands

to lose approximately $60,000 in
funds for the coming year based
on the new school bill which the

Landwehr, Pat Hower, Paul

El-

Carol Stryker,Jack

Rustic us,

Mary

Pat Zeedyke, Wes Kuyers,
Linda Nyhoff, Larry Aalderink, Bosch, Bill Kail, Deanna Phillips.
Connie Cook, Maurie Vander Haar, Bill Tornovish, Ruth Hopkins, Ron
state legislature adopted Saturday.
Jo Ann E 1 h a r t, A1 Tornovish, Dorgelo, Marlene Harbin, Roger
According to Supt. Walter W.
Roxy Rudolph,Keith Van Hoff, Plagenhoef,Lou Jeanne Poll, Dyke
Scott who spent Thursday in
Waneta Arnold, Hub Harrington, Rottschaeffer,Carol K 1 a a s e n,
Lansing, the reductionin local
Gayle Steketee, Jim Van Putten, Punch Oudertluys, Sharon Wllllits,
PASS RANK — Camp Fire Girte meet with memare Judy Thomas, Mrs. Carroll Norlin, Mrs.
Mary Ann Seif, Jim Botiis, Jo Les Overway, Margo Meengs, John
funds involvessome $27,000 in
bers of the committeeon rank to pass various
Adrian Van Putten,Nancy Van Slooten and Judy
Reddick, Jim Steininger, Joyce Ely.
state aid and $35,000in tuition.
exams before the Grand Council Fire. Shown here
Baker. The group meets in the Camp Fire office.
Van Fleet, Ross Boersma, Pat Louise Marsilje, Jim Beukema,
(Sentinel photo)
Based on a reduction of some
Miller, Stuart Volkers, Joyce Dis- Mary de Velder, Clark De Koeyer,
$4 per member, Holland with a
brow, Bill Kolean, Sharon Van Mary Lou Elferdink,Keith Bosch,
Judy Poll, Larry Kolb, Linda
Eerden, Tom Bos.
membership of about 3,700 pupils
Mary Kuiper, Marty Elzinga, Smith, Curt Newhouse, Janet Va •
will lose some $14,800 for the year
Judy De Neff, Leonard Geerling, den Bos, John Cook, Nancy Cooper,
ending June 30, 1956. However,
Girls
Janet Walker, Frank Jaehnig, Pat A1 Boudreau, Garnet Harrington,
funds normally available in August
Brower, Jim Moes, Karen Cumer- Bruce Van Leuwen, Sara Vander
ford, Jim Lambert, Kay Gushen, Poel, Dan Oonk' Margarete Hoyka,
will be immediatelyavailable
to
Girls in
Tom Aardema, Kay Smith, Sid Glenn Kruithof, Barb Zoet, Ted
through legislativeaction, Scott
The committee of awards of the service requirements. Trail Seek- Tiesenga, Ann Herfst. Pon Chand- Van Zanden, Betti Wichers, Ted Du
said.
ler, Janice Veeder, Bob Billman, Mez, Charlotte Butler, Jim Boyd,
Holland Council of Camp Fire ers make favors for patients at
The legislativebill also increases Listed at
Susan Wright, Chuck Polityka, Margo Munro, David Woodcock,
Girls
is
now
in
session
several
Holland
Hospital
and
convalescent
the deductible millage from 2% to
Mari Wood, John Nonhof.
Nancy Plewes, Jim Cook.
2% mills, and this Vl mill based Junior and sophomorehonor rolls times weekly passing girls in rank, homes. Wood Gathers give two Patsy Oonk, Stu Post, Carol Rik- L/)is Haworth, Dave Jacobusse,
hours
of
service
helping
in
a
comin
preparation
for
the
Grand
were
announced
at
the
annual
honon $49,000,000 state equalizedvaler, Glynn Milton, Sally Tellman, Barbara Becker, Terry Hofmeyer,
uation amounts to a $12,500 re- ors assembly at Holland High Council Fire to be held Tuesday, munity garden or cleaning up Bill Kuyper, Barb Burns, Bob Hol- Joyce Coffey, Gunner Johnson,
June
4.
at
7:15
p.m.
in
the
Civic
public
property
or
growing
plants
School
Monday
morning.
The
junduction in HoUand. The state
man, Marcia Serne, Bill Dunn, Bonita Kolean, Tom Blackburn,
for shut-ins. Fire Makers are rebill also changes the formula for ior honor roll lists 73 studentswho Center.
Carol Johnson, Ron Kuyers, Karen Mary Ann Cook, Ted Walters,
Ranks in Camp Fire mark the quired to give three hours of sercalculating tuition. The old for- have a three-yearaverage of 3 or
Young, George Steggerda, Judy Lynn Winter, Cal Rose, Linn
Mrs. Jossph J. Anderson
mula called for per capita cost plus better,and the sophomore honor progress of work and fun that the vice to their own Camp Fire pro- Maatman, Tom Aye.
Bouwman, Dave Ijte Neff, Shirley
girls have in their group experi- gram either in the office or help(Robinson photo)
25 per cent phis 12% per cent The roll lists 117 students whose twoDorothy
Klomparens,
Bill Dykstra, Dwayne Teusink, Luanne
Park Congregational Church in Miss Janice Van Lente, Junior
new formula calls for per capita year average is 3 or better.The ences. Each rank has its own de- ing with Blue Bird groups.
Harms,
Karen
Ekstrand,
Bruce
Klomparens, Ron Van Dyke, Millie
sophomore honor roll lists seven sire and special insignia, and the
Highest rank in Carnp Fire is
Grand Rapids was the scene of bridesmaid, wore a similar outfit.
coat phis 15 per cent plus 12% per
Kuiken, Suzanne De Free, Norm Enstam, Ron Hllbtnk,Cherie Yost,
requirements for each are carefully Torch Bearer, and here the restudents with all-A averages.
Flower girl and ring bearer were
cent This amounts to $35 per tuiBrumm, Gayle Sparks, Bill Cain, Roger De Cook, Mary Ellen Stek- the double ring ceremony uniting
In the junior honor roll. Suzanne prepared to fit the needs and de- quirementsare so exacting that
Linda and Larry Brandsen. Linda
tion student in Holland. Based on
Miss Joyce Elaine Van Lente and
De Free and Garnet Harrington sires of the girls at differentage only a limited number of girls pass Judy Winterink, Stevie De Witt, etee and Bill Conner. .
wore a white dress and bonnet and
1.000 tuition students,the loss is
Joseph J. Anderson in marriage carrieda flower basket Larry wore
vied for top honors with an aver- levels. First comes Trail Seekers, this rank each year.
$35,000.
May 10. Dr. A. Buttrey performed a white dinner jacket and carried
age of 3.96. Others in l der or then Wood Gatherers. Fire Makers To pass any rank girls are reBesides that, the legislature has
the ceremony before a setting of a white pillow.
ranking honors are Katherine and Torch* Bearers.
quired to earn honors in seven
placed a limit on reimbursing tuiwhite carnations,roses and candeReed, Janice Bosch, Gary Gibbons,
Pictured above is a group of crafts. These include home, creaJames Anderson was best man
tion for the coming year. During
labra.
David Maris, Edwine Rackes, Pat Fire Makers passing rank with tive art. outdoors, frontiers, busiand ushers were Marvil Hall and
the current year, the state paid
Parents of the bride are Mr. Richard De Boer, both of Grand
Hower, Ruth Ann Brondyke, Nancy the chairman of the committee. ness, sports and games and citizenout $5,200,000in reimbursement
and Mrs. Vernon Van Lente of 198 Rapids. Mr. L. Lann was organist
Mouw, Cheryl Veen, Margo Mrs. Adrian Van Putten. and her ship.
Chapter BW, PEG., held its last
The limit next year will be $3,- Meengs, Norma Houtman, Darlene
GraafschapRd. The groom is the and Miss Anita Van Lente was
assistant, Mrs. Carroll Norlin.
Serving with Mrs. Van Putten regular meeting of the current
000,000.
son of Frank Anderson of Brown soloist.
Chrispell, Robert Madison.
As the girls grow, camping re- and Mrs. Norlin on the committee season Monday evening at the
This meant that although maxiSt., Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van
Elsie Spykerman, Cherie Yost, quirements are increased as well of awards are Mrs. Joe Fabiano, home of Mrs. Richard C. Hartigan,
mum tuition rates, are reduced, Robert Damson, Bob Jaehnig, as home responsibilities and corn- Mrs. John Larion, Mrs. Andrew
Given in marriage by her father, Lente served as master and mis687 HarrisoneAve. with Mrs.
sending districts will be paying
the bride wore a ballerina-length tress of ceremonies at a reception
Judy Poll, Mary Bosch, Connie munity service. An example of . Dalman, Mrs. La Vem Regnerus,
larger amounts from their own Jansen, Sherwin Weener, Rose how these requirements are gear- Mrs. Dale Shearer and Mrs. Wil- James White as co-hostess.
gown of Chantillylace and tulle. for 100 persons followingthe cereHolland
High’s
tennis
team
The program."Hats Off to Peorevenues.The tuition rate in Hol- Bums, Bruce Van Leuwen, Lorelei
ed to age levels can be shown in I ham Pkiim.
wound
up
four straight years of The lace bodice featured a sabrina mony. The bride changed to a
ple in the Limelight." was preland the current year was $233 of Ziel, Jer^y Hamelink, Sally Tellneckline and the bouffant skirt of blue wool suit with white accesperfect play Monday.
sented by Mrs. G. E. Stephens.
which the state paid approximate- man, James Collins, Karel Vander
tulle had appliques of Chantilly. sories for a wedding trip to northThe
Dutch
downed
East
Grand
Mrs. George Pelgrim and Mrs.
ly $100 and the sending district Lugt, June Veldheer, Margaret iano, John Fisher, George Jackson,
Miss Anita Van Lente, maid of hon- ern Michigan.
Rapids,
6-1, to complete another unand Mrs. George Damson with
$133. Under the new figures, Scott Friedrick, Carolyn Koster, Lloyd Barbara Kemme, Garth Knutson,
or, wore a gown of white net over
The new Mrs. Anderson is a
beaten
season
and
push
its
string
special emphasis on people who
believes the sending districts wiH Jacobusse,Janet Vanden Bos, Beverly Ortman, Melva Rowan,
taffeta with an aqua sash and graduateof HoUand High School
to 59 in a row. The victory achieved
Kent Rowder, MarjorieSchaftenhave achieveddistinctionin the
be paying close to 150 next year. Marcia Vander Maat.
on the East courts, was the 14th headband.Her flowers and mitts and is now employed as a telefields of literature, music and reliThe school aid bill also includes Sandra Bloemers, Ja^k aar, Robert Teall. Mary Vander
were also in matching aqua. Miss type operator in Grand Rapids.
this season for Coach Joe Moran's
gion.
many amendments on such fronts Hamelink, Helene Melste, Dorothy Wege, Mary Van Iwaarden,WilTrudie Van Lente and Miss Coral The groom is a graduate of Cennetters.
Holland
started
the
season
u special education,transporta- Deters, Ann Herfat, Sidney Tie- liam Ver Hulst, Sharon Visscher.
Mrs. William Schrier conducted with 45 victories.
Robbert, bridesmaids, wore gowns tral High School in Grand Rapids
Donna
Zeerip.
Another great pitching perform- the business meeting and plans
tion, and the Kite. A compensa- senga, Sandra Bouwman, Rayne
of white net over taffeta with pink and is employed at Western ElecProspects
for
the
Dutch
going
ance by Merle Dykema, Holland were made for a breakfast at 9:30
tory measure in some instances Den Uyl, Bill Stryker, Patricia
through next year unbeaten are sashes, flowers and accessories. trie.
Christian's junior right hander,
will be the increased state equal- Lugten, Pat Vander Beek, Jane
a.m. Wednesday at the home of good as Moran points to the list of
gave the Maroons a 4-0 win over
ized valuation which wlH allow Penna, Kay Gushen, Diane EngelsMrs. Gerald F. Bolhuis,1107 South sophomores ' and juniors on his
the Zeeland Chix at Rivervie'w
Girls
some districts to raise more in man, Lynda Nyhoff, Susan Wright,
Shore Dr. in honor of Mrs. George team. Nine boys will be back next
Park, Monday afternoon.Dykema
taxes.
Elaine Aalderink,Ruth Burd, Robwho threw a no-hitter in his last Pelgrim who is to spend 10 weeks year plus several outstanding
Scott paid high tributeto State ert Bush, Donna De Jonge, Judy
in South America this summer and freshmen.
start, limited the Chix to just one
Sen. Clyde H. Geerlingsof HoHand Jongekrijg.
of
Mrs. W. Curtis who will be travelHolland, Class A regional winfor
hit.
and State Rep. George Van PeurJerry Keel, Joanne Ruddick,
ners for the l£th time, has qualified
The win was sweet revenge for ing in Europe.
sem of Zeeland, and to the many Darrell Seyler,Keith Bosch, Barfive boys for the state tournament (Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wade of restaurantsfor the past two weeks.
GRAND
(Special t - the Hollanders, since the Zeelandother hard working legislators who bara Kamphuis, Ronald Kuyers, A custody hearing was held in
to be held Friday and Saturday in 282 West 12th St., Holland,cur- We are lookingforward to a brook
ers had taken a 1-0 victory over
William Brouwer Feted
have been working on the school Charles Large, Ellen Scott, John Ottawa County Probate Court
Kalamazoo.
rently are on a tour of Europe. Mr. trout dinner up in the mountains
the Dutch, two weeks ago. Chrisbill since the beginning of the Vander Schaaf, Judith Van Til, before Probate Judge Frederick T.
East, the latest foe, win repre- Wade, a member of the Holland with the Meyers before we leave.
tian’s win was their fourth against At Surprise Party
year.
Drena Worth, Larry Alderink, Miles all day Monday.
sent the Grand Rapids area in the Rotary Qub, attended the Rotary When we returnedto t he city
five defeats so far this season.
Supt Scott said there would be Delores De Weerd, Kay Smith, It involved Ethel and Katherine
William Brouwer was honored at state tournament, having won the InternationalConvention last week after dinner we boarded one*of the
The locals close their season
an early meeting of the finance Barb Veurink, Mary Wood.
Gardner. 3% and 2-year-old daugh- Wednesday night, under the lights a surprise dinner party Monday ass B regional.
in Lucerne, Switzerland.Following dozens of excursionsteamers on
committee to study ways and
In the sophomoreclass, the sev- ters of Gerald Eugene Gardner
.Scott Maentz, outstandingall- is his account.— Editor)
at Riverview, taking on Hudson- evening given by members of the
Lake Lucerne to see a marvelous
means of dealing with the 960000 en students maintaining an all-A and Shirley Gardner, both of
By Lawrence Wade
display of fireworks.
ville Unity Christiannine. The senior choir of Fourteenth Street around East athlete stopped Rog
reductionin funds. He said it was average for the two years are Jo Grand Haven.
We arrived in Lucerne Sunday As fast as the boats were loaded
Unity club has won 11 while drop- ChristianReformedChurch in cele- Plagenhoef,8-6, 5-7, 8-6 for the only
likely that the teaching staff Ann Brown, Mary de V e 1 d e r,
The childrenhave been wards of ping just one this season.
bration of his birthday which he East victoryMonday. In the No. 2 afternoon in time to attend • the they would go out along the shorebe reduced - that certain posi- Monica Donnelly,Paul Lucas, Rus- the court since March 23, 1956, and
singles spot, Les Overway downed evening sessionof the 48th Rotary line and "drop the hook ’ All of
Dykema, in additionto allowing observed on Sunday.
tions would be consolidated.sell Prins, Hendrick Smith
on April 9. 1956, the father was the one safety, walked only two A chicken dinner was served to Spencer Holms, S-0, 6-2 while Jack InternationalConvention after an a sudden there were 4,000 roses
Secondly, he said supplies and Barbara Walvoord.
ordered to pay $14 a week toward batters and struck out nine Chix. members and guests at Cumer- Hulst had little trouble with BID Interesting experience on the train adrift on the water. There were
Others in order of rank are Peter the support of his children. During
equipment would be reduced, and
Max De Jonge went all the way ford's Restaurant. Mr. Brouwer Heuricks, 6-1, 6-2 and Wayne Over- from Baden-Baden.The train was small metal cups with a lighted
thirdly, the size of classes will in- Eppinga, Jane Van Tatenhove, the past year he has paid $45 and
on the mound for the losers, giv- re ved a gift and a plant from waf took Dick Biehn, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2. crowded and seats were not reserv- candle in them and a bright red
Jack Damson. Diane Roser, La- is $781.00 in arrears.
crease.
In doubles,Marshall Elzinga and ed so we had to share a compart- paper wrapped around the cup.
ing up seven hits, walking no bat- the members and Mrs. Brouwer
He said every effort would be vem Timmer, Sharon Weatherwax, The mother did not take the wit- ters, and strikingout seven.
was presented with a corsage. A Jack Damson trounced John L6gil ment vith five other persons who This feature alone was a beaumade to maintain the high quality Rodger Kobes, Neil Paauwe, Bar- ness stand at the hearing Monday
After three scorelessinnings, the gif also was given Miss Gertrude and Bob Murray, 6-2, 6-1 and Den- also were going to the convention. tiful spectacle.The fireworks lastof the program and saw no reason bara Renick, Kalynn Winstrom, and was represented by a courtnis Kuite and Bob Teall stopped
One young couple was from Van- ed for an hour and while the disDutch jumped on De Jonge for Beckman, organist.
st the moment to cut such items Stanley Marcus, Gail Alderink, appointed attorney.The father was four hits in the fourth inning to
Attending the affair were Mr. Tony Todd and Jim Reed, 9-7, 5-7, couver, Canada, and another from play was in progress all of the
Janice
Harbin,
Russell
Harmsen.
as music and foreign language.
represented by his own attorney open the scoring. Centerfielder and Mr*. Gerald Dornbos, Mr. and 6-4.
Chanute, Kan., by the name of lighted signs and other bright ligi.ts
“We must try to get through these Carol Lynn Johnson, Robert Park- and the People were represented Dan Bos opened with a single and Mrs. Bernard Sterenberg,Mr. and
Several practice matches were Earnest Johnson. Johnson is editor on the buildingsand towers were
rough spots without hurting the es, Karen Vander Werf, Betsy by Prosecuting Attorney James W Leftflelder Paul Sterenberg fol- Mrs. Andrew Knoll. Mr. and Mrs. played. John Landwehr defeated of the local paper in Chanute. He turned out Everybody has been
Snyder, James Cotts. Maurice Bussard.
children," he said.
lowed suit to put two runners on. Jacob Bierema. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Thompson, 64), 64). John Win- knew all about HoUand, having met talkingabout the beautifuldisplay
The jury of two men and four Two successive Chix errors per- John Otting, Mr. and Mrs. Tom ter and Ron Yonker stopped Bob W. A. Butler, Sentinel pubUsher, at for the past two days.
We'll try to cut the local program Griffith,Bruce Kuiken, Beverly
women found that the childrenare mitted both 'runners to score. Lindsay. Dr. and Mrs. John Steren- Tigelaar and Ron Rynerson, 6-4. a publishers’convention.
»n places where it will hurt the Minnema, Deanna Phillips.
Yvonne Douma, Janice Har- within the jurisd ction of the court
least, but we'll cut the program
FirstbasemanWarren O 1 e and berg, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Yeomans, 6-2; Dennis Wiersma and Bill Bow- The opening feature of this conthome, Carmen Lopez. Cheryl Ny- and that they are now made perHenry K. Troost, 86,
rather than put the fuH burden on
Catcher Allen Walters also singled Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dykhuis, Dr. man stopped Bill Hardy and BID vention was the usual address of
kerk, Larry Van Vuren, Marcia manent wards and the rights of the
Lamed,
3-6,
6-3,
9-7;
Ron
Van
Eenlocal taxpayers,” Scott said. “We
welcome.
It
was
hard
to
foUow
and
to drive tfie third runner across. and Mrs. Edwin Vander Berg,
Dies After Illness
Brink, Mary Elferdink, David parents are to be terminatedby
all share great concern for the tax
Christian added another run in Mr. and ‘Mrs. Alan Fuder, Mr. enaam and Rich Antas won over somewhat tiring as each speaker—
Kleis, Nancy Nienhuis,
Henry K. Troost, 86, died at his
the court.
levy, and we’ll just have to rethe fifth inning with the same scor- and Mrs. Dick Geenen, Mr. and Dan Miller and Bill George, 6-2, there were three— gave his speech
Overbeek, Ona Pardue, Crystal The parents, who were divorced
home 67 West Ninth St. late Montrench where we «yi.”
ing combination. Bos started it Mrs. Art Alderink. Mrs. Martin 64) and Charles Riters and Dave in English,German and French.
Riemersma, Charles Riters, Joan .about a month ago. have twenty* with a single, went to second on
FoUowing the “speech making,’’ day evening after an illness of
He sak) there may be some redisPloekmeyer, Mrs. Katherine Fred- Klies defeated Jim Sebastian and
Ten Cate. Bruno Vejrosta, Ruth, days in which to appeal to the an error and scored on SterenTed
Burba,
6-8,
6-4,
6-3.
groups
from aU parts of Switzer- about six months. Mr. Troost was
tricting hr elementary schools in
rcks, the Misses Marguerite
Gerritsen,Elvira Ruhlig. Karen Circuit Court. The mother was
land, dressed in their native cos- born in the Netherlands and came
berg’s one base blow.
the general program of increasing
Knoll. Ruth Knoll. Mary SterenCumerford,Joyce Coffey. Sharon married just previous to the birth
tumes, staged a beautifulpageant to this country with his parents
Zeeland got a runner as far as
the teacher - pupil ratio.
Mokma, Donna Morris, Marlene of another child, which was not in- third base just once, that in the berg, Mardella Scheerhorn, San- Miss Ardith Wyrich
of Swiss Folklore. The title was when he was 11 years old. The
dra Vahder Berg, Carol Cook and
Rigterink. Mary Schuiling. Dian volved in the hearing. The mother
"The Dreaming Apple Tree.” The family settledon a farm in the
third. An error and Zeeland's lone Henrietta Brookhuizen and Paul Honored at Shower
Van Oosterhout
also recently appeared in Circuit hit by Shortstop Bryon Mohr was
pageant
depicted the four seasons Harlem area and he remained
Marvin Overway, Jack Alexand- Court and pleaded guilty to a as close as the Chix could come Koop, Paul Sterenberg,Robert
in differentareas of this country. there until 1923 when he moved to
Miss
Ardith
Wyrick,
June
bride
Cook, John Geenen and Mr. and
er, Mary Jane C a m p a u, John charge of co-habitation.
Holland to become custodian of the
to scoring.
elect of Melvin Koster, was guest Hundreds of people took part in the
Mrs. Brouwer.
Eshelman, Linda Gadziemski, Ednew E. E. Fell Junior High School.
many
songs,
dances
and
games.
Sterenberg, Bos and Walters led
of honor at a miscellaneous showThe
..orses,cattle, goats and He retired in 1945. He was a memthe
Dutch
offense
with
each
geter
Monday
evening
given
by
Miss
wS:
Creek Neighbor,
ting two hits.
Beverly De Jonge at the De Jonge sheep were from the government ber of Fourth Reformed Church.
Group Features Talent
Paul Meinheksel, Charles Prins, Plan Coming Events
Line score:
home. Gjfts tfere arrangedunder experimental farms and were beau- His wife, Minnie, died on May 7,
A action Sale at Meet
GroundskeeperElton Cobb at James Vande Vusse. James Bosch.
a decorated green and white um- tiful animals. We heard that it 1945.
Survivingare four daughters,
the American Legion Country Clarice Elferdink,Jeanette Hudy- Several projectswere planned at Holl. Chr. ... 000 310 x - 4 7 2
brella. Duplicate prizes were took almost a year to get this proMrs. Ed Adler and Mrs., Robert
Mrs. Marvin (Alice} Den Herder,
Club course has been a busy guy ma, Robert Morrison, Marilyn the regular meeting of the Pine 7 eland ...... 000 000 0 - 0 1 2
duction together.
awarded to winners for games.
Steketee served as auctioneers at
the last few weeks getting the Reinink, Judith Ross, Sharon Van Creek Neighbors Club Monday
Batteries:Dykema and Walters;
A two course lunch was served Thera are 9,800 registeredfor the Mrs. Jack (Sena) Klomparens,
a talent auction which featured
course in shape and trying to fill Wingeren. James Bos, Meredith night. It was decided to buy a new DeJonge and Wiggers.
by Mrs. Garry De Jonge and convention and almost 5,000 are Mrs. Benjamin (Clara) Molenaar,
the meeting of the Christian ServNienhuis.
movie projection screen for the
in some of the mud holes.
daughter, Donna, assistedby Miss from the States. The committeein all of Holland and Mrs. Mayme
ice Guild of Christ Memorial ReKenneth Vinstra, Wanda Baker. school.
But he’s been succesdul and
Arloa Hamelink and Mrs. David charge of planninghas done a Smith of Howard City; two sons,
formed Church and guests MonThe club picnic in the form of a Marriage Licenses
right now, barring any more rain, Pauline Baumann, Mary Drenten,
grand job in getting us housed and Charles and Horace, both of HolDekker.
day evening.About $75 was earned
Ottawa County
the 18-bole course will be in the Jane Hansen, Sandra Kragt, Mary potluck. is scheduled July 29 at
Attending were the Mesdames fed. Most of the food has to be land; 16 grandchildrenand 35
Roge. Gingrich Ver Sluis. 26. from the sale.
best shape of season for the Mem- Kuiper, Darlene Nynas, Stephan Kollen Park. In case of rain it
David Dekker, Henry Slager, CHf- Imported from other countriesbe- great grandchildren; one sister,
Ann Arbor, and PatriciaAnn Mrs. Jack Mellema conducted ford Koster, Gerrit De Jonge and cause the Swiss cannot grow Mrs. John (Clara) Bartels; one
onal Day weekend play. Cobb plans Slag, Rosalie Taylor. Beverly Wel- will be heid at the school.
Election of officers were held Sligh, 24, Holland; Fred H. Bun- devotions and special music was
brother in-law, John Kamerman
.to mow both the fairways and ters, Ronald Zuidema. Lois Bronthe Misses Micky Wyrick, Arioa enough for themselves.We get very
dyke, Linda Bouwman. Ronald De for the 1957-1958 club season. Mrs. nell, 73, Ferrysburg,and Eliza- presented by Mrs. Adler and her
greens twice before Thursday. “
HaraeHnk, Mina Vanden Berg, good meals, the service is good both of Holland.
Funeral services held Friday
The course should be crowded Jonge, Carol Dykens, Kathy Klom- Irene Van Den Brand will serve beth M. Bouwman, 55, Grand Rap- guest, Mrs. Les Van Ry, who sang Sharon Nyqn brink, Lila Stremler, and there it plenty of variety on
Thursday but a members-onlyre- parens, Lyle Mulder. Wayne Over a- president; Mrs. Mary Siegers, ids; James Crandle, 19, route 1, "Hold Thou My Hand" accompan- Shirley Vanden Brink, Lois Phil- the menu. We are staying at Engel- afternoon at 2 at Fourth Church
servationplan has been worked out. way, Linda Souter. Ihirley Ven- secretary; Mrs. Sena Berkompas, Grand Haven, and Beverly Buike- ied by Mrs. Burton jiorr.
lips, Karla Elders,
De berg, a smaU mountain resort with the Rev. John Nieuwsma offiHostesses were the Mesdames
ciating. Relatives will meet in the
II a foursome knows the exact time stra, Dale Conklin, Jack Hulst, treasurer; Mrs. Dorothy Vanden ma, 18, Grand Haven.
Jonge, and the guest of honor. Al- town with more hotels than homes,
Don Den Uyl, Russ De Vette, Don
church basement at 1:45. Burial
they wish to play, they should con- John Ashby, Selinda Banks, Wil- Heuvel, card committee and Mrs.
I
do
believe.
It’s
7,000
feet
above
so invitedwere the Misses CarolEthel Van Eyke, retiring presiRussia produces about one-half Hoek, Keith H outing, Wayne
will be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
Uct Pro George Slikkersand set liam Byrne.
yn Koster, Carolyn Wyrick, N 1 1 a Lucerne with snow-cappedpeaks
Junia Dalman. Mary Ann Fab- dent as vice president.
of the worM’i supply of rye.
Jacobusseand Chester Kramer. Boers, Jean MarHnk and Lois all around. You can get to some Friends may meet the family at
it up. ^
Reservationsare set every seven
of the peaka by cog rails and cable Nibbelink - Notier Funeral Chapel
Driesenga.
ramutes along with free periods
Miss Wyrick and her fiance win cars where skiing Is good all sum- Wednes4ay from 2 to 4 and 7 to
when green fee players may tee
9
,
mer.
b* married June 28.
off.
Monday morning we met Dr.
The Criers tournament for mem- Jibe hitters had their night Fri-| These tallies wiped out a two- two hits and Vanden Berg, Berens, the Fords out of reach in the fifth.
Roland Meyer, a former member Revoked License
bers will be the big Memorial Day day after the pitchers had been run first inning Moose lead. Gil Baker and Ed Stille had one hit A triple by How Schut, who stole Couple Seeks Damages
of the Holland club, on the street
event. This is a handicap event in ruling the roost the first couple of Vender Berg led off with a single,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Doc and his mother lived in Hol- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
home, and a fielderschoice and
each.
wh|ch all members or those play- nights in City Softball League ac- was pushed to third on Bob Berens’
single accounted for the final two Suit has beer filed in Ottawa Cir- land for about five years when he Albert Calvin Trevan, 38, of 513
ing, throw out their highestscore tion.
cuit £ourt by James E. and Helen was associatedwith HoUand Color West 21st Ct., Holland, was arsingle and scored on a passed ball.
Ford runs in the sixth.
Suburban Motors spotted the Schut, Bob Hop and Cal Bosman Me Quilklno' Spring Lake against Co. Mrs. Meyer returnedto Lu- raigned before Justice Lawrence
on any one hole. Prizes will be | A total of 15 base hits were col- Berens scored the second run on
awarded to the first five low fleeted in the opener as Wierda Walt Hudzik’s single.
Fords one run in the first and then each had two hits for the winners bus and Marie Borcbers, seek- cerne about a year ago and Doc De Witt Monday for driving
scores and then the 10th. 15th and Upholstery downed the Moose, 5-3
Lou Borgman's triple in the came back with two tallies in the and pitcher How Bosch had one. ing a total of $50,000 judgment. it back for the first time In nine while his licensewas revoked. He
30th places.
and a dozen safetieswere made sixth followed by an error by the bottom of the inning.The Motors How Gruppen, Jud Gebben, Jun The suits are the result o4 an ac- yean, on business. They have was sentenced to serve 10 days in
A Mind bogey and a low putt in the nightcap in Barber Fords catcher, scored him for the other added another tally In the third Klynstra, Jack Lamar and Art cident in Spring Lake Township, taken us to all the interesting jail and pay $25 fine and $4.90
contest also are planned for non- $3 win over Suburban Motors at Wierda run. Jas De Vries made but it still wasn’t enough to scare Kraai each made one hit tor the Jui) 20. 1956. Mrs. Me QuUkin, places and really showed us the costs. If fine ard costa are not
members
Van Tongeren Field.
the final Moose run. He was safe the Fords.
Motors.
who was in a car driven by her town. Mrs. Meyer and Mary went paid be wUi be required to serve
The ladles, who began play at Four runs on four hits, including on an error and scored on Stu Barber’s came back with three Line score:
husband, is seeking $30,000 for per- shopping at some of the good to additional 20 days. Trevan,
tha course today, may begin play- a double, in the fourth inning pav- Baker's double.
runs in the third and were on
RH E manent personal Injuriesand sbe stores they have here.
who was arrested on US-31 in
ing after t p.m. Thursday.
ed the way for Wierda Upholstery's Lamar had three for three for their way. Two hits and two errors Wierda
..... 000 401 0-5 9 1 also claims she was hospitalized
Monday evening we drove out a Spring Lake township at 12:20 a.m.
Competition has started in the victory. Lou Borgman. Lou Altena the winners and Borgman two for plus some good base running scor- Moose .........200 ‘•DO 0-3 6 1 for nore than 2 months. Her hus- short distance from the city and today told state police that be was
Budde Best-Ball tourney and the and BO) Vryhof singled and pitch- two while Ted Schreur, Ted Bos. ed the runs.
band is seeking 920,000 lor injuries had a real Swiss dinner at a Jood on his Wfy to Muskegon. His lideadlinF lor the tourney has been er Rog Lamar cracked a double Ahena and Vryhof had one hit' Two more runs, scored on a Fords
..... 103 022 €—8 1 2 phis medical and doctor expenses hotel It.watUke a
cense was reviked for drunk driw
moved from June If to June 24.
for the hits.
each. Hudzik led the Moose with single and a four-base error, put Suburban ...... 210 000 9-3 5 J etc.
meal and a treat al
rating in ing in August, 1955.
zinga.
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Terry Otting
hits in every
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ARTIFICIALLIMBS
Donna DeYoung, 6, of Grand Haven,
who was born without legs, demonstratesartificial limbs before
the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare in the Old
Supreme Court Chamber at the Capitol Friday. Watching are
Sen. Patrick McNamara of Michigan and Rep. Edith Norse
Rogers

(R.-Mass.)

Run

in

game

7th Vins

For Dutch Over
IRAQI TOURS AREA

(United Press telephoto)

—

Bakir-AI-Dijaih,

assistant governor of Iraqi province, toured

Muskegon Catholic

much

of the Holland area last week and was

•speciallyimpressed by the schools here. He

Plucky Girl Shows Off
Her Artificial Limbs

For the second

straight day

Holland High's baseball team
pushed across the winning run in

is

visiting the United States under the State
Department's International Educational Ex-

change Program and will return home July 10.
Here he is shown with Dr. Paul Fried, left, of
the Hope College political science and history
department,Larry Siedentop student president
of the international relationsclub and Henry
.Steffens, college treasurer. (Sentinelphoto)

the last of the seventh inning.

The Dutch accomplished the one-

Hospital Notes

Iraqi Official Likes

run victory Friday against Muske-

Admitted to Holland Hospital
gon Catholic and took an 8-7 de- Friday were Jack Wallace, Dougyear-old Donna DeYoung of
Mr.
Edword Wofters
cision at RiverviewPark. They las; Joyce Prince, 777 136th Ave.;
Memorial Day thie Thursday at Bosch's restaurant.Included In
Haven, Mich, walked without
Reuben Van Dam, 224 West 17th
had done the same thing Thursday
will mark the 45th anniversary of the group will be Mr. and Mrs.
St. ; Hine Vanden Heuvel,- 60 South
concern across a platform Friday
the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Dick Walters and Joan, Robert and
with a 2-1 win over Grand Haven. Division;Edward C. Deike, Saugaand congressmen and spectators
It would take 25 years to estabward Walters of 222 East Washing- John David, Mr. and Mrs. John
tuck;
Martin
Chrispell, Jr., 764
Terry
Otting,
peppery
secondcheered.
Walters* and John and Barbara
sacker, was the Dutch hero as he Lillian St.; Melvin Vander Zwaag, lish a modem school similar to guests given here In honor of the ton Ave. In Zeeland.
Donna was showing how well
On Wednesday the event was and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Walters
Having
recently enjoyed the ex- pounded the ball against the left route 2; Mrs. R. E. Barber, 724 Thomas Jefferson elementary mayor from Coldwater. The high
she could walk with artificial
Columbia Ave.; Mrs. George Jan- school in a city the size of Holland school band played at a parade celebratedwith a family dinner for and Jeffrey and David, all of Zeelimbs. The youngster, who was cellent interpretationof Thornton field grandstand to score Bill
their children and grandchildren Ind and the guests of honor
sen, 13 West 32nd St.; Mrs. War- in Iraq, according to the assistant given in the afternoon.
Tornovish,
who
had
walked,
with
born with no legs, helped demon- Wilder’s "Our Town" by the local
the winning run.
ren
Veurink, 995 Paw Paw Dr.; governor of one of Iraq’s provinc- Mrs. Waiter Hanson was guest
strate to the Senate Labor Com- college drama group, our interest
Otting, who has hit safely in Mark Van Netten, 925 Paw Paw es.
of honor at a pink and blue shower
mittee the advances made in
in Wilder was renewed and we every one of Holland’s 12 games, Dr.
But Bakir-AI-Dijaih,who visited given last Friday evening in the
prostheticlimbs.
Heights
Donna is the daughter of Mr. went to the public library to re- boosted his battingaverage to .475 Discharged Friday were William Holland most of last week on the home of Mrs. Carl Walter with
and Mfs. Wesley De Young of read some of his novels. One of with three hits in four trips to Van Beek, Sr., 204 West 19th St.; InternationalEducationalEx- Mrs. Donald Atkins assistanthostMrs. Orlo Palmer, 679 136th Ave.; change Program sponsored by the ess. About 30 guests were JnvitGrand Haven. Mrs. De Young is our favorites is "The Bridge of the plate.
Muskegon
Catholic
took
a
3-0
Harry Jipping,route 2, Hamilton; United. States Departmentof State, ed. The gifts were placed under
the former Marion Dykema of HolA
San Luis Rey" — short, different, lead in the second inning after Sara Drenten, Hamilton; Mrs. Rob- was quick to point out that his a miniature, umbrella covered with
land. daughter of Mr. Andrew
and
provocative;
its
structure
is scoring two tallies in the first on ert Clark and baby, 80 West 24th native country has good education- corsages of carnations and snapof 51 East 19th St.,
'Hie Holland Heights Park end
that of a fable. Published in No- a single, triple and error and one St.; Mrs. Harold Arens and baby, al facilitiei.
dragons which were later given
Holland.
vember,
1927, it received the Pul- in the second on three singles.
747
State
St.;
Martin
Chrispell,
"We
have
many
primary
Recreation
associationbecame t
to the guests. After the contests
Dr. George A. Aitken, consulting
The Dutch broke the ice in the 764 LillianSt.; Mrs. Roger Bos- schools " he said, "but they are and opening of gifts, refreshments
non profit corporation Saturday
orthopedistfor the MichiganCrip- itzer Prize the followingMay.
pled Children Commission* lifted One of the new books at the li- bottom of the second with ' the man and baby, 167 South 160th St. not like the ones in the United were served during the social hour.
with the receiptof its corporation
Donna and gave her a gentle brary is "A Thornton Wilder Trio" Freriks boys supplying the push. Admitted Saturday were Mrs. States." In the capital, .Baghdad, Mrs. Frank Stevens accompanipapers.
which in addition to The Bridge Dennis Bluekamp nd Joe Howard Dick Vander Yacht, 299^ East he said, there are modern schools, ed by her sister-in-law,Mrs. Eldon
shake.
A progress report on the park
of
San
Luis
Rey
includes
his
first singledand were advancedby Jay 17th St.; Karen Mileham, Glenn; but not too many.
Dick of Holland spent the week-end
He wanted to demonstrate, he
being constructedat the corner of
Dijaih spent three days in Hol- in Flint. Russell Steve.is, who went
novel
"The
Cabala,"
which
is an FrerikS'sacrifice. Ned Freriks Mike Slenk, 428 Central Ave.; Scott
explained, that Donna's artificial
10th and Calvin in Holland Heights
limbs, though attached by no cum- old-fashionedalbum of characters, drove both runs home with a line Van Ingen, 166 West 19th St. ; John land as a guest of Hope College. to Saginaw lu the meantime visitwas issued today by O. S. Cook,
boldly
depicted,
and
suggestive
of single.
Midle,
29
East
22nd
r«t.; Mrs. Ed- He visited the City Hall, schools, ed his sister, Mrs. S, C. Reid and
bersome harness, need nothing
secretary of the corporation.
the
water
filtration
plant
and
Holancient gods returned to earth.
After the Crusaders had scored gar Mosher, 269 West 28th St.;
family.
more than suction to stay on.
A large four-unit swing set and
land Municipal Court.
One
could
find
Mercury,
MinerJohn
Hoeland,
727
Washington
another
run
in
the
third
on
two
Louis
A.
Johnson
is
spending
this
Then Dr. Aitken gave Donna a
a three-unitswing set have been
Besides
the
schools,
he
was
Imva,
Venus
and
Adonis,
Pan
in
Ave.
;
Richard
Wiggers,
8
West
17th
singles and a double,Holland came
week on businessin the upper penlollypop- and she walked back to
set in concrete foundations, he
these characters of the narrator. on the last part of the inning with St.; Bastian Bouman, 37 East 14th pressed with the courts.Courts in insula. At Sault Ste Marie he is
her seat.
said, and children are already enIraq, he said, are separated into arrangingfor the annual convenMiss
Grier,
the
Duchess
d’Espoli
St.;
Sandra
Hulst.
126
East
18th
three
runs.
Ron
Kuyers
singled,
The audience applauded — injoying these as well as a wavy
smaller
ones
comparable
to
our
and
James
Blair,
and
MarcantonBob Stoel walked and both ad- St.; Timothy Matchinsky, 839 West
tion of the state sheriff's associacluding 4-year-old Diana Beckett
slide. The field has tbeen dragged
justice or municipalcourts with tion.
lo.
And
as
Malcolm
Cowley
says
25tb
St.
(latter
two
discharged
vanced
on
a
wild
pitch.
Otting
then
from Beltsville, Md., who sucked
and levelledand grass has been
special courts for criminal proin
his
introduction
"the
Cardinal
same
day).
singled
to
drive
in
two
runs
and
Tuesday evening dinner guests of
her own lollypopand enthusiastisown.
ceedings.
Judges
are
appointed
by
might
be
Jupiter
himself,
grown
DischargedSaturday were Melscored on Howard's single.
cally clapped her good right hand
Mr. and Mrs. Ranney Scott were
A well has l*en sunk in the cenTwo Muskegon runs crossed in vin Vander Zwaag, route 2; Mrs. the Ministry of Justice.
against a substitute. She lost her weary of being worshipped."
the Rev. and Mrs. William Angus,
ter of the park and a pump InDijaih,
on
his
first
visit
to
the
The
third
book
included
in
this
Norman
Packard
and
baby,
672
the fifth on three singles and an
left hand in an accident two
missionaries in the Philippines
stalled to provide a drinking fountrio is '"nie Woman of Andros" error and the Crusaders added Hayes: Mrs. Howard Weener and United States, pointed out a difyears ago.
who are home on a two months
tain and water for sprinkling,he
-as
close
as
Wilder
ever
came
to
ference
in
government
administrababy,
route
2;
Leonard
Hardy.
109
their
final
score
in
the
sixth
on
Donna and Diana were two of
furlough. Rev. and Mrs. Angus
said.
East First St.; Mrs. Wayne Ploeg, tion. "Here." he sad, "your gover- and Mrs. Scott were former misthe youngsters who stole the show a historical novel. Etched in pa- a single and double.
To protect neighboring property,
as the prostheticsresearch board thos. it reads like a beautiful Holland put two more on the 3475 Butternut Dr.; Mrs. Charles nor and mayor are elected. In sionaries together in China.
a four-foot fence will be placed
Greek
legend.
Both
this
book
and
Iraq,
they
are
appointed
by
the
Beard,
432
Central
Ave.;
Mrs.
scoreboard
in
the
las*
of
the
sixth
of the National Academy of
A cousins party was a surprise
around the grounds, he said. Other
federal government."
Sciences and National Research The Cabala have been out of print as Stoel singledand Otting doubled George Jansen. 13 West 32nd St.;
feature Saturday evening for the
Clarence R. Hopkins is new com- work in process includesfour picDijaih is the assistantgovernor
Council demonstrated the artifi- for many years and now make and then both romped home on Mrs. Fred Bos, 51 East 17th 8t.;
75th birthday of Nelsy Johnson.
nic tables and a sand box.
Danny Paauwe, 302 West 20th St.; of Aumara, one of 14 Iraqi prov- Those present were Mrs. Marie mander of the Willard G. Leencial limbs today before the com- their reappearance with The Bluekamp’slong double.
The corporationwill meet this
houts
Post
No.
6.
Bridge
of
San
Luis
Rey
in
this
inces
Ttye
U.
S.
State
Department
Otting had three and Stoel and Timothy Andrews. 159 Gordon St.
mittee.
Severens, Mrs. Anna Morse. Mrs.
Karlen Bouman was elected first week to allocate some J600-J700 for
Admitted Sunday was Mrs. Mar- asked him to visit here to get a Katie Leggett,Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bluekamp each had two hits in
Aitken and two other physicians Wilder trio of novels.
vice commander; Clifford On- the park. Cook said. He said many
For play-minded readers there is Holland's 11-hit attack. The Cru- tin Casemier, 40 East 26th St.
look at American practices.When
stressed the importanceof coopJohnson, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
businessmen in and around HolDischarged Sunday were Mrs. he returns he will give a report Johnson.Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. thank, second vice commander;
eration by a team of physician the Burns Mantle Yearbook “The saders slapped out 14 safeties.
land have contributed money or
Best
Plays
1955-1956"
edited
by
to his governmenton what he has
Alden
J.
Stoner,
adjutant;
ComeThree
stolen
bases
helped
the
Kenneth
Horn
and
baby,
325
West
vocational therapistand prosthetJohnson, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
material to the corporation and
seen
and
done
and
will
make
recJzxiis
Kronenberger.
These
plays
liu:.
Huizenga,
finance
officer;
Dutch cause.
48th St.; Mrs. David Hondorp and
ics expert in effectingrehabilitaJohnson. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walare written in prose form includ- Kuyers received the win, his baby, 46 East 13th St.; Mrs. Earl ommendations of what could be
Harry Kramer, chaplain; Louis most of the labor has been donattion of amputees.
ters, also Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
ed by residentsin the vicinity.
Van Lente and baby, 322 Colum- done to improve Iraq. He was not Rasmussen of Holland. The even- Dalman. historian and Dale E. Van
Gen. F. S. Strong, chairman of ing excerpts from the plays when third without defeat.
the
editor felt it would add to the
sure
whether
all
his
suggestions
Lente,
sergeant
at
arms.
Line score:
bia Ave.; Escolastico Perez, 572
tly? prosthetics research board,
ing was spent with games, followThe men were elected at the regsaid the board was doing its best reader’spleasure. Among the
R H E West 18th St.: Mrs. Eloy Colon. would be adopted or acted upon. ed by serving a basket, lunch.
plays
covered
are
Tiger
at
the
He
liked
Holland
and
said
it was
ular meeting Wednesday night and
to spread the word about the adM. C ........211 021 0 - 8 14 2 195 East 17th St.; Mark Van NetRussell
Stevens
left Tuesday to
vances in prosthetic limbs by Gates (Giraudoux). A view From Holland ...... 023 002 1 - 7 11 2 ten. 925 Paw Paw Dr.; Mrs. James a "clean and quiet” town. The drive a car through to Seattle, will be installedat the August
people are "very kind," he said,
meeting of the Post.
sponsoring courses for vocationalthe Bridge (Miller).The Ark Batteries: Comes, Schrader (5), Baas. 40 East 19th St.
"especially the officials and pro- Wash and from there he will go by
Elected to serve as delegates to
rehabilitation
experts from across (Anouilh'. The Chalk Garden Levandowski (7) and Sowa; N.
Hospital births include a daughboat and plane to Alaska to spend
(Bagnold). My Fair Lady (Shaw), Freriks, Kuyers (3) and Tornovish. ter. Maria Cristina,bom Friday fessors.”
the state convention to be held In Capture 4 Firsts
the nation.
While here, he said he was go- thet summer months, returning Grand Rapids, July 18 through 21
Labor Committee Chairman Lis- and The Diary of Anne Frank
to Mr. and Mrs. GuadalupeMagaling to visit friends and familiesof home in September.
(Goodrich
and
Hackett).
This
book
are Hopkins, Stoner, Dalman, Paul
ter Hill (D-Ala) said the results
lan, 58 West First St.; a daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bale.
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
also includes the humorous play
have been "striking.”
Kathy Sue, born Friday to Mr. Reformed Church missionaries he Mrs. Ned Bale. Mrs. Max Foster, Van Valkenburgh, A. E. Van Lente. Hope College's track team grabbed
knew
in Iraq.
The
Matchmaker
by
Thornton
E.J.
Schuitema,
Havinga,
John
Among the committee’sguests
and Mrs. John Kalkman, 129 East
Traveling alone, Dijaih will Mrs. Henry Johnson and Mrs. Ar- Rozeboom, Dr. William Westrate four firsts in the College division
was Sen. Charles E. Potter (R- Wilder. And if you wish something
38th St.; a daughter, Lori Ann,
thur Sanford attended the special
of the John Bos Relays Saturday
Michi. A disabled veteran of quite different, do not fail tojead
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. spend 15 days in California ("the meeting and invitationceremony and A. C. Prigge.
at Houseman Field.
climate
there
is more like ours")
Waiting
for
Godot
by
S
a
m*u
e
1
Alternate delegates are Henry
World War II, Potter has two
John Boersma,267 West 29th St.
Paul Wiegerink returned to the
before
returning
to
Iraq.
July
10. at the Holland chapter, O.E.S at
Beckett
which
holds
a
persistent
Cook, J. Barendse, C Clarke, J.
prostheticlegs.
Eighth graders of Lakewood A son. David Lee. born Sunday
site of his prep accomplishmqnts,
Holland Tuesday evening.
fascinationas it unfolds the life
Reimink.
E.P.
Slooter,
Wendell
were awarded diplomas at gradu- to Mr. and Mrs. George Kolean,
and took first in the 200-yard'low
Mrs. Ami Miller was hostess to
of two evil - smelling, trampish
Miles, Jack Riemersma, B. Slagh.
Kathryn Schatmaat Feted characters,in a rather sceneryless ation exercises last Thursday eve- Jr., 150 152nd Ave.; a son, Randy
hurdles with a 26:2 mark and first
the Tuesday luncheon bridge club
L. D. Wallace and M. J. De Fouw.
ning held in the school. Graduates Alan, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
in the 100-yarddash with 10:4 perin her home this week.
setting -the one asking, the other
At ChristeningParty
include Brian Driscoll, Karen Pit- Calvin Mullins,569 West 21st St.;
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Scheuneman Several local members of Bethel
formance He finished second in'
answering. Or do these two reptard, Gerald Rocks. Wallace Rooks. a daughter, Karen, born today to are parents of a daughter born chapter, O.E.S. attended the anthe 220-yard dash.
•Kathryn Glen Schutmaat, 2- resent the -divided self? However
Terrie Romine, Dennis Ter Horst, Mr. and Mrs. Jamei Haverdink, May 15. at the Allegan Health Cen- nual dinner and election of officers
Jim Hilmert walked off with a
months-olddaughter of Dr. and you see it, it will hold symbolism
Jo Ann VanDyke and Martha route 1.
first in the 120-yard high hurdles
ter. She has been named Deborah of the Southwest district held at Play School
for
you.
Mrs. Alvin Schutmaat, was feted
Wright.
Lynn.
in 15:8 and tied for third in the
Niles SUaturday afternoonand eveOf interest to program chairman
at a Christeningparty at the home
The program announcedby TerMrs. Arthur Brink returned home ning. Mrs. Charles (Ethel) Luplow
high jump.
of her grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. for church programs will be the
ry Witteveen included the procesSunday from ButterworthHospi- of Fennville.past grand marshal,
Dave Spaan, another Grand
for
Leo M. Loew, 61 Cherry St., Sun- book "Great Christian Plays ^nd sional by sixth, seventh and eighth
tal, Grand Rapids where she had was installed as president.
Rapids product, found the Houseday. following the Methodist Selected Choral Readings" by grade classes accompaniedby Conundergone surgery on her knee. Mr. and Mrs. Nelsy Johnson, acTheodore Switz anu Robert JohnHolland rea kids, who will be man cinders to his I king and stepChurch services.
rad Nienhuis; devotions by Gerald
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Warren at- companied by their son-in-law
all tired out from doing "nothing" ped off the 440-yard dash in a new
Those present at the buffet lunch- ston with special music composed Rocks Sr.; song by the upper
tended committal services Monday and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Wilafter the first few days of sum- meet record of 50:9. This bettered
eon 'were the Alvin Schutmaat by Thomas Matthewswho is direc- grades; essay, "Michigan" by’ Gerat the Taylor cemeteryin Ganges liam Jorgensonof Pullman, left
tor
of
music
at
Seabury
Western
mer
vacation, will be able to get the mark Spaan had set last year
family including James, Frederick,
ald Rocks Jr.; playlet, "The Singfor his aunt. Mrs. Gertrude Lamb, Monday for an auto trip to CalifSeminary. Theodore Switz is a conrid
of
lots of energy at the annual of 51 :7. Spaan also took third in the
William, John and Peter, the paing Man," by Mrs. Cook's room;
A special Memorial Day race 79, of Grand Rapids. She died at ornia. Among those whom they summer play school.
sultant -to the Departmentof Chris220-yard dasn.
ternal grandmother, Mrs. Dena
solo, "He," by Barbara Hughes; card is planned at Airpark Speed- Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids
tian Education of the Episcopal
plan to visit is the latter’s daughJim Mohr was fourth in the 100The
summer
school,
sponsored
Schutmaat of Holland. Mrs. Glen
Church and assistantto the vice essay, "It Gerat to Live in Michi- way and with an assist from the just two months after the death of ter, Miss Lorene Jorgenson. En- by the Holland Recreation Depart- yard dash and Bill Elzinga and
Gompf and daughter, Jane, of Ausgan"
by
Martha
Wright;
duet
weatherman, the first full- her husbanu,Henry Lamb. They route home they will visit Mr. and ment and scheduled to be held at Roland Schut of Hope tied for secpresidentof the University of Chitin. Minn., Mr. and Mrs. Milton
cago. Robert Johnston is a profes ' Gathering Flowers,” Barbara and fledged program can be completed were former Fennville residents. Mrs. Arthur Johnson at Seattle, the five public school elementary ond in the pole vault. Jan Robbert
Brown of Grand Rapids, Dr. C. L sional playwright,an authorityon Michael Hughes; song by the up- • Time trials Thursday will be held Seaman Dean Johnson has been
V.ash,
buildings,will begin June 24 and was fifth in the broad jump. The
Loew of Holland, Miss Flossie Old English literature and present per grades and talk on "Courtesy, at 1 p.m. and the first race at 3 spendinga couple of weeks here
four are all Hope freshmen.
conclude July 19.
Loew of Burnips.
with his wife and three children
ly director of the theatreat Wright Honesty and Industry.” by J. J. p.m.
The Dutch took second in the 120Sessions
will
be
held
at
WashMrs. William Shekel of Allegan, Junior College ii\. Chicago.
Ver Beek, professor of education A 50-lap modified feature and a and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Former Grand Haven
yard low hurdle shuttle relay, third
ington,
Longfellow.
Van
Raalte,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Everse of
The first part of the book, a and director of evening College 40-lap s t r i ct 1 y stock race are Elwjn Johnson.
Lincoln and Jefferson from 9 a.m. in the mile relay and 880-yard reHolland, the Rev. and Mrs. John collection of five classical religiou- at Hope. John Percival, president planned along with the regular
Lynn Chappell returned home Resident Succumbs
lay.
to 12 noon Monday through Friof
the
Lakewood
school
board,
preHagans of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. play, includes the morality
race program.
Tuesday from Canada where he
Sherri Shaffer, former Holland
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - day.
Howard Shutt of Battle Creek. Miss plays "Everyman" and "Toten- sented the diplomas.
The wet track at last Saturday's spent a week in company with
High mile star and state prep
Mrs.
Gertrude
Kirker,
74, died at
Youngsters
of
all
ages
are
welA social hour followed and re- opening night forced cancellationAllegan sportsmen trout fishing.
Menuela Moreno of Holland. Mr. tanz," also The Brome "Abraham
7 p.m. Saturday at the Capitol come as long as they can find their mile king two years ago, set a new
At the regular meeting or Radiand Mrs. Paul Shekel of Glenn, and Isaac," The York "Resurrec- freshm-mts of icecreamand cake of several of the events. No qual
Convalescent
Home in Lansng, way to and from the playground. meet record in the two-mile. Now
ifying iaps were run.
ent Rebekah lodge last Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hasten and tion,” and The Digby "Conversion were served.
running for Western Michigan,
followinga Ivngthyillness.She waa Most of the children are from three
Teachers of the school are Mrs.
A1 Newbre crossed the line firsi evening membership pins of 20
family of Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. of St Paul.” There is also a chapShaffer covered the distance in
L.
15
years.
Usually
attendance
born
in
Grand
Haven
and
has
been
Paul Semon and family of Allegan, ter on Suggestionsfor the Director. wiilius Cook. Mrs. Henry Grote, in the fast car dash with Dale and 25 years were presentedto
10:00.2 to break the old mark of
a resident of Lansing for many runs from 150 to 350 at each school 10:34.0.
Especially, worth investigatingMrs. George Smith, Mrs. Bernard Adams and Dale Visscher taking Mrs. Warren Duell, Mrs. Margaret
Miss Jennie Prince of Holland,
playground.
years.
Emmet McFall and ion, Barry, of are the selected choral readings. Eckweilen, Mrs. GilbertHolkeboer the flag in the pursuitand second Beagle, Mrs. James Smeed, Mrs.
Parents are invited to attend
She
is survived by three daughand
Herbert
Vander
Ploeg,
princi- heat. Harold Ende was the winner E. S. Johnson and Mrs. Margaret
The
choral
group
should
include
HoUand.
with their childrenand inspectthe Tennis Classes Planned
ters,
two
in
Lansing
and
one
in
pal.
in
the
first
heat
and
feature
a minimum of four and a maxiSheard.
mum of eight readers with one Preceding the program a recital events. The strictly stock honors Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster and Detroit; four grandchildren and facilities.
A varied program o. games, Again at 21it St. Courti
Three HoDand Students
good male solo voice and one was presentedby the following went to Jack Villiwock and Ray family of Chicago spent the week- several great grandchildren.Other
stories, archery, baton twirling,
Tennis Instructionfor all levels
Lockwood.
survivors
are
a
sister,
Mrs.
Joseph
piino pupils: Mary Groeneveldt,
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
To Get Tri-State Degrees strong female solo voice. We were Leslie Den Herder, Katie Hoving,
W. Maur ts, Sr., ol Grand Rapids, feature days and handicraft are gf ability is planned again this
particularlypleased with the one
Thomas Fisher.
planned to keep the children oc- summer at the 21st St. courts and
Mrs. Carl Walters visited the and two 'brothers, Henry V. Bolt
Robert and Roger Smeenge,twin called "The Royai Pathway” Lloyd Driscoll, Sally Selby, Leslie
cupied. Detailed outlines of the if the program proves as popular
Two
Hart
in
Crash
family of tht late Mrs. James Van of Grand Haven, and James Bolt
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Smeenge, which are readings from "The Nienhuis and Judy Bowerman.
play school will -be sent home with as in other years, the epurt should
Imitation
Of
Christ"
by
Thomas
Patty
Hoving
played
an
accordion
of
Coopersville.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
A
Volkenburg
at
the
Dykstra
funeral
197 West 14th St, and James
the children attending the school. be crowded daily.
A
Kempis.
'Rien
there is "The solo.
1953
car
was
demolished
early
home Sunday afternoon. The two Her first husband, Fred Ensing.
Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrt.
Two women and one man will Beginners classesare divided inFour Apostles." a longer reading
Saturday
when
it
failed
to familieswere former neighbors in died about 25 years ago and her
Ernest P. Edwards, 410 Thomas
handle the supervision at each to two secUons and run from June
which
includes the characters
make
a
curve
on
M-50
at
26th Holland.
second
husband,
the
late
John
St., are candidatesfor the Bachelor
playground.
10 to July 5 and from July 8 to
Thomas the Doubter. John, the Be- John De Shonf Diet
St. in Tallmadge Township. EdChancey Reynolds was taken ill Kirker. about 10 years ago. A son,
of Science degrees at Tri-State ColAug.2. The beginners classes will
loved, Andrew, the Summoner. and In Convalescent Home
vard Cole. 39, Grand Rapids, driv- In a local restaurant last Friday Fred, Jr., di *d wiien a child. Two
lege, Angola, Ind., at commencebe held from 1 to 2:30 p.m. MonJames the thunderer. A short one
ment ceremonies on Thursday, is "The Suffering of St Mary; a John De Shong, 83, formerly of er, received a possibleconcussion and was taken by ambulance to brothers. John and Richard Bolt, Man Acquitted
days through Fridays
and possiblebroken jaw and Ger- the Allegan Health Center.
and
three
sisters,
Mrs.
James
Jack Bronson, 21, who lives at
June 6.
The novice netter will play from
long one is "Christ Our Savious" Holland, died Sunday morning at ald Huiy, 18, also of Grand Rapids,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerri* Dykman of Lock. Mrs. A1 Sitsema and Mrs. Seventh and College, was found
The Smeenge brothers are in the which can be used in separate Evergreen Convalescent Home in
a passenger, received lacerationsHolland were Tuesday evening Duke Cooper, preceded her In not guilty at a non-jurytrial Thurs- 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. daily and the
departmentof electrical engineer- parts under titles such as— Jesus. Grant
advanced play from £ to 10
on the right arm and cuts on the guests of Mrs. Claude Hutchinson. death.
day on a charge of violatingthe each morning.
ing.
Bread of Life; Jesus, Messianic Surviving are a son, Earl, of face. Deputies of the sheriffs de- Mayor and Mrs. T. E. Van
restrictions
of
his
operator’s
Edwards Is enrolledin radio en- Prophet; Jesus, Life Eternal, and Bangor and a daughter, Mrs. Hat- partment issued Cole a ticket for
Several
Dussen report they enjoyed their
The Port of New York author- license.
license,His
his restrictedlicense alal- city
gineering and will complete his de- so on. Concluding the book is a tie Hiscock of Allegan,and several
failureto have car under control. exchange visit Monaay with the
estimates there win be two lows him to travel to and from his ned
gree requirements at the close of chapter of suggestions for the di grandchildren; also
— __ J >
a sister, Mrs. Both victims were taken to But- mayor of Coldwater. Bethel chapter J miUion helicopter
work and in the normal ^course
hie summer quarter in August
rector of a speakihjfchoir.
Retta Rummell of' Byron Center, terworth Hospital,Grand Rapids. oES eerved luncheon to about 50 lyear In the city area' by 1965.
his work.
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Brother* Divided
Genesis 27:3<W8, tt

/to Appetite
Hebrews 4: 15, 16
By Darrell Frankea
To the leader: An appetite suggests something which is strong
and which needs to be filled. We
Slave*

.
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13 Graduated at

old

Mission
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ir
Graduation exercises for

me

eighth grade class of Waukazoo
School were held Friday night in
the multi-purposeroom of the new
building.The program was well

(Based on copyrighted outlines
City
produced by the Divisionof ChristFive Hope College faculty mem- of Periodicalsat Texas College of
attended by parents, relatives,
ian Education, National Council of
Eugene A. Scheele, who has been teachers,and friends of the gradubers have been elevated in rank Arts and Industries,w h er e,
might better describe these. appeti- n?ve Deen
.
| the Churches of
Christ in the
Reli|ioai Leader
stayed until he joined the
ln Christian work in this ating class.
tes as cravings or desires.Within ’ ~one from aMOciate to fuil V™’
1 U.S.A. and used by permission).
staff in 1951. He has served on
F<khnulrv J.. 77
of the class are
Ii Dynamic Figure
each individualthere are severalI
There are many divided homes
staff at Western MichiganUniver- c,1y ,lnce Febni*y, *964, has acArnold Cook, Mary Ann De Feyter,
j today. Some
eventually fall apart
aity for four summers in the Ref- cepted the superintendency of Hoi- James DeVries, Marsha Elenbaas,
In American Life
and some do not but there is no
erence and Circulationdepart- (land City Mission, succeeding the Charles Klomparens, Barbara
KFolken has
love in them by which the members
Holland High Schools com- ed. Divide the topic into the.r
ment. In February, 1957, be re- 1 Rev. H. J. Kamphouse who will Kuite, Charlotte Miller, Janice
The Bane et the
are bound together. Since there mencement speaker this year will
ceived the M. S. degree at the Uni- leave Holland next week tor a new Smeenge,Judy Smith, Janis Topp,
rtt-* cttr
Publishedevery Tnurt- are ^ many divided and disunited
charge at Community Gospel Cen- Ruth VandenBrink,Beverly WinDr. Paul Fried, to Associate versity of
be Dr. Daniel A. Poling, minister
m-m familiM today tW. le«on I. most
these types of cravings. Professor of History; Dr. Eva Van
Dr. Green, a native of Fulton, ter in Butler, Ind.
terink, and Gloria Winterink.
of religion, editor,novelist, radio
Wert Eighth Strut Hoi- timely.
cP?*!!!?*
Schaack, to Associate Professor of 111., has been on the facultysince Scheele was born in Southern
The graduates marched down the
Leader No. 1: Scientists working Bjology; Howaid Zandbergen, to 1952. He has studied at Northwest | Illinoisand in 1918 accepted a posi_ __
land.
i. a divided home is an unhappy speaker, leader in civic moveaisle and onto the stage to the train the area of Human Development
•
ments,
counselor
of
philanthropists
tion in Washington, D.C., with the
ho™, laaac «* Rabckah had two
ditional processionalnftislc played
undertb* Act ot Ooogreu. March S. 80Og| twins. Often twins are much and friend ofjrotrth. This dynamic have discovered certain trait*
Post Office Department.He later by Mrs. Doris Kleioheksel. A1
- nir» but Esau and Jacob were figure in American life will ad- which they say are part of our
entered the businesi world until Knipe, president of the school
w k. BUTLER, Editor end Publisher dissimilartwins. Esau was an out- dress Holland High seniors at exer- nature.
called into fulRlme Christian Enboard, offered the Invocation. A
t. A craving for food is one of
deavor. He attended the three girls quintet, composed of Mary
rx
...... «n
EX -xciiaiuwa
22814 j door man, a —
hunter,
““ animal- cises Thursday, June 6 at 8 p.m.
these inborn characteristics. This is
EX 223U |like man who lived for the mom- in Civic Center.
Bible schoolsof Washingtonwhich Aim DeFeyter, Marsha Elenbaas,
• — *
----- means, hairy, ne
Bom in a pioneer minister’s not new to any one of us. We exnow have merged into the Wash- Barbara Kuite, Janice Smeenge,
_
__ •’s favoritebecause home in the Pacific Northwest, perience it more than once a day.
ington Bible College and huter servand Ruth VandenBrink sang the
his schooling through college was Usually the experience demands
ed on Hs board.
selection"Friendship True." The
While in the nation’scapital, he class prophecy was read by Mary
marked the athleticand oratori- our attentionto the point that we
prepare
food
to
fulfill
that
desire.
in VSl to^rre<Hion.with liiied him more. The name Jacob cal prowess as well as by scholar
was engaged in youth and men's Aim DeFeyter. Barbara Kuite, acThe appetitefor food is not evil in
fitch eimr.
ams -supplanter" and thamh
work. In 1844 he accepted a posi- companied by Marsha Elenbaas.
ship. He was a footballplayer, a
itself. Without this appetitewe
,1“
I means "supplanter’* and that he track man, played championship
tion as general secretary of the played a violin solo entitled
Esau displeased his parents basketball and later worked as a would die for lack of energy. HowGood NeWs Publishers in Chicago "Thistledown Waltz."
lUchVproportk*of the entire «P»ce by marrying two heathen wives.
ever, this desire can be carried to
and traveled for them in that
lumberjack.
Eugene DeHoogh, a recent gradJv-rnnUd bv lh* error bears to the
capacity for five years. He also uate of Western Theological SemSfe .pacJ ™uptod by .ucb tdver- The Bible says, "They made life For more than a quarter century, an extreme. It is possible to eat
just
for
the
pleasure
of
eating.
This
bitter for Isaac and Rebekah." he has been an outstanding leader
served one year as field secretary inary and the husband of one of
sC
becomes gluttony. "Their god is
Jacob listened to his mother not to
for the Christian Business Men's the teachers of the school, was the
_____ OF SUBSCBOTION
of the church and a specialfriend
their belly.' (^*hl. 3:9) (See also
One year. *3.00; «U montha
a heathen wife.
CommitteeInternational.
of youth. He is editor of the Chrisspeaker of the evening. The topic
One of the phases of his ministry of his address was "Play Your
In* 1 Both of
»I the
the parent*
Mrent. knew that tian Herald, most widely circulat- Proverbs23:201.
2. A craving for companionship
has been his work with goapel Part."
ed religious journal. His syndicated
is also an inborn characteristic
of
tracts which involves thousands of
Edward J. Roberts, teacher and
man. The scientists call this "gredifferent tracts on almost any sub- principal of the school, offered regariousness." The trait of man
ject.
marks about and to the graduating
binds him together with friends
one day when he returned from
Scheele is perhaps best known class. Diplomaswere presented to
and loved ones. Proper companionin Holland for his work with boys. the graduates by Mr. Knipe and
hunt and saw Jacob eating and
ship is needed among individuals.
He is now supervisingtwo age Mr. Roberts.
'well that's over again
an- wanted the food Immediately. He
But improper companionshipingroups of boys, The Live Wires, The girls of the graduating class
other ’Tulip Time Festival. The got it by selling hia birthrighttor
flames the passions. Infatuation
10 to 14, who meet each Tuesday closed the exercises by singing the
time has come to look back at a mess of pottage. He ate the food
and promiscuity soon grow. And
in the Youth for Christ Clubhouse, song "Graduation Day." Recesthose days of busy activity. Not a he wanted and went his way
what started out as an essential
and the Jets, 7 to 10, who meet sional music was played by Mrs.
few citizens would probably agree if nothing bad happened. Today
need of man, namely friendly
Saturday mornings.Since begin- Kleinheksel.
now that excitement has yielded there are, people like Esau-they
companionship, is prostitutedinto
ning this work, almost 400 boys
to the inevitable letdown,that think only of the present and its
Refreshments were served by
infamy.
from 54 churches in Holland area the mothers and girls of the sevthere are debits as well as credits,
„
3. A craving for pleasure, perhave attended.He plans to continue enth grade class of the school. The
When gas rationing ended
IL Favoritism in a family leads
fectly legitimatein a moderate inthis ministry. He is a member boys of the seventh grade served
London a famous American Lon- to trouble.This has been proven
dulgence, has also the potential of
of Immanuel Baptist Church.
don correspondentfor a radio seiv- many times. One day Isaac told
as ushers at the exercises.
becoming one of man’s greatest
The City Mission plans a com
ice remarked that the people of Esau to go and get him some
sins.
No
man
is
content
in
continumunity farewellservice Sunday at
that city would almost feel like venison and promised to bless him
al misery. Nor did God demand
7:15 p.m. for the Kamphouses and Plan Open House
rememberingthe months since No* before he would die. Rebekah
that men should suffer, without
their daughters, Lois Jeanne and
vember as the happiest of their heard of Isaac’s plan and schemOn 40th Anniversary
times of joy and happiness which
Beth Ann. The orchestra will prerecent history, and that they might ed to undo it and succeeded in
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Steketee are
are pleasures.But many have besent a sacred concert with outlearn to bless Nasser for giving doing so. She did not pray about
planning to celebrate their 40th
come like the prodigal son! read
side talent.
them severalmonths of relief from I her plan. She called Jacob and
wedding anniversaryon May 31. All
Luke 15: 12-24) who have destroytraffic congestion. Now that* ra- toW him to carry out her orders,
relatives,friends and neighbors
ed their peace of mind, in the
tioning was ended the traffic tie- Rebekah dressed Jacob in his
are invited to attend an open house
search for worldly pleasure.Pleaups once more made life miser- brother’* clothes, prepared
to W held in their honor from 7
sure is no sin, unless it becomes
• savory dish of food for Isaac, sent
Dr. Daniel A. Poling
to 9 p.m. at Prospect Park Christthe god that is worshiped, and the
He was of course not quite sin- jacob with It to Ms father whom
ian Reformed Church.
in that pronouncement and he convinced that he was Esau and column, "Americans All,” appears one to whom "sacrifices"are
Mr. and Mrs. Steketee were margiven.
to
leading
journals
of
the
country
neither would tne people of Ho1, thus Jacob got the blessing which
ried in Sheboygan,Wls., by the
In 1925, Dr. Poling was elected 4.
craving for prestige is
land bless the days before the Tu- was intended for Easu. In this
Dr. Lawrence Green
Rev. Martin Ruisard.
lip Time Festival came to this blessing Isaac promised the double president of the InternationalSoc- another of man's characteristics.
.
.
His
desire
for
fame
or
recognition
Assistant
Librarian with the rank Missouri State Teachers College
D* Long, chairman Helping them to celebratewill b*
town. But the congestion,the dis- U,, this blessing Isaac promised iety of ChristianEndeavor and
their children and grandchildren,
comforts, the shopping disabilitiesI
double inheritance of the pro- upon the death of Dr. Francis E. comes out of an inherent feeling of Associate Professor and Dr.
that
he
would
like
to
be
respected
Lawrence
Green,
to
Associate
Proall such things are obviously1 p^y an(j the headship of family Clark to 1927 he became president
A. B. there in 1946; Drake
h,,t Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Deur, Calvin, Marc and Mary Lynn; Mr.
a part of the Festival.You can t to jacob. The mother and the son of the World’r Christian Endeavor Here again, this is not to be de-lfessor of Phys,cal Education.
sity to the Master ot
<?*,1 vo1;
and Mrs. Milton Steketee, Sherbring hundreds of thousands of I were pitted against the father and Union. He has had large respon- spised or called a sin. C«*inly.
degree In 1950 and State Unlver- “nte'rs. would, ^
1“sl
wood, Delworth and Pauline; Mr.
visitors into a town the size
and the mother got the sibilitiesin connection with all In- God wants his people to act in
j8 a natiYf ?fc^eri sity ot Iowa to the Doctor ot PhilC0,!wbUM0n,i”
and Mrs. Irvin Steketee and Sue
Holland without paying for it in best of the deal. When Esau got ternationaland World conventions cord with the principles of re- isel. He attended Hope High School osophy Degree in 1955. He has had '0™do ,nd Hood relief. No quota
as well as Hope College,receiving
Ellen; Mr. and Mrs . Lester
experience as a teacher and coach *!“
^ ,he N‘tiona!
some troubleand discomfort. back from the hunt just after the past two decades and traveled spectability.Yet this very desire
his degree in 1939. He continued In Laurens,Iowa. He served Ip™, but it was emphasizedthat Swieringa and Billy.
But oUr Tulip ’[hue Festival is Jacob had left the tent he learned to Europe many times and twice for prestige can become perverthis mathematicseducation at the
• community work of art on a
fo* he had given the around the world.
ed. He can achieve respectability
Universityof Michigan from which
Contract Signed
He £ a5'
grand scale, and any work of art, blessing to Jacob. Upon hearing Starting in 1919, he experienced by two standards. God’s standards
A two-year contracthas been
large or small, always
happened Esau wept a remarkable ten-year tenure in and man's standards. Would that he received the M. A. degree in the American Associationot Health !??\hava
1940, and at Michigan State Unisigned by the Roamer Boat diviPhysical Education and Recrea- L250 h“Pjr,alla'd'
trouble and cis com fort. Those who bitterly. Although he gave Esau
all men follow the standards of God
the 300-year-oldMarble Collegiate
versityattaining the Ph. D. degree
tiOT.’ Ae has~l»en’'chaiman'ot‘S'e|!e5!?d;757 '’o™* deJ!lroy0d and sion of Chris-Craftand U ni t e d
see only the finished product - a blessing it was not the one
Church in New York City. He was as revealed In Jesus Christ, and be- in 1955. He is also director of the Departmentof Physical Education 7®°° homes Wlth major or minor Boat Builders local 67, Christian
be it a painting or a poem or ^ wanted. The father could not undo president of General Synod of the come "servants, even as the Son
Summer School.
damage.
Labor Association.The contract is
since 1953.
symphony - get the illusion that what he had done. Esau was so
of man came not to be served, but
Reformed Church in America when
Dr. Fried, a member of the facTornadoes and floods have hit a effective as of May 9, according to
•producing it was a)) fun and olea- angry ^at he talked about killing
to serve." (Matthew 20:28i By ulty since 1953, was born in LeipHope Memorial Chapel was buiK
10-stateregion affectingTexas, Gilbert Lyzenga, regional represure. Actually almost any work of
brother tor deceiving him. Evibeing servants of God, and working
zig, Germany, and became a citiArkansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, sentative for the CLA. The CLA
in the late 1920’s and ht participaart is produced with blood, sweat dent]y he had forgotten that he had
for the welfare of their fellow men,
zen of the U. S. in 1943. He is a
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,Illin- was selectedin an electionin Febted in its dedicationduring a
and tears. The artist has to pay
hi8 birthright. Esau was
people will have the proper re- veteran with a Certificate of Merit
ois, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
General synod session in Holland,
ruary carried on by the NLRB.
cognitionwtiich they inherentlydefor the pleasure he gives to
architoct of his own misery,
and a Bronze Star. Graduatedfrom
Persons also may send contribuMich.
sire;
ni . Wrong is always wrong
Hope in 1946, he went on to Hartions to Red Cross headquarters
In 1936 Dr. Poling became pastor
Holland as a community artist Every one in this family did some
Acquired Appetite#
vard University to get his M.A. in In
at 1 West 10th St. Checks should
of
Baptist
Temple
in
Philadelphia,
must likewisepay a price for pro- wrong they
contributed someAcquired appetites are equally History and to the University of
be made payable to the American
vkhng pleasure for hundreds
to the unhappinesswhich made famous by Russell H. Corn- as dangerousas improperly satis- Erlangen for the Ph. D. He was
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Red Cross.
thousands of visitors. Those crowds j
did wrong in sell- well, and he continues there as fied inborn appetites. Acquired apa translator supervisor at the
of people go back to their
his birthrightbecause of his chaplain of the Chapel of Four petites are a combination of learn- Nurnberg Trials and has served Two drivers were hospitalizedas
towns and home states blessing uncontrolledappetite.Today there Chaplains, an inter-faith memorial ed taste and conditioned habit. in the IntelligenceService of the the result of a three-car crash at IHission Circle Hears
Seventh-dayAdventistSchool's
Holland for its contributionto the are many people who do not know to the four young clergymen of Some are good while others are U. S. Army.
the junctionof old and new US-31
eighth grade commencement exerTalh
by
Mrs.
Mailer
pleasure of life. That is the com- how ^ control their appetites three faiths who lost their lives in evil.
cises will take place Wednesday at
At Hope he has been active as in Grand Haven township at 3:45
pensation that any artist values Esau wag a man with undisciplin- the sinkingof the S. S. Dorchester
1. One category of acquired ap- adviser to the InternationalRela- p.m. Saturday.
The Beechwood Friendship Mis- 8 p.m. at the Seventh-day Adventist
Melvin Anderson, 49, Grand Haved emotions; he really never grew during World War II. His son, petites is that of our likes and our tions Club and is director of the
sion Circle met Tuesday evening Church.
But it u not the only compensa- Up. he lived for the moment. Jacob the Rev. Clark V. Poling, was one dislikes. Some people like to read Hope College European Summer en, was in fair conditiontoday in in the church with Mrs. Walter
Eighth graders include Wanda
tion. After the discomforts have hjg brother was not right in offer- of those chaplains. Clark Poling the sports page. Others like to School for 1957. For the Re- Municipal Hospital.He had suffer- Kuipers in charge of devotions. June Dorgelo, Donald E. Keirnan,
receded somewhat into the past. ing ^ buy hig brother’sbirthright at one time attended Hope College. watch a particulartelevisionpro- formed Church in America, he is ed shock and had fractured four
She also read a poem entitled Betty Winona Mulling,Gladys Faye
the people here, even those whose at a (ime when his brother was
Dr. Poling has two earned and gram. Still others like to read chairman of the General Synod ribs on the left side. He was placed "Home." Mrs. Marvin Den Bleyker Oetman, ShirleyMae Oetman and
daily life was temporarily disrupt- ravishinglyhungryt and he surely ten honorary degrees. He is the books, go hunting or fishing and Committeeon International
Justice under oxygen immediately after and Miss Betty Brouwer, accom- Dianne Van Der Schaaf.
ed. recaU with pleasure their com- wag wrong in consenting to the Author of 23 books including four other similar things which are en- and Good Will.
being admitted.
panied by Mrs. John Kammeraad. The program will include the
Lindy L. Cook, 29, Detroit, driver
munity work of art. and there can scheme o{ his mother to deceive novels. His book reviews number- joyable. Most of these are acquir- Dr. Van Schaack was born in
processionalby Mrs. Harold Gee:
satig two duets.
hardiy be anyone who would want
falher And Rebekah was ing more than 300 annuallyare
through repetition and are Coxsackie, N. Y. She was graduat- of another car, was in good condiMrs. Laverne Brand had charge invocationby Wjllis Dorgelo; duet
to go back to the drabness of the wrong ln plotting to get the birth- widely quoted.
wholesome.
ed from Hope College in 1929 and ion today and a cast was to be of the Spiritual Life topic the 'He Is Near, Yes, Ever Near," by
2. Another category of acquired continued for a year of graduate applied to his. left 'oot in which a theme being "Christian Homes. Shirley and Arlene Oetman; presdays before the Festival was m- right for Jacob and stooping to
In hrs six overseas missions durdeceit and trickery. The father ing the war, Dr. Poling flew the appetites is not as profitableand study in botany. From 1931-37 she bone had been broken. He also Mrs. Rendert Muller was guest mtation of flowersby Donald KeirMoreover, on a more commer- jgaac was also wrong in doing con- Atlantic 10 times and the Pacific really quite disastrous.This cate- studied at the School of Higher suffered contusionsof the chest and speaker. She spoke on Christian
n; poem, "Roofs," by Betty
cial scale, the long-time advertisU)
he knew was the twice.
risited every major gory containsthe drinkers,and the Studies of the Faculty of Philos- abrasions below the right knee. courtesy taken from the book, "I Mulling; address by Elder W.
ing for the city is of course valu- 1 in o{ God_he knew that Jacob
Both Anderson and Cook were Seen Him When He Done It," writ- Hawks and talk by Dennis Sliktheater of operations during World dope addicts.These appetites are
able. Imitation is the highest
g choice for the convenant
thrown out of their cars in the im- ten by herself.
kers.
also
gained
through
repetition.
War II and was on every active
praise. Lately a city as far away| promises. If every member of this front. In a letter addressed to the Usually these appetites are acpact.
Diplomas will be presented by
Mrs. Lawrence Prins, vice presia* Albany, New York, has started family had always done the will
The crash occurred when Andei^ dent, was in charge of the busi- the teacher, L. B. Carson, after
Australian Commonwealth, Presi- quired through continued testing
A Tulip Time Festivalin imitation of God every one would have been
son driving north in the south- ness meeting. Refreshmentswere which a violin solo, "Melody in F"
dent Roosevelt referred to Dr. Pol- and playing with the hungry lion
of Holland, as Pella Iowa, did far happier. Families which do
bound lane of the new highway served by Mrs. Marvin. Vanden will be played by Gladys Oetman.
which
will
eventually
destroy
them.
ing as "America’s Spiritual amyears ago.
hit a car driven by Jake Boers, Bosch, Mrs. Richard Groenveld, The class history will be read by
Make sure that your appetites
God's will follow the right course. bassadorof good will."
There are of course some debits,
54, Holland, which was waiting for Mrs. Franklin De Vries, Mrs. Wil- Phyllis Dorgelo, the class will by
Much of his time since 1943 has are under the influenceof Christ.
but the credits far outnumber and
through traffic. The Anderson car lard Van Regenmorter, Mrs. Renate Tscheuschner and class
He
will keep appetitesfrom bebeen devoted to the planning and
outweigh them, Shortly the Direc- Surprise Bridal Shower
after hitting the Boers car struck Joseph Highstreet, Mrs. Donald prophecy by Kenneth De Witt.
coming sins.
constructionof the Memorial Chaptors and managers will have a
the southbound Cook car sending Prins and Mrs. Clifford Prins. The Wanda Dorgelo will play an acHonors Miss Volkema
el of the Four Chaplains in Philastatement for the community. Tuit into a ditch on the oppositeside Girls’ League for Service were cordion solo.
Miss
Marcia
Volkema
was
hondelphia
of
which
he
is
chaplain.
Star of Bethlehem
lip Time is a community affair.
The class motto is "Climb
of the road.
guests.
There is work for everyone. Our ored at a surprise bridal shower During 1949, 1950 and early 1952 he
Dorothy
Scott, 27, Detroit, a pasThough
the Rocks Be Rugged," and
Has Friendship Night
Tulip Time Editionof the Sentinel Tuesday evening at the home of was on four overseas missions to
senger in the Cook car, was taken
the class aim is "In His Steps."
Mrs.
John
Flieman,
Jr.
Mrs.
GorJapan, Korea, Okinawa, the PhilipStar of Bethlehem Chapter 40
was a sell out. Thousandsof copies
to Municipal Hospital but was not Anthem Lonf Dies at 52
The class colors are white and blue
were mailed or carried away by don Drooger assisted the hostess. pines, India, Europe and England. O. E. S. held their friendshipnight
admitted.
and the class flower is the pink
At
Grand
Rapids
Hospital
Games
were
played
and
prizes
Thursday
evening.
"Seas
ore
Two of these missionr were on inthe visitors. Every state in the
Sheriff's officers investigated
roee.
union as well as many fore:gn won by Mrs. Junior Terpstra and vitational orders from General Friends" was the theme for the
and state police assistedin direct- Anthem Long, 52, route 1, West
Mr.* and Mrs. Carson have
Mrs.
Robert
Streicher
with
duplievent
with
the
chapter
room
deccountries were among the mailDouglas MacArthur.
ing traffic.The investigation
is be- Olive, died at Grand Rapids Re- taught in the Seventh-day Adventist
cate
prizes
for
the
honored
guest.
orated with Abalone shells and
away copies.
ing continued.
ceiving Hospital early Thursday school for the past three years,
A crOwn was presented to Miss
flowers.The programs, shaped
This year there will be need for
morning after an extended illness Mrs. Carson, the first six grades
Two
Crashes
Occur
Volkema
which
was
worn
while
like
sailboats,
listed
the
guest
ofcontributions to our revo ving fund
Surviving are two sons, Cecil S. and her husband from the seventh
gifts
were
opened.
She
sat
under
Miss
Joyce
Beelen
ficers from Fennville, Grand
All contributions will be greatf'iMy
In Grand Haven Area
and
Earl James, both of Holland through the 10th. They have acHaven, Spring Lake, Mizpah Chapreceived by Holland Tui p Festival a pastel decorated umbrella with
cepted positionsin the Muskegon
Honored at Shower
four daughters, Mrs. Barbara
matching
streamers.
Cakes
also
ter
Muskegon.
Saugatuck
and
HolGRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two
Inc. your ideas are welcome. Plans
Seventh-day Adventist School beCordes,
Spring
Lake;
Mrs.
Harvey
Dr.
Ev*
Van
Schaack
decorated in pastel colors to match persons were injured in a crash at land Chapter 429 O. E. S. Other
are in progress for nex4 year
A miscellaneousshower held May (Shirley)Van Dam; Holland; Car ginning next fall.
highlightedthe luncheon table.
ophy
of
Johns
Hopkins
University,
out-of-town
guests
were
from
Coop9:28 p.m. Monday at the corner
21 honored Miss Joyce Beelen, ol J. Long, CoopersvlUe;Rose
Guests included the Mesdames Washington and Griffin. Mrs. Mary ersville. Grand Rapids and Eldor- receivingher Doctor of Philosophy
whose niarrlage to Marvin Dreyer Mary Long, Kalamazoo; one
Carol Van Raalte Takes
Carl Volkema. Robert Streicher, Elizabeth Fisher,of 1312 Columbus ado,
degree in 1937. Her teaching experFamily Party Honors
,
will take place June 26. Mrs. grandchild; one sister, Mrs. Aha
Henry
Terpstra. Harold Pitcher, St, was treated in Municipal Hos-j
ience
began
as
a
rural
school
Mrs.
William
Clark,
worthy
maDouble Honors in Goli
George Dreyer was hostess,assis- Walker, Muskegon; one brother, Fred Windemaller
Sandy McAlpine, Murray Cham- pital for a head laceration and tron, welcomed the guests. The teacher in New York before she
ted by Mrs. Jerry Kool and Miss Alfred of Traverse 'City.
/red Wlndemuller,156 Gordon
Carol Van Raalte took double bers, Steve Tornovish. Lyle Schip- severe abrasion on her left knee, guest officers held an initiation entered Hope College and continMargaret Hoeve.
St., was honored at a family getpa.
Sr.,
Edmond
Pelletier,
Bert
ued
during
her
studies
to
the
Ph.
and her six-year-old daughter, ceremony for Mr. and Mrs. Donhonors at the Saugatuck Ladies
Gifts were placed beneath an ortogether Friday evening at the
Shoemaker, Paul Teusink, Milton Mary, was treated for a bruised ald Rudolph.Mrs. Grace Morris D., as assistantand instructorat
Golf Associationevents Thursday
chid trimmed umbrella.Games Bon Voyage Party Given
Beechwood School. Mr. WindemulWoodin, Junior Terpstra. Arnold hip.
made a presentationin rhyr- of Johns Hopkins University, receiv- were played and prizes awarded
morning with low putts and low Pitcher, Mary Stam, Don Brink,
ler, 81, was presented with s gold
The crash involved Mrs.' Fisher's gifts to the guest officers. Th* ing her Doctor of Philosophy de- to Mrs. Ray De Weerd, Mrs. Clar- For Miss Nelvie Jonher
watch from his childrenand grandgross score.
Elmer Ghorke, George Reynolds. car and one driven by Margaret Bible Staff presented Mr. and Mrs. gree in 1937. She was Nature Lore
ence Beelen, Mrs. George TubberMiss Nelvie Jonker was honored
• ,
Fred
Cochran,
Laurence
Tibbet,
Leader
of
the
Playground
Athletic
Rudolph
with
a
white
Bible.
May Brown of Spring Lake, both
Isabelle Ketchum was the wingan and Miss Shirley Dreyer. A at a Bon Voyage Party last Friday
short program was given.
Harvey
Volkers and WlHiam Pate; travelingeast on Washington. Mrs.
A
seashore
skit
was
presented
by
League
of
Baltimore
for
three
ner of the best poker hand and
two-course lunch was served.
Hostesses were the Misses Kathy Hymns and Dutch' Psalms were
also the Misses Winifred Rey- Fisher allegedlymade a left turn Mrs. Joyce Sicard, Mrs. Mary years; AssistantProfessor of Bot
Doric Schurman was second. BerInvited were the Mesdames C. Smith, Martha Moran and Joan sung, Pauline and Lynn Windemulixjlds and Mary Roberts.
in front of the Brown car. City Blackburn, Mrs. Mary Turschman, any a\ KalamazooCollege, of Plant
nice Fogerty had the longest drive
Beelen, Henry De Weerd, Ray De Van Wingeren. The party was held ler sang a duet, Joan and Karen
Miss Volkema will become the police investigated.
Mrs. Agnes Shaver, Mrs. Yvonne Science at Mount Holyoke and of
in the ninth bole
Weerd, Bob De Weerd, Pete Drey- at - Miss Van Wingeren’s home, 640 Wlndemuller played the guitar and
bride of Dale StreicherFriday eveBiology
at
Wheaton
College,
NorTregloan,
Mrs.
Ruby
Nibbeiink
Another crash occurred at 12:15
Betty Moddera won the three-hole
er, Art Dreyer, Jack Dreyer, Rich Central Ave.
accordion.A reading was presented
p.m. Monday involvingcars driven and Miss Martha Bird. Miss Clara ton, Mass., before joining the Hope
beginnerstournament and Dodie ning.
Dreyer, Albert Jipping, Gerald JipA gift was presented to the guest by Herman Wlndemuller and a
faculty last September.She is a
Me
Clellan
served
as
narrator
and
by
Edward
Behm,
80,
Grand
Van Oort was second.
ping, John Jipping, Alvin Jipping, of honor. Friends from Grand piano solo played bv
by Elaine
Elaine WindeWlndeHaven, and Mrs. Inez J. Vollmer Miss Lillian Eddy furnished music member of the American Associa- Russ Goeman, Ted Westing, Stuart
Because of the Memorial Day Freight Car
Haven
and
Holland
Included
the muller. A film was shown by Faye
tion for the Advancement of Sciduring
the
skit.
of
Spring
Lake
at
168th
Ave.
and
holiday,Ladies Day at the SaugaRefreshments were served by ence and Botanical Society of Westing, A. Van Fleeren, A. Van- Misses Evelyn Dykstra, Anita Wlndemuller.
Railroad officials Monday esti- US-31. State poHce said Behm
tuck course will be held on Wedden Berg, G. Tubbergan, G. Drey- Samonte, Irene Dunn, Evelyn
nesday morning, May » at 9 a.m. mated damage at $1,100 to a made a complete stop for US-31 Mrs. Virginia Kenwright and her America.
Zandbergen is a native of Grand- er, J. Kool, S. Dreyer, G. Jipping Bolks and Nancy Lubben.
committee.
Fish
nets
and
other
freight
car
and
Ks
load
of
potaand
then
pulled
directly
in
front
of
with "Flag Day” scheduled.
Miss Jonker will pail for Europe Just GroceriesOpen
and P. Dreyer, Jr.
Any woman interestedis invited toes after a fire at the Waverly the northbound Vollmer car. The seashore decorations adorned the ville.At the time of hia graduation Also the Misses Minnie Jipping. June 10, to continue her music ZEELAND (Special) -- All Zeehe
received
the
B.
S.
in
L.
S.
defreight yards early Monday. Fire Vollmer car was considerablydam walls of the dining room. Table
to participate. ,
land grocery stores will remain
Arlene. Shirley. Delores and Leona studiesin Vienna.
marshal Andrew Westenbroeksaid aged but the Behm car received decorationsin charge of Mrs. T >r* gree in 1948. He remained on the
open Wednesday afternoon,but all
Dreyer,
Elaine
De
Weerd,
Sandy
staff
there
as
Book
Stacks
Libr78 million persons in firemen were out about an hour only minor damage. No one was othy Pattison consistedof stream
department and gift stores will be
One
car
is
stolen
in
the
United
Prins,
Marlene
Beelen,
Margaret
arian until he accepted a position
States carry life in- and a half and believed a refriger- injured. State police charged Behm era, floral sea shells and ship lanclosed as usual
States
every
two
minutes.
as Assistant Librarian in Charge Ho*v* and Annette De Weerd.
ator compressorwas at fault. . with making an unsafe start, * terns.
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Han Bound Over

By

In

Megan Normal

4-H News

Extortion Case

Willis B.

4-H

aub

Bom

Afoot

A new award program

'
«

Plans Graduation

for 4-H

Twelve students will receive diHencbel Mulling,47, of 2S2 East
ekib boys and girls In Ottawa Counplomas and teacher'scertificates
Ninth St., was bound over to Cirty waa launched at a meeting on
at Allegan County Normal graduacuit Court following an examinaMay 15 during the annual 4-H Club tion exercisesat Saugatuck School.
tion before Municipal Judge GomeAgent's Conference. Details ot the Tuesday. June 4, beginning at 8
lids vender Meulen Thursday on an
4-H Key Club Award were explain- p.m.
extortion charge. Bond of $1,000
was not provided for his appeared to approximately100 county It is the 51st class to be graduatance in the higher court June 10.
4-H club agents and other exten- ed from the school.
Receiving d t p 1 o m as will be
Mulling allegedlyattempted to exsion personnel by RussellG. Mawtort $1,000 from Mr. and Mrs. Alby, assistant director of exten- Diana Bailey, New Richmond;
bert Ringewoldof Holland.
sion, 4-H Cluj Program and Milo Jean Bergman. Hamilton; MarjorAt a non-jury trial Friday, David
Margenau, vice presidentof Citiei ie Guptill,FennviUe;Mary Beasley, Dorr; Mrs. Lois Komow,
Lee Essenburg,17, of 412 West
Service Oil Co. Thla new program
Saugatuck; Barbara Kroeze. Hol20 tl. St, was found guilty of
is offered through the Nabonal
land; Andrea and Arlene Krueger,
charge of speeding 40 in a 25-mile
Committee on Boys and Girls Club
Pullman; Jacqueline O r t
n,
zone, and was assessed fine and
Work and is sponsored Jointly by route 5 Holland; Ann Sisson,
costs of $36.70.
the Michigan State UniversityCoFennviUe; Mrs. Frauncelle StanEarl D. Smith, New Richmond,
operative Extension Service and by
ford, Pullman and Gloria Van
was referredto traffic school when
Qties Service Oil Company.
Huls, Holland
he appeared at traffic court ThursThe program gives recognition Principal is Miss Helen Elaine
day night on a right of way charge.
to 4-H club members who have Stenson.
Others appearing were Clare
shown consistent growth in their
The board consists of H. L.
Allen Culver, 17, of 166 East Sevglub work, have developed their Hendersonrsuperintendentof Sauenth St., excessive noise, $10 susleadership abilityand have been gatuck Schools;G. Ray Sturgis, Alpended after traffic school; Elinore
helpfulmembers in their club and legan County superintendent of
M. Ryan, of 42 East 14th St., Incommunity.It Is also to encourage schools, and Dr. Clair Taylor,
terferingwith through traffic, $12,
boys
and girls to continue their Michigan superintendentof public
and no operator’slicense, $5; Wilwork In 4-H. Awards In the pro- Instruction.
ma Jean De Vree, route 3, Zeegram are gold keys amounted on
land, stop street, $12; David WilTTie hog-oom ratio in South Dabracelets for the girls and tie
liant Vanden Ber.g 17, of 343 West
clasps for the boys. Each award is kota in 1956 waa 12.3 bushels of
Barbara Kouw and June Dalman. Standing, left
Warrington Ave., Zeeland, assured
LIGHT CANDLES — The traditional ceremony
engraved with name of the reci- oom equal the price received for
to right, are Mary Groenewoud, Nancy Van
clear distance,$12.
of lighting the candlesof Work, Health and Love,
pient.
100 pounds g' pork. The ratio in
Slooten, Virginia Bouillon. Kathy Good and
Norman F. Nedeau, of 87 West
at the annual Grand Council Fire of Camp Fire'
1960 was 10 bushels and 100
In
addition
to
the
gold
keys,
each
Jeanne
Frisscll.
The
Grand
Council
Fire
is
set
19th’ St., assured clear distance,
Girls on June 4 at the Civic Center will be perrecipient is provided with a fram- pounds of pork.
for 7:15 p.m. at the Civic. Four of the girls will
$12; Dennis Wierama, 18. of 1623
formed by girls who have passed Fire Maker's
ed honor certificateof award.
light the candles and four will extinguishthem.
Elmer, Holland, illegal left turn,
rank. Girls who will have the honor this year
Mr. ond Mrs. Dale Van Eck
Those who win this award become
(Sentinelphoto)
$7; John Savage, of 1587 Perry St.,
are from left to right, seated, Judy Thomas,
(Bulford photo)
RAIN BIRD GIVES YOU M0R!
life members of the Michigan Key
speeding 11-15 over limit, $15; HarClub. The awards are limited to the
vey Kortman, of 592 Graafschap
Books were presented to Delores
top 4-H members In the county
Rd., speeding 35 in 25, $10; Henry
Ramaker and Ron Beyer from the
and based on their 4-H record of
Holtrust,of 2030 Lakeway. speedDanforth Foundationfor being
achievement.
ing 35 in 25, $10.
COVIRABI
chosen the outstanding girl and
Donald Hillbrands,of 1165 Beach
TTils program already has been
boy leaders of their class.
Dr., speeding 40 in 30, $10; Boyd
installed In Oklahoma, Minnesota,
Lokers presented the band
E. Berends, of 20 East 32nd St.,
Kansas, Indiana, Illinois,Connecawards to Linda De Bruyn and
White lilacs and gladioli with white and pink roses with trailing speeding 35 in 25, $10; Charles
The Junior Rotarians,students of ticut. Uwrislana, Tennessee, MisStan Vugteveenand Wes Wiggers
Fowler, 18. of 391 West 19th St.,
HOUGHTON. Mich - Five area received a trophy. Mrs. Osland Holland High School and Christian souri, Virginia,and North Dakota.
palms, ferns and ^ a n d 1 e 1 g h t ivy.
Mrs. Mauri Wierda, as matron of illegal parking. $7; Henry Weaver, men will graduate from the Michiformed the setting for the double
presented cheerleading awards to High School, who have been at- Plans a^e being made to extend
honor, was the bride's only attend route 1, Zeeland, stop sign, $7, and gan College of Mining and TechSharon
Nyenbrink, Flossie Van tending Rotary meetings this year, this program to a national basis.
ring ceremony uniting Miss Doris ant. She wore a ballerinalength
no operator’slicense, $5.
nology at the commencement exer- Dyke, Carol Do Jonge, Gary provided the program for the
The first awards will be preWieskamp and Dale Van Eck on gown of lavender dotted swiss
Rain Bird lives you more covercises Sunday, June 9.
sertted at the county achievement
Hieftje, Yvonne Dams, Stan Vugte- meeting Thursday.
Friday in the Western Theological over taffeta. The tiny bodice feaMichigan
Tech
will confer 390 veen, Myna' Vanden Berg, Sharon
sge per dollar. Sprinklesevenlymeeting this fall.
Keith
Van
Hoff,
serving
as
Seminary Chapel. The bride' is the tured a cowl neckline of taffeta Marilyn Nyhoff, Carla Tinholt and
bachelors'and 19 advanced degrees Yntema and Mary Mulder.
moderator,led a discussion on
full drcle or part circle. Faultless
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry and released a bouffant skirt. Her Lenore Reimink.
operation...long wearing...very
Wieskamp. 96 East 21st St.- The open crowned tulle hat was also in Music throughoutthe evening in 17 fields of science,engineering, Mrs. Mulder presentedawards labor unions with the entire panel The camp counselors for the
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. lavender. She carried a cascade was furnishedby Mrs. Willard and business administrationat the to A1 Klingenberg,Tom Plewes participating.Van Hoff opened three camp sessions have been
economical. Literatureor request
and Marilyn Hollemari for the out- the discussion by giving a brief his- selected.They ^re Alvin Vlssers
Edward Van Eck, 88 East Ninth arrangement oT white and lavender Westveer and daughter, Barbara, ceremonies.
Receivingthe B. S. degree in standing job they did on the Peep- tory of the development of the of Allendale,Timothy Fordham of
St.
of Midland and also Mr. and Mrs.
daisies.
mechanical engineering are Wil- er. Mary Schipper, Arlene Cran- labor union movement in this Coopersville, Beverly Davis of
The Rev. John M. Hains, pasPaul Van Eck. brother of the Howard Vande Guchte of Holland.
tor of Trinity Reformed Church, groom, served as best man. SeatFor her daughter’sweddinL Mrs. liam C. De Witt, son of Mr. and mer, Shirley Ver Beck, Terry Van country. Ed Diepenhorst discussed Coopersville,and Jyce MJchmerMFG. & SUPPLY CO.
who officiated also sang "Oh ing the guests were Edward A. Wieskamp wore a princess style Mrs. John De Witt. 712 East Haitsma and Marilyn Holloman the part played by labor on the hulzen of Holland. These members
P.O.IOXI1I
each
received
Quill
and
Scroll
national scene and Bill Stryker will be attendingCamp Counselors
Promise Me" as the ceremony be- Van Eck and Marvin Van Eck, dress of toast color Chantilly lace Eighth St., Holland; Ronald G.
gan and "The Lord’s Prayer" as also brothers of the groom.
over beige taffetawith beige ac- Kaper, whose parents are Mr. and awards for th&r outstanding work on the local level.
School held at Bostwlck Lake on PHONE EX
ON M-BI
in the field of journalism.
Questions consideredby the June 12 and 13. This school will be
the couple knelt.
The reception for 200 guests fol- cessories.She wore a corsage of Mrs. John Kape*. Hamilton; Irvin
The commercialaward was pre- panel includedwhat is the purpose held to include many other counThe bride, escorted by her fa- lowed the ceremony in the Sem- yellow roses. An :ce blue brocad- L. Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
sented
to Betty Kraai and two of union, their advantages and disHenry
Smith,
route
3,
Holland,
and
ther, chose a gown of white import- inary Commons roopi. Mr. and ed silk dress with matchingstole
ties and members will receive
ed French lace over taffeta. The Mrs. B. T. Ely were master and and pink accessories was chosen Ronald G. Wiersma, son of Steph- scholarshipsto Lois Scrotenboer advantages, should the state gov- training in leadership,recreationand Rose Hoffman.
ernment enforce federal labor al activities,rainy day ideas, singfitted bodice featured a mandarin mistressof ceremonies.Misses by Mrs. Van Eck for her son’s en Wiersema, 143 Central Ave.,
Miss Lloyd presented an award laws, and what is the best way to
neckline trimmed with lace petals Kathryn Groenevelt and Elizabeth wedding. She wore a corsage of Holland.
ing, class work, and craft ideas.
to Irma Vis for being the best protectthe right of employers and
and accented with pearls. The Sharp served at the punch bowl pink roses.
All four are members of the stubookkeeping student.
non union labor.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Eck enter- dent branch of the American Soclong sleeves tapered to the wrist and gifts were arranged by Misses
A member of the Holland Elks Tom Bos introducedvisiting Ro- As schools art out now, many
and the very full rkirt of lace ter- Joan Tuinsma, Shirley Nivison, tained with a rehearsal dinner at iety of Mechanical Engineers and
Club presented Ron Beyer and tarians and Bill Kail served as boys and girls are playing and
minated into a chapel length train. Dorothy Winstrom and Mrs. Wil- their home on Thursday evening. all are graduates ot the Holland
traveling to friends homes., Ws
Arlene Cranmer with checks ot
chairman for the meeting.
Her importec illusion veil fell liam Mulder.
As the couple left for their wed- High School. Smith ;s a member of
urge motoriststo be extra cautious.
$25 and $15 respectively for the
from a heart shaped lace crown.
The reception rooms were dec- ding trip to Florida the bride Kappa Dela Psi fraternity and outstanding student leadership
Also, we want to urge farmers who
She carried a cascade bouquet of orated in a profusion of lavender changed to a mint green silk Wiersema is a member of the
allow their sons or daughters to
award.
and white lilacs for the buffet sheath dress with matchinglinen national honorarj engineering socdrive tractors snd handle farm
Lokers presented awards to Ron
lunch. The three tiered wedding jacket and white accessories. They iety. Tau Beta Pi. He is married Bekins, Fritz Veldhuis, Dennis
machinery to be cautious as the
cake was topped with an arrange- will be at home at 1619 Wendler to the former Barbara Tague of Boonstra, Wayne Tanis, Al kiln:;- Bill Brown led the Holland Ar- tools can be dangerous. Mothers
chers in their weekly free style
ment of baby orchids. Miss Armin- S.W. Grand Rapids after June 15. Holland.
enberg, Jackie Vander Hulst, Hope
shoo! Wednesday at the Holland and daughters are urged to be
The bride is a graduate of Holta Tibbet and Mrs. Eleanor Cotts
Kaper attended Hope College be- De Jonge. Katherine Kole, Carroil
cautious in the home doing the
poured. Serving the guests were land High School, Hackley Hospi- fore enrolling at Michigan Tech. Leetsma, B. J. Berghorst. Lynn Fish and Games club grounds with
spring cleaning. The safety you
Mrs. Edward Bailey,Thomas Van tal School of Nursing, Muskegon, He is married to the former Bar- Van Eden and Junior De Jonge a 313 score while Juke Ten Cate
practice may prevent an accident.
paced
the
Instinctive
shooting
with
and
took
post
graduate
ork
at
the
Dahm and Misses Sandra Schaap,
for work in the Student Council.
bara Brinks of Grand Rapids.
a 258.
Chicago-Lying-in Hospital, ChicaReceivingthe B. S. degree in Mr. Gray presentedthe debate Firing over 200 in the free style
go. She hcj been ObstetricalSuAwarded Degrees
geologicalengineering is James I. team with a plaque they won in
COMFORTABLE
were Gene Hiddinga, 280; Glenn
pervisor at Holland Hospital the
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UP)
Tanis, son of Mrs. Jean Tanis, 18 the state tournament.
Brower, 240 and Warren St. John,
past six years.
Taft. Zeeland He is a member of , In Agriculture. Mr. De Kleinc 211 while Paul Barkel, 240; Jerry During 84th commencement exerAUTOMATIC HEATING
The groom was a graduateof
Theta Tau fraternity,the Rock presented awards to Gary De Witt Kline. 237; Lee York, 221 and cises held Sunday night at Drury
Holland High School, served in
AT
Knockers
Club, and the student and Charley Klynstra for their out- Chuck Rozema, 208 were the 200 College, honorary doctor of laws
the Army two years and attended
The Bier Kelder otters mony
standing work.
degrees were conferred upon JoFORM Ifwl!
ARMSTRONG CALL Hope College and the American branch of the American Institute The Palmer Davis Award was Instinctive shooters.
seph L. Jones, foreign editor and
CALL
services for your pleasure.
of
Mining,
Metallurgical,
and
PeOther
free
style
shooters
scores
Academy of Art, Chicago. He also
At hone or away
. tiwra
presented to Sandra Vander Kooi,
vice presidfnt of United Press As"TONY" attended the Escue’a Universitar-troleum Engineers.Tanis is
•'MIKE"
were: Don Brower, 191; Milly sociations,New York, and How
The best In premium bottled
n;
an Marly 8000 BUU Pena
an eighth grader by Mr. Van Dort
ia de Bellas Artes at Sanmiguel, graduate of the Zeeland High for outstanding work in World Af- Petroelje.172; Glad Jousma, 168;
•|eat> end elaime adard Doane, chairman of the board
beers and wines All served
Commercialand Reiidential
Charley Myers, 166; Al Petroelje
Gto, Mexico and is a free lance School and attended Ferris Insti- fairs.
juatan ready to awve yo«
Doane
AgriculturalServices,Inc
by trained employees Aircommercial artist in Grand tute before enrollingat Michigan The Boy's State representativeNorma Naber. 136; Jackie Ten St. Louis.
whm you Mad baip! Yote
Tech.
Rapids.
conditionedond open noon
was Dave Van P e ur s e m and Cate, 131; Andy Naber, 114; Joyce
flan dopand on outataadiaf
Wayne
Tanis
is to go to Camp Barkel, 95 and Daisy Wojohn, 88.
cUimaaarvfea,plafl
=
until midnight.
The other instinctive shootersinEmery. Harvey Feenstra and Max
aound protection v
De Jonge are their alternates. The cluded: Kay Hoogerhyde, 1%; Max
at raaaonablfl ratan
Girl’s State representativefor this Bakker, 190; Joe De Vries, 176;
whan yon inaure
Admitted to Holland Hospital Two Zeeland High school juniors
year is Linda Hansen with Hope Frank Van Duren, 151; Lloyd
with State Farm.
• Heating • Air Conditioning Wednesday were Linda Dornbos,
bakker, 132; Mel Jousma, 129; Jim
have beon selectedby the Gilbert De Jonge as her alternate.
Call n» lor aom- 1
204 East 38th St.; Timothy Anat home and
Eaves Troughing
Wojohn. 128; Don Timmer, 127;
D. Karsten Post 33, American Leplate information.
drews, 159 Gordon; Harry AnderGlenn Geerlings,111; Reka Brown,
gion, to represent the community
Phone EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353 son, route 1, East Saugatuck.
100; Glenn De Waard, 95; Harvey
at the annual Wolverine Boys’
Discharged Wednesday were
A SIGN
Clements. 91; Bob Wiersma, 87;
State, which will be held on the
Timothy Morris, 111 East 17th St.; MichiganState Universitycampus,
ARMSTRONG "Indoor Sunshine HJRNAfh
Sylvia Timmer. 77 and Carl Tidd,
By Peter Boggx
Diane Knoll, 130 West 18th St.; June 20. They were selectedfrom Destructive Puppies
YOU CAN
40
Mrs. Ernest Navarro and baby,
Following the ar. hery shoot next
It is strange but people seem to
an honor list submitted by the
DEPEND
200 Vi West Eighth St.; Mrs. John
High School faculty and they are expect a very young puppy to chow Wednesday night volleyball will be
Bueno and baby, 375 North Diviplaved
and
a
ham
burg
fry
will
be
David Van Peursem and Harvey up rugs, gnaw the legs of chairs,
sion; Mrs. John Helmus and baby.
Scrappy says:
Feenstra.Their alternatesare or bite any shoe he can find until held.
Ben Van Lente, Agent
183 Reed Ave.; Gerrit Zonnebelt,
Ronald Van Haitsma and Ken it us useless as footwear forever
YOUR HOST*
177
College Ava. Ph. EX 4-1133
536
Central
Ave.;
Arthur
Welch,
Don't be a POP-OUT pedestrian
Buter. Wolverine Boys' State was after. Most young pups act in this
Daniel L. Tufts, 66,
RAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTI
149 Main St., Douglas; Mrs. Gerrit
and
inaugurated by the American Le- manner because they know no betcross of crossings!
Klaasen, 54 East 16th St.
gion in Michigan severalyears ago ter. After they are four or five Of Grand Haven Dies
ACROSS
PROM
POSTOPPICI
Chester L. Baumann, AgentAdmitted Thursday were Henry to give the leading .'oung people months of age they usually desist
Holland. 253 Vi East Ninth St.;
ZI ELAND
135 E. 35th
Pb. EX 44294
HAVEN (Special)
from each high school an oppor- in the destructivechewing. But if a
Mrs. Leon Nead, 725 160th Ave.; tunity to study government first
pup continuesto chew things after Daniel L. Tufts. 66. died at 8 a.m.
CLOSED
SUNDAYS
always buying
materials
Authorized Represonfotlvee
Barbara Hulsman, route 1„ Hamil- hand by actual participation.
this age it becomes a real pro Sunday at home. 546 Waverly St.
ton; Sandra Decker, 1476 WaukaAll delegates are divided into blem and I ran assure you from He had been n ill health for severzoo Dr. ; Hanna Elferdink,338 Rivgroups representing various '•ities personal experience, it does hap- al years and seriously the past
er Ave.; Linda Tobias, 84 West
and regulai elections are held, in- pen.
year. He was born May 9, 1891, in
29th St.; Carol Ensing, route 1; cluding state offices up to the govHolland, Mich.
120 River Ave.
Up to the time “Pal," one of my Ludington and came to Grand
Hard Day? Us# Your
Bette Sprlck, route 1, Hamilton,
ernorship. The progran teaches pointers,was three years of age Haven in 1929. He married Alberta
(latter three discharged same the fundamentals of local and state
—long past puppyhood— he delight- Brown Oct. 15. 1912
Bluet Bowling Hero
day).
government and the student, are ed in taking magazines off the • Besides the wife he is survived
Discharged
Thursday were addressed by prominent speakers.
IN
tables about the house and rending by three daughters. Mrs. Milford
Charles Shannon, 374 West 31st
Bert Blauwkamp is post command- them into shreds. Corners of cer- Taylor of Chesaning, Mich., Mrs.
Rtlax and have inn wltk
St.; Mrs. John Boers, 169 Fairer of the Zeeland Legion.
tain rugs in the house also were John Carskadon and Mrs. Leonard
banks Ave.; Mrs. David A. White,
your date, family or team
Honor day was held at Zeeland favorite chewing spots . Then, Koval, both of Grand Haven; four
127 West 23rd St.; William Lukslch.
High school last Monday and the almost overnight,"Pal” ceased to sons. Charles of Grand Haven,
on our c I o a n. woll-kopt
63 West Ninth St.; Mrs. Roger
theme was, "A Day Set Aside to be destructive. He because a model William of Muskegon, Robert of
allay*. Seldom O wait
Kragt and baby, 167 Highland; Give Honor Where Honoi Is Due."
canine citizen.Whether at last Chesaning and Hiram oi Revenna;
Mrs. Ronald Vander Yacht and Devotions were given by Rev. John
my training had taken effect or one sister. Mrs. 0. G. Prettyman
baby, route 1, West Olive; Mrs.
Van Peursem. The teachers pre- whether he had outgrownthe love of Muskegon Heights; 28 grand
Calvin Van Wleren and baby, 497
You'll llko our officitnl Mt-op. congenial
sented the awards to the students of wanton mischief,left over from
children and six great grandchil136th Ave.; Mrs. Kenneth Walters while Ron Bekius acted as master
atmosphere and modern alloyg.
puppyhood.I don't know. If you dren.
and baby, 371 Elm St; Mrs. of ceremonies.
own
a dog that is destructive, I beCornelius Woodwyke, route 5.
R. Lokers presented the awards lieve that under normal conditions
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE EX 6-6660
Vi s i t o r s to Deer Forest at
Hospital births ..st a daughter for the National Honor Society to
you will find that he will outgrow Coloma, Mich, are permittedto
born Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. A1 Klingenberg, Ron Beyer, Ron
Norman Packard, 672 Hayes St; Bekins, Ron Komejan, Arnold Es- these habits as he emerges .from feed d«>r by hand.
puppyhood— however, you too may
a daughter, Diane Kay, born Wed- senberg, Bob Dalman, E u g
own
an exception, fet l$am sure
nesday to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Groenhof, Arlene Cranmer,Norma
that in time he will cease to chew
Horn. 325 West 48th St.
Keppel, Norma Knoll Brenda up things around your house.
Lokers, Delores Ramaker, Betty
Kraal, Marilyn HnJeman, Linda
Martin Bol, Former
De Bruyn, Max De Jonge, Hope Alma Gets Gift
Local Barber, Dies
ALMA — Alma College has reDe Jonge. Nelva Helder and Linda
ceived an $1,300,000 gift from an
Martin Bol, 74, former barber Hansen.
in Holland for many years, died
Mrs. Saunders presented forensic anonymous donor to construct a
•
Saturday evening at a convales- awards to Ron Beyer,
new science building. College officent home in Spring Lake where Vanden Bosch, Dale Ver Beek, cials said ground for the new build,m
ORDER EARLY
he had been the last 13 months. Lois Bos, Jim Van Dam, Max De ing will be broken next January.
He formerlylived at 604 Maple Jonge. B. J. Berghorst, John The buildingwill include a plane,
Bloemendaal, Linda De Bruyn and tarium. greenhouse and 250-seat
v Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Barbara Van Haitsma.
auditorium. It will also house the
Hollis Northuis of Holland; four
Norma Keppel received the hon- chemistry,physics, biology, asOpen All Doy, Wednesday, May 29
sons, the Rev. Peter Bol of Cali- or of being D.A.R. Representative tronomy and mathematicsdepart24 Hour Service
fornia, John of Grand Rapids and this year.
ments.
PHONE EX 6-4252
Andrew and Jacob of Holland; six The coaches of the athletic teams
grandchildren; three great grand- presented awards for being the outChi working days, three out of
children; one sister, Mrs. Frank standing players in their sports to every four men in the United
Vanden Berg of Grand Rapids and Ron Beyer, Dave Van Peursem. States shave. However, only 16 per
SB EAST 8Hi ST.
three brothers, Hilbert,Fred and Max De Jonge, Wesley Wiggers, cent of them shave every day In 370 Rooir
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45th Anniversary Observed

WIN FOURTH STRAIGHT CROWN-Zeeknd's
tennis team finished unbeaten in Kenewa League
play again this season, for the fourth straight
time. Coach Jarold Groters (far left) felt the
desire on this year’s team was mainly responsible for the championship. Groters has coached

tennis five years at Zeeland. He took second
place in the league his first year. Team members pictured left to right are: Keith and Craig
Hubbell, twins; Stan Vugteveen, Wayne Tanis

and Dave Van Peursem.
(Sentinel photo)

Mr. and Mrs.' Benjamin Ottino
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Otting cluded will be their chiWrer and
grandchildren.
observed their 45th wedding anniTheir children are Mrs. Alfred
versary quietly at their home, 81 (Nora) Dozeman, Mrs. Alvin
Lawrence Ave.. .Zeeland. Thurs- (Dorothy) Geerlings,Mrs. Howard
day. However, a family dinner (Beatrice) Redder, all of Zeeland
party is planned for them at Van and John B. Otting of Holland
Raalte’s Restaurant Saturday. In- There are 12 grandchildren.
to plant a tree— the official Illinois

state tree, the Native Oak. In the
— First graders at Washington to right, Mary Lee Martin, Michael Bowie and
formal planting ceremony, the PET
Mark Bonnette. Standing,left to right, are Rolina
School paraded their pets at a program last week
committee will deposit on its roots
Ver Meer, Michael Hall, David Boersema and
showing that they had learned how to care for
a
small
sample
of
soil
from
states
plays a fifth person in a practice
• Maybe its because each year’s point to capture the title. This duBonnie Bresnahan.
Holland by and large enjoyed all over the nation and territories. them. Shown in the front row. kneeling,are left
plicated the 1956 feat of also finish- match.
team has a traditionto uphold,
Next year's team should be the spring weather a couple of days
ing unbeaten and winning by a
It's newcomer time again and
that accounts for the desire on the
"team to beat" again since three this week which should have come
single point.
the city hostess has paid calls on
of
the
boys
are
juniors
and
two
a
week
earlier
for
Tulip
Time.
Zeeland High tennis team. But reOne-point victories were also enEverybody agrees that the 14 new familiesduring March and
,
gardless of what it is, the Chix joyed in 1955 and 1954 as Zeeland
Dave
Van
Peursem,
who
has
deweather
during the four-day festi- April.
netters have been catching it every began setting the precedent of beFour new families have arrived
ing the Kenewa net king. The '55 veloped a strong driving game, val last week was the worst on
season for the past four years.
plays
the
No.
1 singles. He lost the record. Yet, no parades or pro- through General Electric Mr. and
unit
lost
one
league
match
to
The results have been four
at
for
Mrs. G. C. Morey of Utica, N.Y.,
straight Kenewa League tennis Coopersville while the '54 team lone Zeeland point this season but grams had to be postponed or canhave
moved
to
25
East
13th
St.
avenged it easily in the second celled,even though Saturday
championships and the second was unbeaten.
Mr. Morey is in the engineering Parents and speciallyinvited
Groters, who never played ten- meeting.Van Peusem ,a junior, night's program was switched from
straight unbeaten season in league
in City
department. Mr. and Mrs. Helmuth guests enjoyed a pet show and
Riverview
Park
to
Civic
Center.
play. It must be desire, because nis in high school or college, who teamed with Wayne Tanis, another
program
presented by the first
Ochsner
and
four
children
of
Although crowds were down (I'd
all four championships have been received the .net bug when he ar- junior, for a doubles team last
graders of Washington School
Applicationsfor 13 building perstay home myself) the visitors Herrid, S. D., have moved to 77
won by the slimmestof margins rived at Zeeland and assumed the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke mils were filed last wobk with
last Thursday,under directionof
West
Eighth
St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
seemed
to be in remarkablygood
Groters
also
took
Tanis
and
tennis
reins
five
years
ago.
The
— one point.
humor despite the weather. Out- Arterburn of Kansas City. Mo. their teacher, Miss Crystal Van were Friday afternoon callers on Building Inspector William LayTh|s year's team, especially, had bug really bit the first year, 1953, made him a singles player this
Anrooy. and student teacher, Miss
side those 47-degree temperatures, have moved to an apartment at
Mrs. Christine Wabeke at the home man. Those applying were:
that extra bit of desire, reports as the Chix finished in second season, Mo. 2, and Tanis won all
Joan Fendt.
41
East
14th
St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Van Dyke Auto Sales. 722 Micheverything else seemed to be all
of
his
matches.
The
doubles
team
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Elzinga
place
in
the
Kenewa
League,
losCoach Jarold Groters. "These kids
During the parade of the pets,
L. Beal and three children of Fort
igan Ave.. build service garage 20
wanted to play and improve more ing to Cedar Springs, no longer of Stan Vugteveen, a junior, and right Only on Thursday did the Wayne. Ind.. have purchased a each child displayed his pet, giving I of South Blendon.
by 3? feet. self, contractor; cost,
Keith Hubbell, a sophomore,also sun snine and then the temperathan any tennis team I’ve coach- in the league.
its name, information on the carei Mr and Mrs. Ray Koetsier and
ture reached a high of 57— still too home at 40 Birchwood.
has
been
unbeaten.
*3,000.
ed," the Chix mentor said, "they
Five players compose the ZeeMr. and Mrs. Petei Brandt and of the animal, and some interest- Mary Lou of Holland were Sunday Donald Van Oosterhout,229 West
were successful because they did land team. Three points are scor- Craig Hubbell, Keith's twin, has cold for children in costume two daughters have arrived here ing anecdote about it. When David guests of Mr. and Mrs. A1 Hop
22nd St., build garage 14 by 20
been used in practicematches this marchingin the children's parade.
- improve the most throughout one
from The Netherlands and are in Boersema displayed his turtle, the and family* .
ed in each league match, one season. He teamed with Keith in
feet, self, contractor; cost, 5700.
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Reimink Walter Adamaitis, 310 WashingMost affected by the cold were an apartment at 298 Van Raalte entire group recited the poem,
Zeeland nosed out Sparta by one doubles and two singles.Groters the regional Class B tourney.
and David of Allegan were Sunday ton Blvd.. add tool shed three by
the Orlando, Fla., party with the Ave. Mr. Brandt is employed by "The LitUe TurUe.”
The program consistedof a wel- supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. six feet to garage, self, contractor;
Eagle band of Edgewater High the Dutch Boy Bakery.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. New- come by Ruth Benjamin. Mary Louis Beyer.
School. But the chaperones said
cost, 550.
Carol Van Haitsma.daughter of
they
suffered more than the young- man and two children of Jackson Ann Wolbrink read an original
Mrs. William Plium. 252 East
Sentinel
are
living
at
72
West
15th
St.
Mr.
story by the group which they Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Van Haitssters. Nonetheless,the band put on
14th St., remodel upstairs,A. J,
a fine show on the Civic Center Newman is with Whetstone and wrote after their trip to the animal ma appeared recentlyon the tele- Cook Lumber Co., contractor;cost,
Miller in Zeeland.
shelter. "Pet Noises." a song, ably vision program. "Know Your
floor Saturday night.
5500.
The Orlando visitors could Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Meyer and described to the audience the vari- Schools.'’
Sixth Reformed Church. East
10-year-old
twin
daughters
have
ous
methods
of
communications
The
local
school
children
had
(scarcelybelieve that the tempera12th St., build education building
Tribute was also paid to PrinciFriday was Senior Day at Holarrived
from
The
Netherlands
employed
by
animals.
their annual picnic on the school
A search for a Holland motorist ture was up to 78 in Holland the
pal J. J. Riemersma, who retires
land High School.
Duane Vandenberg. Clarence grounds on May 21. the end of their 43 by 73 feet. Russell La Mar, conday before Tulip Time. They'll and are living in an apartment
involved
in
an
accident
Thursday
tractor;cost, 564.068.
at 138 West 14th Si. Mr. Meyer is
Events started with the Senior this year.
and broadcast on The Sentinel probablyfind it hard to believe cook at the Lamppost restaurant.Damsgaard. and Bobby Pete wear- school term
H. Cobb Klaasen. 597 Lawndale
Assembly that morning at 10:30 In a surprise move, the senior
ing "puppy faces" and Delilah
Mr. and Mrs Henry Spaman
it rose to 81 the Wednesday after
Ct.,
build swimming pool 18 by 36
class, as part of its class memorial newscast at 12:05 Friday brought
Mr and Mrs. Leon Higgins and Monetza wearing a cat mask act- were Mother Day guest* at the
a.m. when the yearbook, "The
Tulip Time too.
prompt results.
daughter of Concord, N.H., are liv- ed out the song. "A Game of Tag ", home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert feet. Sheldon Pool Builders, con- ,
Boomerang" was distributed.The presented a colored portrait of
tractor; cost, 54,000.
yearbook highlightsi the senior Riemersma to Holland High Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff The Chamber of Commerce re- ing at 107 West 14th St. Mr. as it was sung by the group.
Schout and family of Hudsonville.
H. P. Kleis and Ben Lubbers,
School. In the citation, the seniors said the departmentwas seeking
Higgins is employed by Vogelzang
year.
Mira
Tidd. Bobby Hyma, and
Mrs.
Bessie D< Vree of Grand
ceived
a
telegram
the
other
day
a motorist whose car backed out
construct foundation for moving
Hardware.
Dedicated to Austin J. Buchanan, noted that "HollandHigh School
Rapids
was
a
Sunday
guest
of
Mr.
and collided with Brian Mc- asking that Mr. Ketelwell at the Mr. and Mrs. Ardee Faultersack Linda Lokenberg read charts on
the inscription included these par- and J. J. Riemersma are synonyand Mrs. Dick Kroodsma and house from 370 Columbia Ave. to
Cormack. 13, of 591 Central Ave., Warm Friend Tavern be reminded and three children of Chicago are "How to Care for Cats and Dogs ",
283 East 11th St.. Sam McCoy,
mous."
A
tremendous
ovation
haltagraphs: “Austin J. Buchanan has
which
had
been
composed
after
family.
as the youth rode his bike on Col- that the little girl in California living at 131 West 32nd St. Mr
been active in the Holland Public ed proceedings for a time. In his
tk children had seen movies on Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke moving contractor. Ben Lubbers,
still wants those wooden shoes. .
lege Ave. near 24th St.
Faultersack is a carpenter.
School system for the past 15 response, Riemersma, with very
were recent callers on Mrs. Gordon foundation contractor; cost. 5400.
and
the
size
is
74
double.
' both animals
The driver stopped, helped the
Jack Bennett. 334 West 17th St.f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Debets
years. During the past four years, evident emotion, noted that this
Wabeke at the Zeeland Hospital.
The
entire
group
enjoyed
singing
She’ll probably settle for a size
boy straightenhis bicycleand then
remodel
front porch. Jay Lankand
five-year-old
daughter
of
The
he • has served at Holland High was the second important day of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Drooger and
the rollickingsong "My Pony ",
9 and six pairs of sox just like
School first as Boys’ Counselor, his career-thefirst was the pre- went on when McCormacksaid he the klompen dancers do. Wooden Netherlands are living at 40 West after an explanationof a film Timmy. Mr. . and Mrs. Floyd heet and Van Fleeren. contractors;
and the last two years as assist- sentation of a watch to him by the was okay. A later examination re- shoes have no sizes for widths. 16th St. Mr. Debets is a dental strip which they had previously Jousma of Holland, and Mr. and cost. 5200.
vealed McCormack suffereda postechnician at Van Fleet laboratorant principal in charge of opera- senior class in 1917— a watch he
Mrs. Bill Van Houten of Grand William Gerritsen.181 West 10th
seen.
sible dislocatedand fractured
still wears.
tions.
Sandra De Koster ended the pro- Rapids were recent guests at the St., build garage 14 by 22 feet, Jay
The
housing
bureau
at Civic Cen- ies?.
At 1 p.m. Seniors met at the shoulder and multiple bruises.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Fauquher
'"We congratulatehim on his adhome of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Lankheet and Van Fleeren, conThis information was broadcast ter received a note from a lady of Battle Creek have purchased a gram with- a thank you to the parto
Central
Michigan
tractor;cost, 5735.
vancement
school to form a cavalcade of
Broersma.
visitor
suggesting
that
when
it’s
ents
for
attending.
over WHTC and 10 minutes later
at
328
Wildwood.
Charles Dams, 359 West 20th St.,
College,and while we are sorry to about 130 cars to proceed to the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Roelofs
John Ely called The Sentinel for so dark during Tulip Time that the Mr. Fauquher is constructionenhave him leave here, we wish him
were last Friday evening guests remodel garage, self, contractor;
American Legion Country Club ex- further information. He said his city turn on all the city lights to gineer with Elzinga and Volkers.
success in his new work, and hope
Eighth Graders Honored
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar. cost, 5100.
compensate for the lack of sunMr. and Mrs. William Porter and
that he will continue to inspire stu- corted by the Holland Police De son had told him of such a mishap shine. Shall we refer that to the
George Van Der Bie, 623 West
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss. Mr.
.
two daughters of Riverton, N.J., At Graduation Exercise
dents as he has done at Holland partment. A series of games were Thursday
and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk were 30th St., build house 26 by 52 feet
city
manager?
planned by the seniors. In charge
The father and his son contacted
are living at 301 West 18th St.
High School.
and garage 20 by 24 feet at 324
Sharon Boeve, Donald .Den Sunday guests in Dimondale and
"We respectfully dedicate the of the day’s events were Keith police and said they would be in The Dutch Costume Exchange Mr. Porter is with Chris-Craft.
Lansing at the Lavern Boss and West 31st St., self, contractor;cost,
Bleyker.
Michael
De
Bidder,
HowMr. and Mrs. William Luksick
"igS? Boomerang" to "Buc" in Van HofI, Lester Overway. Sally later Friday to fill out the closed about three weeks ago, but
517.358.
ard Fletcher, John Heidema. Alvin Vander Kolk home.
recognitionof the outstanding Houtman. J o an Vanden Brink. necessary reports. Van Hoff prais- there still are several costumes of Akron. Ohio, are living at 63
The Sewing Guild met May 16 John Lokenberg. 445 Washington
Carole
Helmus.
Roger
Johnson.
Merry
D
e
W
a
a
r d and Margo ed the father for his prompt call
leadership he has given our class
plus several envelopes containing West Ninth St. Mr. Luksick is George Muyskens, Janice Naber. with Mrs. John Broersma serving Sq.. repair wall, self, contractor;
and school. We deeply appreciate Munro. Class sponsors are Ed- and thanked the Sentinel and money for costumes in the hous- manager of the McLellan store.
as hostess Others present were cost. 5125.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gasway Kenneth Naber. Paul Naber. Har- the Mesdames Jacob Morren,
his genuine interest in us, his wil- ward Damson. Ervin Hanson and WHTC for their help.
Marinus Roels, 169< East Sixth
ing bureau office If people don’t
vey
Plaggemars,
Timothy
Taylor,
and two sons of Muskegon are
lingness to listen and work out Robert Chard.
Gerrit Boss, John De Jonge, Will St., add six feet to 'garage, self,
call for the money within a realiving at 266 West Ninth St. Mr. John Van Den Berge and Edward Vander Kolk, Joe Kloet, Carl contractor; cost. 5100.
problems with us, and his wonder- Supper was to be served at 5:30
sonable time; it probably will be
Sally Hiddinga Has
Wagenveld are members of the
p.m. at the Country Club. '
Gasway is with Swift and Co.
ful sense of humor
Schermer. Henry Wyngarden,
turned over to the petty cash fund.
eighth grade graduation class of
Party on Birthday
Henry Boss. John T. De Witt. Joe
Van Raalte School who received
Brinks. Will Timmer. Eugene Cub Scouts Have Picnic
In the housing bureau office, Laff for the day:
diplomas
in
exercises
held
TuesSally Hiddinga, daughter of Mr.
"If you refuse me." vowed the
Brower. Irving Hungerink and
there are often requests from peoand Mrs. Gene Hiddinga, 628 Pine
ardent swain on bended knee. "I day evening at Calvary Reformed John Hoeve Lunch was served by At Saugatuck Oval
ple 'with pets. Usually they are
•
Crest Dr., celebrated her sixth
dogs, but sometimes other pets. shall die."
The oval at Saugatuckwas tha
The program opened with the the hostess
She refused him. and 72 years
birthday anniversary Thursday at The girls at the bureau thought
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar scene of a picnic Thunsday eveRev. Raymond Denekas reading
her home with a party given by they reached the ultimate last later he died.
were Sunday evening guests of ning for about 100 Cub Scouts of
scriptures and giving the invocaher mother. Assisting the hostess week when one lady said she had
Mr. and Mrs, Alfred Ter Haar of Pack 3028 of Saugatuck. This was
tion. Edward Wagenveld read the
were Sally’s grandmothers.Mrs. brought her parakeet. She assured Regular Meeting Is Held
Mrs. Gordon Cunningham wasZeeland.
the final meeting of the season.
class prophecy and Sharon Boeve,
Leo Hiddinga and Mrs. John Geer- the staff that it was well behaved
installed as president of the JCC
George Broersma of Grand
wiener and marshmallow
the
dlass
will,
after
which
John
By
Local
Auxiliary
Auxiliary at the final meeting of Richard De Haan, 85,
Rapids
spent
from
Wednesday
lings.
and well trained.
roast was held for the nine dens at
Heidema played an accordion solo,
until Friday at the home of Mr.
Decorations consisted>{ balloons
the season Thursday evening at 0( Borculo Succumbs
the foot of Mt Baldhead. Games
Initiation of two new members ‘Vienna Forever."
and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
the home of Mrs. Robert Rescorla.
and pink, yellow and white crepe
About 10:30 p.m. Saturday, a
Following
the
commencement
adwere in charge of Gene Bieler,
ZEELAND
(Special)
Rytse
and
Memorial
services featured
Parent-teachers'
meeting
was
The ceremony was conductedby
paper trimmings, following a cir- party which included four adults
(Richard) De Haan, 85, of Borculo
the regular meeting of VFW Auxi- dress by Rev. Denekas, diplomas held May 16 in the church base- Cubmaster,assisted by Sen Scout
retiringpresidentMrs. Norman
cus theme. The table was decora- and three children stopped at the
route 1. Zeeland, died Friday
liary held Thursday evening In were presented by TheodoreBoot, ment. -The followingreceived their Skipper Charles Gilman and Bay
Wangen.
ted and centeredwith a large angel housing bureau for accommodamorning following a lingeringillVFW hall. Mrs. Kenneth W. Rus- t: school principal. Ben Van eighth grade' diplomas: Shirley Scout Master-electIrv Kar^ten, Jr.
tions. After fussing around a half
Others installed were Mrs. Res- ness. He was born in the Nether- food cake.
Slooten, Jr., secretary of the Van Dam. Harry Schermer, Calvin Later the entire pack "gathered
sell, president,was in charge.
hour
trying
to
place
such
a
big
Game's
were
played
and
prizes
corla, vice president;Mrs. Roy De
lands and came to Borculo at the
Members
will attend Memorial board, presented the Bibles. The Ter Haar, Richard Broersma. around the bon fine to receive
group at such a late hour, the
Bolt, secretary;and Mrs. Paul De
age of 9. He lived on the same awarded to Laurie Mervenne, staff worker thbught she really Day servicesat Fourth Reformed valedictory was given by Carol Gary Van Dam. and Sandra honors and awards. Seven Cub
Kok, treasurer.
farm in Borculo since coming to Susan Smith. Susan Koning and solved the situationwhen she lo- Church Sunday at 7. p.m. They are Helmus. Mrs. Preston Yan Zoeren Wyngarden.
Scouts,were made ‘Webelos.’’
Jill Nykamp. Favors were presenThe followingwere named com- the United States.
to assemble at the church, corner played the postlude.
Mrs. M. Wabeke of Zeeland was the highest rang for Cub Scout.
cated a hostess who would take the
mittee chairmen: Mrs. Louis
ted
to
each
guest.
He was a member of Borculo
Teachers of the school are Mrs. a Mothers’ Day guest of Mr. and They are John Marone. Ronald
o{ loth St., and WashingtonBlvd.,
Hallacy, cards and flowers; Mrs.
Attending were girls in Sally's whole party for 112. That price was
Christian Reformed Church. His
Dorris Meeuwsen, Mrs. Nina Mrs. Casey Wabeke.
at 6:$0 p.m.
Van Dragt. Douglas Roberts,
too
high
and
the
visitors
said
they
Rescorla, .project and program;
kindergarten class in Beechwood
wife died about 17 years ago.
It was announcedthat flags were Meindertsma,Mrs. Gladys JunglMr. and Mrs. Elmer Ensing and Thomas Sowers. David Van Dis,
Mrs, Chandler Oakes and Mrs. Survivingare *our daughters, School.They were Karen Basham. really would prefer to sleep i n to-be presented today to the West ing. Mrs. Lena Lucal Mrs.
family of Zeeland were Sunday Stephen Hungerford and Ernest
William Layman, scrapbook; Mrs. Mrs. Gerrit Fisher of Hudsonville. Linda Hill. Kutty Kahler. Susan their car. That was okay with the
Olive two-rbom school;The school Johanna Becksfort and Mr. Hoot. supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Reninger.
Roy DeBolt, camera; Mrs. Paul Mrs. Peter Groenewoud and Mrs. Koning, Susan Smith, Rta Maich- housing bureau, and a worker
On the school board are Gerald Nelson Ensing and family.
also will be presented an outdoor
One member was made a "BobDeKok and Mrs. Robert Zigler, Charles Troost. both of Holland, ele. Libby Meppelink. Laurie Mer- called city police that this group
flag, a gift of Mrs Neal East- Den Bleyker. president: Lari
was
staying
in
their
car
overnight
cat"; 10 received the "Wolf" aconstitution; Mrs. Garth Newman,
venne,
Holly
Palmer,
Jill
Nykamp
Mrs. Neal De Jongh of Dorr;
Schipper, treasurer; secretary; J.
man.
through desire,not necessity.
ward; five the ‘Bear’ badge and
membership.
three sons, John, Ben and Martin, and the honored guest. Unable to
Reports were made on the Richard Van Eyck, trustee and Two Cars Collide
six the "Lon' badge. Twenty-eight
Plans and projectsfor the comGRAND
HAVEN
Special
all of Borculo; 29 grandchildren; attend because of illness were Jan
A1 Stoner,one of the many mar- Eighth District Rally of Michigan James Kapenga. trustee.
boys received gold and silver aring year were discussed,and sugCars
driven
by
John
Bartels,
64,
61 great grandchildren;one broth- Riemersma and Beverly Kragt.
shals in Saturday’s Parade of VFW Auxiliariesheld Sunday in
gestions offered for consideration
Grand
Haven, and James Riste, row points and several were recoger-in-law, Dirk Machiela of BorEaton
Rapids.
At
this
time
Mrs
Bands, had the ball game situation
by the project and program chairnized for their monthly projects,
Call Extended
31. Grand Rapids, were involved
culo.
licked. He marched in the parde Douglas Harmsen of Holland was
Bllf Garvelink Has
man.
GRAND
(Special)
in an accidentat 8:15 p.m. Friday recently completed.
elected
president.
She
appointed
wearing the ear phone of his tranA husband and wife wiener roast
Rev. Harland Steele, pastor on US-31 in Grand Haven town- An impressive flag and bugla
Party on 8th Birthday
sistor radio. It worked out fine. Mrs. Richard Volkers as secreis scheduled for June 27 at Kiwan- Film Highlights
of
First
Reformed Church of ship. Riste received a bump on ceremony closed the program.
tary, Mrs. Clifford Dengler as
Billy Garvelink celebrated his The Tigers won that day.
is Park, and arrangementsare in
Grand
Haven,
has received a call the head and Mrs. Margaret Bar- Meetings will resume after the
patriotic
instructor
and
Mrs.
Peter
eighth birthday anniversary Thurscharge of Mrs. Don Gilcrest and Mission Meeting
from
Calvary
Reformed
Church of tels. wife of the other driver, was summer vacation.
That display of flags on the re- Borchers. assistanttreasurer.
Mrs. WiUiam Layman.
A film. "Vista* of Visions" was day afternoon with a party at his viewing stand at the Warm Friend A meeting of officers and chair- Grand Rapids. The Grand Rapids shaken. Both were treated in their
Before the business meeting the shown at the regular meeting of home, 267 West 19th St., given by
church is now being served by the respective homes. State police OrganizationalMeeting
members enjoyed a potluck dinner the Fourth Reformed Church his mother Mrs. William Garvelink. Tavern during Tulip Time was pro- men will be held at the home of Rev. George Douma who is leaving
charged Riste with having no opthe
president.
Mrs.
Russell,
449
vided
by
the
Holland
Elks
Club.
planned by Mrs. Garth Newman Ladles Missionary Society Thurs- Invited were Mark Walters, Phil
West 20th St., on Monday even- in June to .enter a religious pub- erator's license and Bartels with Held lor Co-Wei Club
and Mrs. Earl Helmers. Guests day afternoon in the church par- Brieve, David Vande Vusse,
Two tablespoons of soil from a ing to make plans for the coming lishing businessin connection with making a left turn from a right The organizational meeting of
Michael Meyer, Jerry Lee Hop,
welcomed were Mrs. La verne
lor. The film portrays some of the
the Reformed Church. Last Sun- lane. Both cars were considerably
tulip
bed in Holland will join sam- year. *
Paul Vander Hulst and Warner De
Seme, Mrs. Donald Cochran, and
of the "Co-Wed" 'Ckib of the Faith
church extension work in CaliforLunch was served by Mrs. Shud day, Rev. Steele anounced he had damaged.
pies from the 48 states and Hawaii
Leeuw.
Mrs. Burton Borr. 4
Christian
Reformed Church was
nia area.
and Alaska in a tree plantingcere- AHhuis and Mrs. Myra Arnold.The declined a call extended by the
The regular meetings of the auxheld Thursday evening.
Mrs. F. Meyer conducted devomony
in
connection
with
the
cen- next meeting Is scheduled for June First Reformed Church df Midiliary will resume in September.
Bids Opened
A proposed constitution was pretions Mrs. H. Jaarsma sang "Sur- , No Accidents
land Park, N.J.
tennial celebrationof Davis. HI,, 13.. '
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special).
sented and accepted.Previous elecrender” and "Seek Ye the Lord". GRAND HAVEN (Special) - near the Wisconsin border next
It is reported the L.W. Lamb ted officers are Mr. and Mrs. Hat^
accompaniedoy Mrs. D. Van Der . Grand Haven city has gone a whole July 24 through 27. The Chamber
Suit Filed
Marriage
Licenses
Marriage
Licenses
Construction Co. of Holland with old Volkema, president; Mr. and
week without an accident of any of Commerce received the request
GRAND
(Special) - Meer.
a bid of $126,938 was the low Mrs. Verne Fuder, vice president;
Ottaw* County
Ottawa County
MrsG.
M
nnema.
president.
kind
reported.
The
last
was
refor
the
soil
and
forwarded
a
small
A suit by summons has been filed
Robert Andrew Tulenko, 20, and bidder on the new US-31 new Dr. and Mrs. J. Tinholt,secretary;
Ronald Relnink, 22, Holland, and
’ducted the business meeting, ported at 11 *..m. Saturday, May 18. packet.
in Ottawa Circuit Court by the
Ethelyn
Jean Weed, 19, both of grade separationnorth of Ferrys- Mr. and Mrs. William SUdcei, tretMary
Catherine
Van
Der
Hoven.
Davis centennialleaders pointed
Hosing thought was given
Grand Rapids Herald a gains
20. Paterson. N. J.; Clarence Holland; Lee Van Haaften, 27, burg when bids were recently surer.
out
that
other
communities
in
their
Mrs.
L
America's
nail
producers
made
Lewis Van Rhee, route 2. Hudson
Outings are being planned for
Kalamazoo,and La Mar Dorn bos, opened by the State Highway Dehour tollowedwith Mrs. , more than 100 differenttypes of centennial celebrations buried Schleetar,45. and • Lenore A- D*
v1’ seeking $300 damages plus
the summer.
partment 4
"time capsules" but Davis wants Ruiter, 43, both of Grand Haven. '23, Spring Lake.
i iron and steel nails.
|H- Kfoeman as hostess.

Desire Wins Tennis Crowns at Zeeland
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.General Electric
Plays Host for
First

Family

W

30,

1957

and Zoerhof

Battle to 1-1 Tie

Day
Game

The Holland plant of the General
was the gathering

Called After Many

Matters Discussed

Eleptric Co.

At Regular

point of approximately 1,500 visi-

11 Innings; Co. D.

tors Tuesday when employes and

Members of

VFW

their families toured the plant in
the local organization'sfirtt
ily

Fam-

Wallops Mobilgas

Day.

Beginning at 1 p.m. and continu-

The stage has been set for

ing through 7 p.m. the plant visi-

other rip-roaringCity

walked through the shop, saw
(hernietic motors built, had various materials and processes extors

plained, and

f

Rites Performed in Douglas Church

an-

VFW

and Zoerhoff Builders.
Perenially the top dog* In

enjoyed refresh-

the Henry Walters

post 2144 discussed the

cam-

paign of Harold Barr at their re-

gular meeting Thursday evening
in the club rooms at 28 West
Seventh

Softball

league season series between the

VFW Meet

St.

Barr, senior vice commander of

the post, is seeking the post of
commander of the VFW
Department of Michigan. Election

junior vice
the

league, the two teams have ended will be held at the state convention
In the Anal playoffi for the past in Grand Rapids.
The matter of the poppy sale tofour years.
More of tbe same appears In the night and tomorrow also was disoffing for this year following a cussed. Commander Ben Cuperua
1-1 tie Thursday night at Van urges full cooperation and supTongeren Field. The game was port of all members.
Plans also were formulated for
called after 11 innings to allow the
second game to be played. Co. D the VFW's part in the Memorial
tion; Chester Kowalski, plant constopped the Mobilgas Dealers, 8-3 Day parade next Thursday.The
dition; Richard Palter, budget;
parade starts at 9:30 a m. Breakin the nightcap.
Robert Wiles, product display;
After five-and-a-half scorelessIn- fast will be served in the club
Clarence Phillips, refreshments;
nings in the Vets-Zoerhoff clash. rooms from 7 to 9 p.m.
John Collisson, traffic and parking,
Lee Veldman. Vets catcher, put The post will conduct memorial
and George Lumsden, publicity.
his team ahead with a hotne run services at Restlawn Memorial
AAUW OFFICERS — New officers and holdover
treasurer;Mrs. Kenneth Leggett, vice president;
Serving as receptionistswere
after two were out 'n the bottom Park next Thursday afternoon at
officers
were
introduced
at
the
closing
dinner
Mrs.
Donald
Van
Ark,
new
secretary
and
Mrs.
Verg Brower, Wills Lievense, Mar2.
of the sixth.
Robert Horner, new president.
lene Kooing, MarjorieGarvelink, meeting of the group on Thursday at Voorhees
Also meeting Thursday night
But
the
Builders,
formerly
called
Hall.
Left
to
right
are
Miss
Crystal
Van
Anrooy,
(Penna-Sas
photo)
Barbara Hoek, Mary Menken, VelHulst Implement, came right back was the VFW Dad's Post, No. 132.
ma Myrick, Shirley Vereeke, R.
in the top of the seventh. Kearn y They are having a state convention
C. Hartigan, R. M. Turschman, E.
at the Occidental Hotel in MuskeZoerhoff walked and scored on
E. Moodie, J. C. Fisher, D. C.
triple by Quite Van Langevelde to gon June 6JT~ Delegates will be
Keek, R B Parker, R N Mills,
ond Mrs. Ronold P. Miles
Earl Kennedy. Fred Bos and Earle
knot the game.
and R T. Abbe.
(Herfst photo)
Lohman.
Zoerhoff’s
made
four
hits
In
the
Acting as hostesses for refreshSt. Peter’s Church In Douglas waltz-lengthgowns of white organAlternatesare Lloyd Zimmerman
regulation
game,
three
were
sinments were Jeanne Hastings, Sylwas tht scene of the nwrriigeof za over pastel shades of taffeta
lists
gles and the VFW had three, a I and John Hoffman. Any Dad is
via Timmer, Ida Brink, Loie ElMiss Barbara Subject and Ronald with matching cummerbunds formdouble
and
single, besides the welcomed to attend.
ferdink, Mary Webb and June
P. Miles Saturday, May 11. The ing a bustle effect In the back.
homer.
Flint.
Rev. William Hoogterpperformed They carried cascade arrangeA dinner meeting and program and television. Mrs. John Bender;
Al
Kraai
went
all
the
way
for
Stationed along the tour climaxed the year's activities for internationalrelations, Mrs. Robthe ceremony at 11 a.m. Parents ments of yellow dallies with matchthe
Builders
and
Rog
Schut
and
route were Robert Joostbems, Ron the Holland Branch of the Ameri- ert Sessions.
of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. ing headbands.Patty Blake, the
Michmerhuizen, James We be r, can Association of University Wo- It was brought out that the The Holland Township Board re- Lum Veldman divided the hurling
Stanley Subject of Saugatuck and flower girl, wore a pink dress with
chores for the Vets. Schut worked
oeorgia Bums, Maxine Knight, men Thursdayevening in Voorhees AAUW is celebratingis 75th AnniMr. and Mrs. John Miles of Fenn- full-length bouffant skirt. She carports that 24 applicationsfor zon- the first eight Innings and gave
Marian Rubingh, Julia Simmons, Hall on the Hope College campus. versary this year with a convenried a basket of daisies.
ville.
way
to Veldman in the ninth.
ing
permits
were
filed
during
the
Judith Troost, Shirley Roositer,
The bride chose a waltz-length Charles Krammin waa best man.
Mrs. Donald Brown, retiring tion in Boston, the place of the
Glenn
Nykamp
socked
a
double
John Sims, Ralph Thorpe, Ed Shid- president,presided at the business Association'sbirth. The theme of first half of May as follows:
,
gowr of white nylon lace over net Groomsmen were Bill Hathaway
..
| In the 11th for the Builders to lead
ler. Loretta Green, Ray Thomp- meeting which followed the turkey the conventionis "Pioneers in
Letter awards in all sports were and satin. The gown was styled and Chester MUes. Rlngbearer
New houses,some with garages - j o((
but Veldm>n got
son, John Miles, A. L. Prichard, dinner. Mrs. Brown announced Progress.”
Donald Janssen, 32nd St., near next to pop out and then fanned made Friday at the annual with fittedlace bodice, long sleeves was Paul Miles. Mrs. Catherine
M. E. Bennett, O. R. Johnson, E. that Mrs. Henry Steffens has acHolland ChristianHigh School hon- and high scalloped neckline.The Hanacek, organist, played tradiMrs. Jerome Counihan was in KMth Ave.. $10,000; James Van the next two batters.
J. Ribbens, t. J. Hajicek, T. E. cepted the post of”SThte chairman charge of the dinner committee
ors assembly. Coaches of the vari- bouffant skirt featured nylon tulle tional wedding music add also AcWith
two
out
in
the
tenth
the
Lohr, 0 R. Barton, L. D Her- of education. Chairmen of study with the followingmembers; dec- Nuil. lots 35 and 36. Howard’s sec-’
ruffles with a short apron effect. companied H. Lavere, soloist.
Vets pushed a man to third on suc- ous sports made the awards.
, rick, A C. Schaap, L. H. Hoffman, groups gave their annual reports. orations;Mrs. Everett Hart, Mrs. ond addition. $2,000; Zeeland LumVarsity basketball letterswere A tiara of seed pearls and seThe bride's mother wore a light
cessive singles by Rog Beckman
J. A. Dozeman, J. R. Boersma, The retiring presidentthen intro- W. A. Hihkle, Mrs. Robert Wiles, ber and Supply Co., lot 44. Legion
and
Bill Franks but Vern Vande given to David Klaver, Roger quins held her fingertipveil of blue ensemble with white accesE. Barkel, J. Slager, H. W. Chism, duced the incoming president, Mrs. ami Mrs. Robert Sessions; proMulder. Ned Joldersma, Herm nylon tulle. The bride carried a sories. The groom’s mother chose
Park Subd., $10,000; Bert Vande
Farabee, C.D. Myers, R. L Robert Horner and the new sec- gram, Mrs. Hazel Hayes: reserva- Wege, lot 186, part lot 185, Dun- Water's fly out ended the inning. Tuls, Gord Mouw, Ron Weener, cascade bouquet of white roses a navy outfit with white accessorLum
Veldman
singled in the Vets’
S mer, H J. Souder, B. A. Ma- retary, Mrs. Donald Van Ark. tions. Mrs. S. S. Van Dyke, Mrs.
ies. They both wore pink carnaton's Subd., $10,000; Russell 11th but was retiredat second on Calvin Klaesen, Jim Kool, Warren with a white prayer book.
z .rek, R. S. Tobias, E. C. Blair
Otte, Jim Meurer. Bob KlingenMiss Crystal Van Anrooy is trea- Sessions; hospitality, Miss Bailey; Michmerhuizen,Legion Park Dr.. a fielder's choice.
Mrs. Henry Miles was matron of tion corsages.
B. F. Moore, E. W. Knoth, D. L. surer and Mrs. Kenneth Leggett flowers, Miss Katherine Post.
$15,000;Jack Kluitenberg, lot 12,
Kraai struck out nine while berg and Don Bos. Manager Honor. Bridesmaids were the Mis- A reception following the cereFerman, C. Klungle, H. C. Glad- is vice president of AAUW.
Following the dinner and meet- Brieve Subd., $9,000; Jack Schut whiffed four and Veldman awards were given to Merle Dyk- ses PatriciaSimpson, Joanna Plys mony was held at the I.O.O.F
den, G. A. Buekema, B. F. Conema and Jerry De Weerd. Arthur and Nancy Miles. They wore Hall in FennviUe.
Mrs. Horner presented the new ing a program by the social stud- Kluitenberg, lot 13, Brieve Subd., six.
ner, G. C. Morey, 0. S. Cook D. C. chairmen: education, Mrs. Ruth ies group chairmaned by Mrs.
$9,000; George Nyenbrink, lot 106,
Terry Kraai. Al Kraai, Van Tuls. varsity coach made the preHayes and J. Bron.
Van Haitsma; social studies, Miss Charles Van Duren presented the
Jonge's second addition,$10,- Langevelde, Larry K n o p e r and sentations.
Caring for the parking lot were Florence VanderWoude; art, Mrs. play "The Room Upstaies." por- 000; GAT Builders, lot 16, ElmReserve Coach Clarence Pott
Glenn Nykamp hit safely for the
in
Charles Martin, Ed Feddick, Neal D. K. O'Meara; status of women, traying the problems of old age.
presented basketballletters to Jim
hurst Subd, $7,000; Willard De Builders while Lum
Jacobusse, Henry Grote, Herbert Mrs. A. Bondy Gronberg; mem- In the cast were Miss Laura Boyd,
Jonge. lot 15, Troost’s Subd., $8,- paced the Vets with two hits and l!ulst,Jack Bouwman, Vern WedeCoppersmith,Richard Den Uyl, bership. Mrs. George Bishop; fel- Mrs. W. E. Walbridge. Mrs. Low 000; Carl Owen, lot 96, EssenFranks, Lee Veldman, Jerry ven. Arlyn Lanting, Ron, WindeRaymond Darbee and Loren Buhl- lowship,Miss Harriet Mulder; Leg- ell Heneveld, Mrs. George Wedel burg Subd., No. 3, $6,000; James
Kok and Beckman had one each. muller, Bob Kapenga, Ben Bonseer
islative Mrs. Jerome Counihan; ami Mrs. Horner.
Kleinheksel, Jr.; State St., near
Six runs in the second inning, laar , Paul Rillema and Ed De
historian, Mrs. Donald Brown;
A discussion on the problems Perry. $10,500.
made on four hits, three hits and Vries.
hospitality, Miss Lois Bailey;publi- presented in the play was conductNew garage and breezeway— a wild pitch, allowed Co. D to Baseball awards were presented
city, Mrs. Robert Oliver; radio eo by Mrs. Van Duren.
Marvin Groenink,357 North Ot- coast to its initialwin in the sec- by Coach Elmer Ribbens to Allen D. Walters. Allen F. Walters,
tawa. $1,000; Robert Mulder, 716 ond game.
Sandy Lane, $800. •
The Guards added two more runs George Kalman. Paul Sterenberg,
CoopersvilleMan Begins
New garage and patio— Russell in the sixth inning while the Mobil- Jim Kool, Dan Bos, Warren Otte,

ments in the plant lunch room.
There were roses for the ladies,
candies for the children and souvenir booklets for each family.
Central Committee members
planning the event were Howard
Reinking, chairman;Charles Shidler, tour; Louis Brunner, recep-

AAUW

HoUand Township

Closes Season

24 Bids (or

With Dinner, Program

Zoning Permits

.

,iU

,

Christian Athletes

Receive Awards

^

^

G

D

Couple

Veldman

Wed

Cadillac Church

Spring Concert
Thrills

Audience

Young

Men

Tyink, 10452 Melvin St„ $1,000. gas men had two runs in the sec- Merle Dykema, Dick Dams. Bob
8
overflow audience enjoyed Eight-Day Jail Sentence
Home remodeling — Calvin Ny- ond inning on two hits find a wild Mannes and Maynard Schrotenthe most popular concert of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
kamp, 508 Howard Ave., $1,750; pitch and a single run in the sixth. boer.
season at Holland High School John Hook, 40, of 319 Grove St.,
Louis Kruithof. 351 Fifth Ave., The winners hit safely seven Golf letters were presented by
AuditoriumThursday night when Coopersville,is serving eight days Face Induction
$200.
times with Con Boeve and George Coach John Timmer to Terry
Dr. William D. ReveUi of the Uni- in the county jail, after pleading
Add a patio - John Hemple, 61 Smeenge getting two hits and Selles, David Srholten, Wesley
versityof Michigan conducted the guilty in Justice Eva Workman's
Eight young men from Ottawa Lynden Rd., $250. '
Ernie Prince, Jay Berens and Nykamp, Ken Michmerhuizenand
Concert Band in a portion of the Court Friday noon to a charge of County, including three from the
Jim Hulst. Selles also received a
Enlarge garage — Richard Lem- Harv Berens, one each.
program.
assault and battery. In addition he Holland area, will report at the men, 468 Riley Rd., $250; Lawrence
Amie Boeve had two of the medal for being low scorer on the
During the day Dr. Revelli met was sentenced to pay $35 fine and Armory Building in Grand Haven, Lemmen, Pine Dr., $150.
Dealers’ five hits end Karl Essen- team this season.
with the concert orchestra and the $4.90 costs. If the fine and costs June 5. for inductioninto the arm
Coach Arthur Wyma of the track
Enlarge garage and utility berg, Jerry Prince and Herm Kolk
concert band and brass choir for are not paid he will be required to ed forces.
squad presented letter awards to
room — Kenneth Oosterbaan, 297 collectedthe others.
special instructionand rehearsal. serve an additionalfive days.
The list includes : Kenneth D. Burke Ave., $250.
Earl Bouwman. Ed De Vries,
Line score:
Opening the program Arthur C.
n, 401 Howard Ave., Holland;
Hook was arrested by St'
Wayne De Young. Terry Elzinga,
Storehouse — Kenneth Raak, 210
Hills conductedthe orchestra in Police upon complaint of his w
1 E. Pedersen, 2717 132nd St.,
Zoerhof .. 000 000 100 00 - 1 5 0 Terry Geurlnk, La Verne Haak,
North River Ave. $1,000.
George M. Schipper
four numbers including "Symphony Patricia,upon whom the alle;
md; Rodger Barveld, 1658 Ot
Restaurant, breezeway and sales- VFW .... 000 001 000 00 - 1 6 0 Ken Hoek. Bob Jansen, Bob Kap(Charles Haines photo)
in F Major," Dittersdorf;"Czar- assault took place at their hoi
.a Beach Rd., Holland; Preston
penga,
Jim
Meurer,
Erwin
Nagelroom — Chester Van Tongeren, on
Miss Laurie Ann Wilson and sages of blue carnationsand pink
it. Jerrink, route 1. Allendale.
das", Monti, with Norma Houtman in Coopersville.
service road east of US-31 south of Co. D ....... 060 002 0 - 8 7 2 kirk. Paul Newhouse. Sherwin
Loujg George M. Schipper were united rosebuds.
> as violin soloist; "OverlandTrail,
Jerome F. Cohan, 21, Coopers- Others are: Karl A. Parchert. 16th St., $9,000.
Mobilgas .... 020 001 0 - 3 5 5 Ortman. Larry Van Til,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Wilson
Overture,"Strang; "Smoke Gets viUe, paid $25 fine and $4.30 costs 317 Elliott St., Grand Haven;
Wagenveld, Vern Wedeven, Paul In marriage May 18 In the First
of
Cadillac were master and misCharles
N.
Olthof.
.520
Jackson
St.,
In Your Eyes," Kern.
Weener, Dave Weterhof and Ron Methodist Church at Cadillac.
on a reckless driving charge, in
tress of ceremonies at a reception
Raymond Roth took the Brass the same court Friday afternoon. Grand Haven: Ira J. Veenstra,
Windemuller.
Seven-branchcandelabraarrangChoir through "0 Jesu Christ, Gehan was afrested by state route 5. Grano Rapids, and ThomReceiving tennis awards from ed with blue painted daisies, white held at The NorthwoodHotel. Assisting about the rooms were Mrs.
as
C.
McLenithan,
three
Mile
Rd.,
Mein’s Lebens Ucht," Bach and police on US-16 in Polkton TownCoach Harold Grissen were Ron
delphinium and carnations formed Donald Northuis and Mr. and Mrs.
/
"Sinfonietta,"Miller.
Weener, Bill Goodyke, Arlyn Lantship earlier Friday when he alleg- Grand
the setting for the rites performed Lyle Hop of Holland; Mr. and
- The Concert Band was in top edly failed to stop for a stop sign
ing. John Voss, Bernard Evink,
by the Rev. Harold A. Kirchen- Mrs. Denald Hanson of Fremont,
to
form when Dr. ReveUi took the and allegedly caused another car
Ken Wolcott, Boh Brower, Paul
Approximatelyone-third of the
bauer. pastor of the church, and Miss Arlene Sage and Jerry Praupodium- to lead in five selections. to get off the read to avoid a pos- women in the United States hold
Diplomaswere presented to nine Brower Paul Piersma, Calvin
Mrs. Warren S. Merriarh of students of Waverly School at Mannes, Paul Johnson, and Dale the Rev. John Den Ouden, pastor dzic of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Ronald
One number, "Michigan March" by sible accident.
paying jobs. - of First Reformed Church at Zee- Schipperof Livonia, the Misses
Episcopal Church, Holland, was eighth grade graduation exercises Dykema.
Goldman was dedicatedto the
land.
Marilyn Mercer, Ann Badovinac,
re-elected vice president of the Thursday evening in Federal
Michigan Band and Dr. Revelli.
Parents of the bride are Mrs. Marie Larson and Ruth Gould of
Woman’s Auxiliary of the Diocese school gymnasium.
i her numbers played were "Block
Ellen Bros Wilson of Cadillac and Cadillac.
of Western Michigan at the annual
March. "Bilik; "Toccata,"
The graduatesinclude Craig June Bride-Elect
Henry Wilson of Farmington. The
The new Mrs. Schipper chose a
convention
Wednesday
in
St.
Frescobaldi; "First Suite in Eb,”
Baker, Virginia Dreyer. Lambert Feted at Shower
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. beige princess-styledress with
Thomas Church, Battle Creek.
Holst and "His Honor March,"
De Vries, Jan De Jonge. Carol
Sybrasd M. Schipper of Zeeland. bolero jacket and an orchid corMrs. Merriam was also named Kraft, Janie R i e t v e 1 d. Don
A miscellaneous shower was givFillmore.
..f;
The bride approachedthe altar sage for a wedding flip through
a delegate to the Provincialmeet- Romeyn. Sharon Van Nuil and en Wednesday evening in honor of
# The Trumpet Trio unfortunately
IP#!
down an aisle of candles on the the South. She Is a graduate of
ing of the Auxiliary at Springfield, Sharon Zuidema.
was not able to play the schedulMiss Esther Van Noord of Grand
arm of her brother.Harry A. Wil- Cadillac High School and Daven111., Sept. 24-26. Other delegates Nelson Dykema. principal of the Rapids, June bride-elect of Donald
ed numbers because one of the
son of Cadillac. Her gown was port Instituteat Grand Rapids.
aje Mrs. Stuart White of Niles, who school, presented the diplomas Piers.
trio, Jim Vande Vusse was hit with
was re-elected president of the and Bibles were given to the grad- The shower was given by the fashioned of embroideredorganza She is employedas a secretary at
• a bell earlier.
with a decollete neckline, fitted i.olland Motor Express Co. The
In appreciation and as a
Diocesian group at the conven- uates by William Fockler, presi- Mesdames Kenneth Bosman, Donbodice and cap sleeves. Accents of groom is a graduate of Zeeland
tion; Mrs. Chester Wells of Grand dent of the school board. Leonard ald Grotenhuis and Donald Tuls at
souvenir of his visit, Dr. ReveUi
pearl marked the medallion appli- High School and attendedHope
was presented with a plaque by
Rapids, Mrs. E. C. Van Haaften of Fought, secretary of the board, the Grotenhuis home. Games were
que
on the front yoke, and tiers of CoUege. The couple will be at home
Kalamazoo and Mrs. Douglas T. presented Safety Patrol awards to played and duplicateprizes awardMr. HiUs.
It
Concluding number was "Scepter
Woodward of Coklwater.
Carol Kragt, Virginia Dreyer, ed. A two-course buffet luncheon organza formed a bouffant skirt. at 500 West Main St., Zeeland,
* tiered veil of French illusion after May 29.
Mrs. Ewell Gay of Sturgis was Patty Weller, Nancy Plaggemars. was served.
of Liberty March." Olividoti, confell from a coronet studded with
Guests
included
the
Mesdames
elected
second
vice
president
of
Janie
Rietveld,
Jan
De
Jonge,
ducted by Mr. HUls.
Mp
the Auxiliary. Board members Llewellyn De Vries. Bruce Baker, Henry Piers, John Piers, Julius pearls. She wore elbow-length
elected for a three-year term Ronald Essenburg,Larry Kapen- Tucker, Harvey Lampen. Justin mitts and carried a white Bible
wmbl
Many Attend Style Show
with a white orchid and pink rose- 13 to
include Mrs. Byron Elder. Luding- ga, Vernon Steinfortand Charles Tucker, Irwin Tucker, Howard
buds tied with satin ribbons.
Tucker.
Robert
Ludema,
Herschel
ton,
Mrs.
Rex
Edick,
Traverse
Dreyer.
Held at Literary Club
City; Mrs. Joseph Walls. Niles;
The program includedpiano Hulst, Justin Hulst, Gordon Oet- Miss Alice Zagers of Cadillac
From 250 to 300 gathered at the
Mrs. Craig Brooks, Marshall and solos by Carol Kragt ‘and Marcia man, Jason Roels, Chester De was maid of honor and bridesWoman’s Literary Club Tuesday
Mrs. George Fifield of Sparta. Van Rhee, vocal solo by Sharon Frell, Jerrald De Frell. Elmer De maids were Miss Beth L. Wilson of
for the style show sponsoredby
Mrs. Juliet Bourdo of Orangeville Van Nuil accompanied by Sharon Frell. Harold Maat, Julius Maat. Dover. Del., sister of the bride,
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Thirthe HoUand Unit of National Hairwas electedto the board for a one- Zuidema. accordion solo by Cem- Floyd Maat. Roger Maat. Jack and Miss Mary M. Schipper of Zeeland, sister of the groom. They teen Saugatuck High School sendressers and Cosmetologist Associyear term.
on Steinfortand vocal solo\ with Brulschart, J. George Piers,
ation. Models from 4 to 40 partiThe proposed extended mission- guitar accompaniment by Jan De Robert Steketee. Julius Piers. Rob- wore identical gowns of pastel blue iors will be graduated at comary budget of the Auxiliary was Jonge, song. "Follow the Gleam" ert Piers, Jack McManus. Kenneth chiffon with fichus forming off- mencement exercises In the school
cipated.
the-shouMer necklines closing with gymnasium June 6 at 8 p.m., it
Guest 'artist was Bill Sneden of
passed by a large majority.
by sixth, seventh and eighth grad- Veneklasen, Burton Timmer and
tiny buttons at the V necklines. The was announced today by SuperinJackson who had as his model his
ers. Speaker was the Rev. Ray- the Misses Lorraine Piers and Carbodices were princess-stylewith tendent Harley Henderson.
ol
Piers.
wife. Narratorwas Peggy White
mond Denekas,pastor of Calvary
Comnitiion Files Report
shirringat the hips to form boufDr. Arthur J. Manske of Westof Muskegon. Mrs. Margaret
Reformed Church. Lambert De
fant skirts.The attendants wore ern Michigan Universitywill be
Gearhart, president of the local
Id Land Condemnation
Vries announcedthe program.
Midget Baseball League
picture hats with open crows of the commencementspeaker and
unit, presided.Refreshmentswere
A receptionfor the graduates and
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - their parents was held in the Planned for This Summer blue daisiesand they carried bou- the Rev. Robert Garrett of the
served.
quets of blue painted daisies.
Saugatuck MethodistChurch will
Three commissioners appointee by school. Also attending were the
Kids want to play baseball this Carrie Alice MlUer of Wilming- speak at baccalaureate servicesin
Circuit Judge Raymond L Smith Rev. and Mrs. Denekas and memCImki
to hear condemnationproceedings bers of the school board and their summer and they are really prov- ton, Del., niece of the bride and the church at 8 p.m. June 2.
The 64th annual alumni banquet
on areas in Wright and Tallmadge wives. The lunch was arranged by ing it, especially the little guys. Carol Zagers of CadUlac. were
Planned This Summer
townships required by the state for mothers ofthegraduatesand The overflow of more than 300 flowergiris. Calvin C. Johnson of will be held at 7 p.m. June 7 at
highway purposes filed their re- served by seventh grade mothers. kids at the initialmeeting this Clio, nephew of the bride, was the Mt. Baldhead Hotel.
Handicraft classes in ceramics,
week has caused directors from rlngbearer.Best man was Ronald Sherry Smith is the class valecopper enameling, wood fiber and
ports with the county clerk this
the HoUand Recreatin Depart- M. Schipper of Livonia, brother of dictorianand Victor Mayer is the
flower making will be held again
morning.
ment and the American Legion, the groom. James Wyngarden of salutatorian.Other graduates are
Mr. ond Mrs. Ernest Kortering
this summer at Longfellow School.
The commissioners allowed $900 Time Buys
GRAND RAPIDS (Special) - co-sponsors,to get their heads to- Zeeland and Lyle Hop of HoUand Stanley Goshorn, Claudia Hart(Bui ford photo) to Evelyn E. Nylander of Grand
Classes will be held June 17 to
Miss Joyce Broekhids, daughter Attending the bride as maid of Rapids for 1.25 acres in Wright Time, Inc. Wednesday completed gether and come up with a solu- were groomsmen, and Donald man. Carl Jacobs, Joyce Ja:obs,
Aug. 2 from 10 to 11:45 a.m. and
Northuis of HoUand and Waino Beatrice Johnson, Larry Jones,
the afternoon classes from 1 to of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Broek- honor was her sister. Miss Chris- township, and $2,000 to David and the $15,750,000 purchase of televi- tion.
The plan calls for 12 teams of Aukee of Wayne were ushers.
tal Broekhuis. Laveme Kortering Katherine Hanson, route 1. Marne, sion station WOOD-TV and radio
Frank
2:45 and 2:45 to 4:30 pjn.
huis of route 3, became the bride
Mrs. Wilson chose a navy blue Diana Me
attended his brother as best man. for 2.25 acres in Tallmadgetown- stationWOOD, Grand Rapids, eigbt-to-12-year-olds to play during
, Anyone from elementaryschool
of Ernest Kortering, son of Mr. A reception for 50 guests was ship.
WFBM-AM-TV, Indianapolis and the evenings in two leagues.The dress of chantillylace over tafthrough the high school sevel may
register for any one class. Work and Mrs. Herman Kortering of held at Van Raalte’s Restaurant. Commissioners were Oscar WTCN-AM-TV, Minneapolis,Minn. overflow wUl be placed in a Rec- feta with matchingtat and accesis on an Individual basis. Mini- route 5, in a double ring ceremony For their northern honeymoon,the "Petersonof Park township, chair- TLF, Inc., a radio-television sub- reation Boys BasebaU League, sories for her daughter’s
of Time, Inc. will control known as a Midget League, and The groom's mother wore a
mate- April 25. The Rev. H. J. Kuizema bride chose a blue tweed suit with man; Chris Fendt of Port Sheldon
thess kids will play baseballmomThe couple will
l»eti
for
iship and* Gerald D. Cook of
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HoDand Christian

HasItsAmuia)
Honors Assembly
A

variety <rf awards and recog-

nition

was given to many HoUand

Christian High School students at
the annual honors assembly held
local idxtol Friday.
The event is held in conjunction
with Senior Day, after which the
seniors are dismissed for th^ re*
mainder of the day.

at the

Again this year the seniorsspent
the afternoon and evening at Pros-

AWAITING THE VERDICT -

After performing

a walk, trot and canter for judges at the annual TuSip Time Horse Show, the horses in the
pair class line up for awards. The class was open
to Western, gaited and hunter horses. The horses

Tulip Time Horse
Circuit;

140

-

were judged 75 percent on their performance as
a pair and 25 percent on their matchness. Blue
Smoke and Lucky Umber with Lynn Cartierand
Victoria Buchen, up, won the pair class.
(Sentinelphoto)

Show Opens Summer

Entries Participate

140 entries, one
of the biggestshows in the history

Ottawa County

VirginiaKlingenberg,a senior,
sang, "The Lord’s Prayer.”
Alyce Timmer, editor in chief of
the annual publication, "The Footprints," read the dedication.The
annual this year is dedicated to
Garrett Keuning of the English
department. His son. Bruce, accepted the book for his father, who
is recuperating from a recent illness in California.

With more than

of the Tulip Time Horse Show
was staged Saturday at the Pine
Creek Show Grounds.

pect Point resort in Spring Lake.
Following a day of sports and other
Activities the seniors were joined
by the high school facultyand their
wives at a smorgasbord dinner
held at the resort hotel.
Chapel devotions were led by
John Baker, class president and
Joy Hietbriok,vice president
Baker used as his meditation the
class motto taken from the book
of Proverbs, "The heart of him that
hath understanding,seeketh knowledge." As part of the devotions,

Local Minister

Real Estate

Principal Raymond Holwerda
presented pins to the student council officers, Norman Boeve, president; Ed Hoezee, vice president;
Dorothy Witteveen, secretary,and
Carol Appledom,treasurer. Student
council cetif cates were given to

Intermittentshowers early in the
afternoon failed to delay the 22event show, the first such show of
LINING UP
A total of 185 youngsters participated in the * Medemo, 9, of 94 East 28th St., fourth grade, South Side
the season.
Junior Chamber of Commerce bicycle rodeo in the Civic Center
Christian;third, Bernard Van Til, 10, of 80 West 18th St., fourth
Sanctioned by the Michigan
Katherine Uyeno to John P.
Beth Windemulier Gladys Staal,
parking lot Saturday. The rodeo was curtailedat 2 p.m. because
Horse Show Association, the event Roels et al Lots 16, 17 East Mooregrade, Central Ave. Christian. In the fifth grade and above
attracted entries from throughout land Sub. Twp. Holland.
Ruth Mokma, Jack Elenbaas, of rain, but chairman Garth Newman said it was a success and
categoryit was: first, Tom Beyer, 13, of 247 West 21st St.,
Michigan and from the Chicago
Joyce Beelen, Paul Weener, Dave
Fritzi M. Sennett to Vernon D.
probably will be held again next year. Winners in the fourth
seventh grade, Jefferson; second, Joseph Schippers, 13, of 209
The Board of DomesticMissions Tanis, Sherwin Ortman, Calvin
and Detroit areas.
TenCate k wf. Pt. Lot 8 Blk 15
grade and below category were: first,Lois Ten Tave, 10, of 581
East 14th St., seventh grade, Jefferson;third, Dave Beverwyk, 14,
T. A. Mohlman of 'Hinsdale,HI., Southwest Add. City of Holland.
of the Reformed Church in Ameri- Mannes, Merle Dykema, Herb
Crescent,
Dr.,
fourth
grade,
Van
Raalte;
second,
Joyce
Ann
of
1422 South Shore Dr., eighth grade, Harrington.
and Dudley Abbott of Barripgton, Myra R. Van Leuwen et al to ca has e xtended a call to Dr. Berens.Ron Windemulier,Calvin
(Bud Borr photo)
III', were the judges, Proceeds erf Fritzi M, Sennett Pt. Lot 8 Blk. 15
Marion de Velder. minister of Vander Meyden, Arlyn Lanting,
the show will go to the Ottawa Southwest Add. City of Holland.
Amola
Keuning, Lois Dykstra,
Hope Church, to become executive
County Humane Society.
Jacob Bierema & wf. to John H.
Joan Baker, Carol Tuls, Dave TinMrs. Alva Hoover; flower chairResults in order erf finish:
Van Huis & wf. Lot HO Post’s 4th secretary as successor to Dr. Rich- bolt, Earl Kobps, Ed De Vries and
man, Mrs. Walter Wightman; muard Vanden Berg.
Park Seat Division
Silver Add. Holland. •
sic chairman, Mrs. Fred Thorsen;
Paul Brink.
Flash, Nancy Locke.
John Franzburg to Arthur L. Dr. Vanden Berg has served In Holwerda presented the National
religious chairman, Mrs. Waldo
Graduation
exercises
were
held
this
position
since
1948.
The
other
Western Division— Snooper Bill, Lawrence k wf. Lot 48 Brieve's
Phelps. Annual reports were given
Merit Scholarshipcertificate of
executive secretary of the Board
Thursday evening, Mav 16, at the by various officers. A past presiJeanne Pekelder, Buttermilk Sky. Sub. Twp. Holland.
merit to William De Wys, Ellen
Bob Morgan: Diablo, Pat Havens.
James H. Klomparens & wf. to of Domestic Missions is Miss Beth Masselinkand Pearl Compaan. Ganges Methodist Church for 21 dent pin was presented to the reMarcus, former resident of HolPrairie Down, Pat Felker.
Carl T. Ashby & wf. Lot 4 Allen
Recognition as the Wolverine Boys eighth graders of the rural schools tiring presidentMrs. Roy Nye who
land.
Palamino — Marcelin Lucky Gol- 'Acres, Twp. Park.
in the area. Mrs. Mae Winne, also gave a remembrance to each
State
reprsentativeswas given to
The call oi the Board of Domestic
den, Leonard Keims — Nancy Sulchurch organistplayed the proces- of the retiring officers. Mrs. WilWilliam Rauch Jr. et al to GorTom
Joidersma
and
Dave
Tanis.
Holland's third tornado alert of
livan; Gold’s Rag Mop. Paul don M. Brewer & wf. Lot 1 Rose Missions was received by telesional and recessional.The colors liam Broadway was in charge of
Student
Service
certificates
were
phone last Tuesday evening at
Dunn; Day’s End Golden Lass. Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
were presented the pledge of Al- the program she presentedtwo the season expired at 3 a.m. Sunspecial committee representing given to Shirley Dreyer, Janice legiance given and the National
Bobbi Cederlund; Friday, Bud
Ottawa Savings & Loan Assn, to
contests with prizes won by Mrs. day as the city was being drenched
Van Klaveren, Glnda Gruppen and
the executive committee ne'.i
Mein.
Anthem sung by the audience. In- Bessie Ensfield and Mrs. Fred by rainstorms and hit by strong
William Rauch Jr. et al Lot 1
conference in Holland on Thursday Esther Van Haitsma.
Horsemanshipover fences (over Rose Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
vocation and benedictionswere giv- Thorsen. Mr- Ensfield then preIn a surprise move. Holwerda en by the Rev. Willis Hunting of
with Dr. de Velder to present par
winds.
13) — Velvet Rose, Mrs. Robert
Albert Meengs & wf. to Stanley
sented a contest based on a telepresented the school letter to Miss
Haas; Blue Smoke, Lynn Cartier; Depree & wf. SK SEK NEK NE»4 ticulars regarding the cad.
No damage was reported in HolFennville in the absence of the
show. Prizes were won by
A recommendation is being Sena Grevengoed,a veteran com- Rev. Henry C. Alexander.Wel- vision
Dragon, John Eisenhour; Country 14-5-16 Twp. Park.
Mrs. Ami Miller,Mrs. Alva Hoo- land or the surrounding area from
Cousin. Mary Humphrey. Horse- Jack R. Kluitenberg k wf. to made by the Board of Domestic mercial instructor, who is retiring come was given by Rodney Wolf; ver, Mrs. Serene Chase and Mrs.
thundershowersor winds which An opportunity for junior high
Missions to the General Synod this year.
manship over fences (under 13)
a piano solo by Jane Ann Koning. Irving Wolbrink. This meeting closJohn FranzburgLot 164 J. C. Dunstruck the area several times durmeeting
at
Buck
Hill
Falls.
Pa.
High School penmanship certifi- The address of the evening was
Travel-air,Bill Long; Blue Smoke, ton Add. Twp. Holland.
ed the Home Gub meetings until ing the alert which started at 7 and high school boys to improve
Lynn Cartier;Dragon, John Eisen- Robert S. DeBruyn k wf. to Ed- June 6 through 11, to employ
cates were awarded by.Miss Jean- given by Miss Stensen Principalof
thrir basketballskills will be givnext September.
hour and Country Cousin, Mary ward G. Copier A wf. Pt Lots 76, third executive secretary, prefer- ette Veltman of the commercial the Allegan Co. Normal at Sa'uga* The Bit O'Fun Gub was pleas- p.m.
en again in the summer basketball
ably a layman, to have major re- department to Nancy Veldheer.
Holland police, reserve officers school scheduled to run from June'
Humphrey.
tuck. G. Roy SturgisCounty super- antly entertained Saturday even75 Heneveld’sPlat No. 9. Twp.
sponsibilityin the area of church Barbara Van Dam, Evelyn Pieper,
and Ottawa County deputiesquick- 17 to July 12.
Speed and action — Lucky Boy, Park.
intendent dt schools presented the ing in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
extension.
Jay Reenders.
The four - week program runs
Lois Kamphouse, Marian Genzink, diplomas.Four Ganges township Alva Hoover. A dessert luncheon ly manned the lookout posts overVenhuizen Auto Co. to William
The
Board
of
Domestic
Missions
Pleasure Horses (English sad- H. VenhuizenPt. Lot 9. 8 Blk 20
Lois De Waard and Nancy De schools.Fruitland,Loomis. Peach- at eight o’clock was followed by looking Lake Michigan near the each week Monday through Friday
is in charge of all missionary aclake Macatawa Channel entrance from 9 to 11:30 a.m. The school is
dle) — Shanna Man, Mrs. Joyce City of HoUand.
Kleine. 1716 competenttypist pin belt and Reid were represented social evening.
tivities in the United States as
and near Saugatuck.
Ballinger; Canvas Master, Lynn
open to seventh through 11th
for first year typists was given to with graduates who were Jerry
John Franzburg to Roy Ashley
Mrs. Linus Starring underwent
The central communicationscon- grade boys.
Stoddard; Snooks, Jim Bonham A wf. Pt Lot 6 Homestead Add. well as Mexico and Canda. The Georgia Bouma. Receiving first Walker, Rodney Wolf, Sally Green,
major surgery last Saturday at the
Board is composed of 46 memand Galikama, Betty Wilson.
Boh Connell, new Holland High
Sandra Adkin, Larry Arnett Jane Douglas hospital and is convales- trol center on the second floor of
City of Holland.
bers representing the entire Re- year typing certificates were Shirthe police station also began func- varsity basketballcoach, will conGreen working hunters
Willfam L. Wood A wf. to Minley
Bakfcer,
Anne
Diepenhorst, Ann Koning, David Me Kellips, cing nicely.
Round Hill, Max Bonham; Sea nie M. Walcott et al Lot 33 Scott’s formed Church. 'The yearly bud- Georgia Bouma, Sharon Groenhof, Virginia Kay Rumsey, Marjorie Mrs. Albert Nye remains about tioningas did Red Cross and Civil duct the school assisted by Ted
get for the work is approximately
Defense teams.
Holly, Judy Helder; Father’s HolBoeve and others if the enrollElmwood Add. City of Holland. $1,000,000.
Dorothy Oosting, Ruth Petroelje, Ann Sargeant. Several of the the same at the Douglas hospital
As the alert lasted into the early ment demands additional Instrucly, Bill Long, Roger Beonmish;
schools in the township send their where she has been the past few
Harold Pinckney et al to Francis
Marilyn
Timmer,
Beverly
Hoekmorning hours additional person- tors.
and Hearth Stone. Betty F. Mc- Lister et al Pt. Sec. 16-5*14 Twp. Dr. de Velder told a Sentinel reupper grades to Fennvilleand weeks.
porter that he was “highly honor- sema, Norma* Kouw, Joyce Nynel were called out to relieve the
quire.
Basketball games, leagues,
Zeeland.
Guests over the weekend in the
kamp. Carol Stephenson, Janice South Haven.
men and the Red Cross provided fundamentals, basic s k i 11s and
Open jumpers - Day’s End Gol- Harold F. Blystra A wf. to Har- ed" by the vote and the call of the
Mr,
and
Mrs. Chester Wightman home of Mrs. Grace Hamlin
Ven
Tubbergen,
Ruth
Walters,
den Lass. Bobbi Cederlund;Be old J. Lambers A wf. Pt. Lot Board of Domestic Missions. He
movies will constitute the program.
have received word of the birth were her sister and husband, sandwiches and hot coffee.
expects to study the positionand Joyce Zwiers, Edgar Bosch, GlenBop, Carl Miller, Jr., Mr. Fox,
At the Scout Jambo-Raiin Allegan
Intensiveinstructionwill be givof their fourth grandson. A son was Mr. and Mrs. Fetus Marshallof
40, 41 Sandy’s Sub. No. 1, Twp:
da
Bouwer,
Bob
Cook,
Marjorie
work carefully,and will confer in
Grant Metcalfe and Die Dou Kee,
an emergency plan was put into en in small groups and the boys
bom
Friday
May
17,
to
Mr.
and
Holland.
Albion.
the next few weeks with denomi- Schuurman, Jean Spruit, Marcia
Max Bonham.
Mrs. Milton Strand of Blanchard. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wightman effect if needed. A meeting of vari- will be divided on an ability basis.
Albert Meengs & wf. to Bernard
(Oonthmed on Page •)
national leaders and with the offi'Htree gaited saddle horses
He has been named Brad Arlin. attendedthe annual spring ban- ous agencies was called and quar- However, every boy will receive
Bosma & wf. Pt. Ett NE>4 NE>4 cers and members of Hope Church,
(amateur) — My Rare Coin. WenThis is the second son for the quet of the Michigan State Uni- ters were lined up which could hold an equal opportunity regardlessof
14-5-16 Twp. Park.
dy Locke; March Light Genious, William Nies et al to School Dis- and a decision will be made beStrands who recently moved from versity Alumni Gub of Allegan the 3,000 Scouts and leaders in
Ray Kuiper; Dusky Gal, Mrs. Ger- trict City of Holland Lots 11, 14, fore the end of June.
All boys will be on a varsity
Owendale to Blanchard where Mr. and Van Buren County. The occa- case of a disaster.
Radio contactwas establishedat and lockers and towels will be
rit Both and Stonewall.Sensation, 15. 20. 21, 26, Southwest Heights
Strand is manager of a feed and sion was held' Saturday evening,
the camp and a mass evacuation furnished free, practice sessions
Joe Sinkule.
Philathea Class Elects
grain mill.
May 18, in South Haven.
Add. City of Holland
Conformationhunters — HearthA daughter was borr. Wednesday Weekend guests in the home of plan formulated:Rudy Unseld, will be held in HoUand High and
John Franzburg to Donald J. Officers at Meeting
stone, Betty F. McGuire; Carol’s DePree Pt. Lot 7 Village of Cedar
May 15, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mr. and Mrs. Donald Buckberry camp general chairman, said less E. E. Fell Junior High and in
Plumb, P. T. Cheff; Miss Me Neil Swamp, Twp. Holland.
Nally at the Douglas hospital. She were his parents, Mr. and Mrs. than 30 boys returned to their Civic Center if the number of enNew officers were elected at the
i.omes because of the alert.
II, Fred Boudeman and Mr. Fox,
tries justifies it.
Cities Service Oil Co. to Theisen- meeting of the Philathea Gass of
Tennis popularityin Holland has has been named Mary Juanita and Fred Buckberry and the latters
Grant Metcalfe.
Enrollmentis limited to 40 or
Clemens Co. Pt. Lots 1, 10 Blk. 34 First Methodist Church Wednesday reached even higher peaks each is the first girl for the Nallys. father, H. T. Van Patten of Ro- Unseld praised the leaders and
camp directors for the calmness 50 and a 55 fee is charged for the
Open jumper stake
Dil
They
have
two
boys.
mulus.
Howard’s Add. Twp. Holland.
summer
and
the
youngsters
have
evening. A potluck supper and regDou Kee, Max Bonham; Good Guy,
Wayne E. Tice A wf. to LawMrs. William Broadway was and controlduring the tense situa- school. Registrationcan be made
been clutteringthe 21st St courts The Baptist Mission Grcle was
Jim Helder; Day’s End Golden rence L. Williams A wf. Lot 9 ular businessmeeting preceded the at all times of the day and early pleasantlyentertained Thursday guest of honor at a neighborhood tion when the severe weather fore- with Joe Moran at Holland High
election.
Lass, Bobbi Cederlund and Mr.
School.
afternoon at the social room of the birthday party Saturday afternoon cast was first received.
Vredeveldt’s Sub. Twp. Park.
Miss Ella Drinkwater, chairman evening.
Fox. Grant Metcalfe.
Zeeland Lumber A Supply Co. of the nominating committeepre- Joe Moran, City Recreation church with Mrs. Charles Green at the home of Mrs. Nettie Lynch.
Five gaited horses (amateurridto Margaret C. Landauer Lot 17 sented the slate.
director, in an attempt to give as hostess. Officers elected at the Seven women were present and the
den) — I’li Cry Tomorrow. Cyn- Chamber of Commerce Sub. City
adults more opportunity to play, April meeting for the coming year honored guest received gifts and
Mrs.
Ford
Weeks
is
the
new
thia Donahue; Gold Symbol. Mrs.
Girl
of Holland.
president;Mrs. L. Bensinger, vice has set forth a plan for this sum- were installedwith Mrs. Gladys cards. Birthday cake and ice cream
Gerrit Buth; Murlen Geniuh and
Five Star Lumber Co. to James president; Mrs. Eldred Sincock, mer which he hopes will work out Chapman acting as installing offi- concludedtht plea: .nt afternoon.
Wheel of Fortune, David H. Bedell.
cer. They were as follows;Presi- Mrs. Richard Stehle entertained
H. Klomparens & wf. Lot 4 Allen secretary; Mrs. Edna D e k k e r, satisfactorily.
Pair class
Blue Smoke and Acres, Twp. Park.
treasurer; Miss Clara McClellan, Under the plan, any adult want- dent, Mrs. Charles ‘’Treen, vice the pupils of the Belknap school
Killed in
Lucky Umber, Lynn Cartier and
Fred Sandy A wf. to Marinus assistanttreasurer and Mrs. Thel- ing to use a court may telephone president, Mrs. Fred Reimlnk; Tuesday with ice cream and cake
Victoria Buchen; Hearthstone and
DeJonge A wf. Lots 16-18 Inc. San- ma Meyer, spirit of Philathea.
GRAND
(Special)
the City Recreation office in the secretary Mrs. Roy Nye; treasur- in honor of the 7th birthday anLeathercraft classes are set for
Eros. Christy Firesteiseand Betdy’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
Mrs.
Andrew
Smeenge,
devo- Holland High gym. This summer er, Mrs. Lee Starring;who was In- niversary of her son, Terry.
the five elementary public schools Mary Ann DeHeer, 13 -year -old'
ty McGuire; Country Cousin ani
George Dok to Joseph Fetsko A tions chairman,told the story of the office will be located in Lincoln stalled by proxy being on a trip Miss Doris Wightman of Grand again this summer with the pro- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Travel-air,Mary Humphrey and
to California. Departmentsof Rapids spent the weekend here in gram running from June 17 to De Heer, Comstock Rd.. Grand
wf. Lot 192 A pt. 193 Diekema the cross bearer, "Simon of Gy- School.
Joan Roberts and Capistranio and
Homestead Add. Twp. Holland. rene." Games followed.
Permits call for one hour of play ChristianService, White Cross, the home of her parents. Mr. and Aug. 2. *
Haven, was killed In an automoTony, Merry Cobb and Bonnie BakKatherine Uyeno to Bliss Vanden
on any one of the 14 city-owned Mrs. Clyde Sisson;- Love Gift, Mrs. Chester Wightman.
Stringcraft.beadcraft and shell- bile crash Sunday aftemqon in
er.
tennis courts for any evening Mrs. Fred Reimlnk; Christian So- A number of members of the craft will be included in the pro- Morrison, la. Mary Ann and a girl
Heuvel A wf. Pt. NW»4 NWK 33Working hunters - Blue Smoke,
Terri Boes Honored
5-15 Twp. Holland.
desired. They will be honored cial Relations,Mrs. Arnold Green; Baptist Youth Fellowship went to gram.
friend of Grand Haven were visitI ynn Cartier; Miss Me Neil 0,
upon presentation at the time Departmentof Missions, Mrs. Kalamazoo Sunday where they at- The schedule calls for classes ing the latter's cousin in Morrison.
George Dok to Jule Depuydt A On Third Birthday
Fred Boudeman; Lucky Umber, wf. Lot 194 A pt. 193 Diekema
Chapman; Devotional tended a hymn sing at the Portage at Lincoln School from June 17 to The crash occurred when the
stated. Signs will be posted to
Victoria Buchen and Lusty. P. T. Homestead Add. City of Holland.
Chairman, Mrs. William Pixley. St. BaptistChurch. Devotions were 21 from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 car in which the two girls and
Last
Saturday
afternoon, Terri that effect at the courts.
Cheff.
Moran is particularlyanxious to The program for the day was pre- led by the Ganges group.
William Zonnebelt A wf. to Clar- Lynn Boes celebrated her third
to 4:30 p.m. and July 2 to July another boy and gixl from ReinKnockdown and out — Joe Mc- ence Vander Vliet A wf. Pt. Lots
birthdayanniversary at a party have more parents play with their sented by Mrs. Green, her sub27, from 1 to 4:30 p.m. daily beck, la., were riding left the road
Quskey; Our SontM, Ilane Mar- 4, 5 De Kruif’s Sub. City of Holject being ‘Talents." Refresh
and rolled over three miles south
Monday through Friday.
given by her mother, Mrs. Robert children.
Pine
Rest
Circle
Has
coff; Mr. Fox. Grant Metcalfe and
ments were served by the hostess
land.
Boes. in their home. Assisting
Jefferson,July 24 to 28; Long- of Morrison. The other occupants
Cloud Inspector,' Grant Metcalfe. ( Louis Dykema to Alvin P. Dykeand a social tijne followed.
fellow July 1 to 5; Washington, were not Injured.
were Mrs. Mike Meyaard and the
Meeting at Church
Bending race — Lucky Boy. Roy ma et al Pt Stt Wft NW% NEK
Kindergarteners Given
The Ganges Bridge Club will A regular meeting of Pine Rest July 8 to 12 and Van Raalte, July Mary Ann was graduatedfrom
grandmothers, Mrs. Williams Boes
Reenders;Cricket, Sylvia Zwort; 32-5-15 City of Holland.
meet Monday at the home of Mrs. Grcle No. 10 was held last Mon- 15 to '19, with the hours at each the eighth grade at Peach Plains
and Mrs. Martin Van Wieren.
‘Diplomas’ at Program
Cherry Dowson, Tom Agder and
Rena
Goodrich on the County day evening with Mrs. Daniel school being 9 a.m to 12 noon.
school May 17. She was born in«
Games were played and reDusty. Hazel Knoll.
Ten
kindergarten pupils of Park Road. A one o'clock dessert Zwler in charge. The meeting waa
Additional classes will be held Grand Haven Sept, il, 1943. She
freshments were served.
Three gaited stake - My Rose West Crisp Students
Invited guests were Pammy and Waverly school received"diplo- lunch will be followed by an af- held In Maple Avenue Christian at Van Raalte from July 22 to was a member of Hope Reformed
Coin. Wendy Locke; Captain Jock
Aug. 2 from 9 a.m. to 12 noon Church in Grand Haven township.
Doug
Meyaard, Duane, Jimmie mas" at special "graduation" ternoon of bridge. ,
Reformed Church.
Visit
Sentinel
Office
Merabode Farms; Ingenious, Bui
Survivingbesides the parents
and from I to 4:30 p.m.
and
Cindy
Nienhuis, Mikie, Tony exercises Wednesday afternoon The Mr. and Mrs. Gub of the
Mrs.
C.
Mating
conducted
devoMein and March Light Genious, Twenty-five West Crisp students,
Ganges
Methodist
Church
will
are
a sister, Lana Kay, and her
with
mothers
of
the
pupils
as
and Danny Van Dort, Cindy De
tions and music was provided by
Ray Kuiper.
meet Tuesday evening, at the so- the Mello Quartet. Guest speaker
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
grades kindergarten through Graaf, Connie Rhode, Dianna. Pat- guests.
Cornelius Donze Dies
Speedy turns class — Cherry eighth grades, visited The Sentinel
De Heer of Grand Haven township
program arranged by the cial room of the Church. John was Mrs. Edward Tanis. wife of
ty and Gerald Lengkeek, Marla
Dawson. Tom Agder; Chico. Bob
and Mrs. Gladys De Waal of MusFriday afternoon with their Grotenhuis, Georgia and D a v e y teacher Mrs. Ronald Den Uyl, in- Bast of Fennville will show pic- the pastor of Faith Reformed After Long Illness
Swart, Sue Jo, Sandy Fellser and
kegon Heights.
cluded recitationsby all the be- tures which he took on a recent Church o4 Zeeland, who chose for
teacher, Mrs. David Mulder.
Hill,
Byron
Howard,
Connie
and
Tony’s Pal, John Harthorn.
Cornelius J. Donze, 64, died SatThe group included Gary Mul- Barbie Va». Wieren and Betty, Bil- ginners and a group of songs. Each trip to Mexico and also a collec- her subject, "Christian Hands."
Working hunter stake - Carol's
urday afternoon at his home, 181
"graduate" was presented a diplo- tion of coins.
der. Vernon Vander Zwaag, Roger ly and Jimmy Boes.
Hostesses
from
Central
Park
RePlunmb, P. T. Cheff; Velvet Rose.
from "Rhyme University.” Mrs. Orrin EnsfieldJr. was hos- formed Church included Miss Jen- West 14th St., followingan extend- Mr. and Mrs. Van Anrooy
Assink, Milton Jongekryg, Gerald
Mrs. Robert Haas; Father’sFolly.
Mrs. Den Uyl received the teas to Jhe Ganges Home Club at nie Brinkman, Mrs. Ralph Van ed illness.Born in the Netherlands, Honored at Reception
Kooyers Jerry Van Kampen, Jean
Roger Beamish and Blue Smoke, Knoll. Billy Kooyers, Elaine Checks in Mail
"Master of Rhyme" diploma. Nel- her home Friday, May 17. A des- Lente, Mrs. George De Vries, Mrs. he come to this country when a
Lynn Cartier.
The Tulip Time Housing Bureau son Dykema, principalof the sert luncheon was served at one- John Nyland and Mrs. John Ten- boy. He was a retired farmer of A reception honoring Mr. and
Stegenga,Marcia Mulder, Linda
Five gaited saddle horse stakethe Pine Creek area until a year Mrs. N e in Van Anrooy, who
Ruth Van Liere, Marilyn Rozema, has mailed checks to local per- school was awarded a "Doctor of thirty to 14 members and guests. inga.
Courageous Sport, Mike Walker; Ruth Kooyers, Sally Redder, Beth sons who rented rooms in their Rhyme" diploma.
The name of Mrs. Jesse Runkel of
ago when the'famUy moved into were married recently, was held
Fancy Sea, Mr*. Paul Lindquist; Knoll. Karen Van Liere, Bernice homes for guests during Tulip Children receivingdiplomas were the Lakeshoreroad was added to
Holland. He was a member of the at the home of Gerrit Van AnMahogany’s Co-Pilot, Bill Brittain Assink, Mary
New ApostolicChurch.
Kampen, Time. If these checks are not re- Kathy Jo Buchanan, Patty Dams, the list of members. The officers Zutetink Appears Twice
rooy, 372 Pine Ave., Saturday eveand Bohemian Colorguard. Paul Sharon Faye Van Kampen, Faye ceived by the early part of next Terry Drooger, Randy Jonker, for the coming year were installed George Zuverink appeared in
Surviving are the wife. Eliza- ning.
Bakeman.
Veldheer, Shirley Redder, and week, hostesses are asked to call Vince Meiste, Barbara Stelnfort, by Mrs. Irving Wolbrink who pre- both ends of a doubleheader for beth; two sons. Marinus and Adri- Miss Joanne Van Anrooy, a *
Conformation hunter »
the housing bureau at EX 2-2022. Kenny Strabbing,Richy Ten* Brink, sented each with a corsage of the Baltimore Orioles against the an, both of Holland; three daugh- niece from Wilmette, IU.t presided
Gretchen Knoll.
Velvet Rose, Mrs. Robert
Mothers accompanyingt h e Checks for hoicks, motels and cab- Mark Van Rhee and Calvin Van mums. Officers are as follows: Boston Red Sox Sunday. Zuverink ters, Mrs. Gilbert Heidema, Mrs. at the punch bowl and Mrs. Floy<|>
Hearthstone, Betty F.
group were the Mesdames Ed Van ins will be processed next week. Tatenhove.
President,Mrs. William Van Hart* came on in the eighth inning of Ben De Witt and Mrs. John Van Van Anrooy, also of WUmette,
Fair Orphan, Mrs. Max _
Liere, Bert Vander Zwaag, Henry
es veldt; vice president,Mrs. Wil- the first game after the Red Sox NuU. all of HoUand; 21 grandchU- . jured.
find Set Holly, Judy Helder,
J.
Kampen, Gerald R. The Italian governmentesti- Largest large tooth aspen In liam Broadway; secretary Mrs. had scored five runs and finished dren; one great grandchild; one Guests attending the reception
M. Jongekryg, Lubert mates that It will require *bout the United States stands 69 feet Ida Martin; treasurer, Mrs. J. the game. He pitched the ninth ini 1 '
i >\
John Zylman, Red- were from Grand Have" Zeeland.
raag, Marvin Muld
70 more years of work
work to com- tall and is located near
Chase; parliamentarian, ning of the second game. Baltione
St. Joseph, and HoUand and from
of
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